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Kashi, Kulini and Ihn Babiiya (K. at;Tawl;iid ) very often 
refer to. zindiqs. There is even a well-known tradition, touchit;tg· 
on dogmatic matters, in the form of a real or imaginary dispt:(te 

between a heretic and Inm.m. Ja'far concerning the proofs of the· 
existence of God,~it is even called "f:tadithu·'z-zini£q'', and is 
quote~ in al-Kiifi and · K. at-TaJWI;Lid of Ilm Babiiya; teferences 
to it reappear: now and th~n:. It is related by Hisham b. al-Ifakam, 
that speciali>st on heretics and theolbgicat questions. The mc?"st · 
interesting p<)rtion is its. introduction : "There was in · M'i~r 
(Egypt, or' its capita1)23 a zindiq, Abii 'Abdi'l-Iah 'Abdu'l-Malik 
by name, whom the t¥!WS about the great wisdom of Tniain Ja'f'ar 
reached. (Being .anxious to see the Imam) the zindiq went 'to• 
Medina, and, not finding the Imam there, for he was at the time 
in Mekka, he ,travelled to the holy city. He found the Imam per~ 
forming the ceremony of the tawaf, or circumambulation" . 

In the story we see that, firstly, the heretic bears an Afk.l). 
name; ~condly, he moves freely in Medina and, Mekka, ancl, 
thir_d.J.y, that the Imam politely a.d~re&\Ses liim as :'the brother of 
the people df Egypt" (ya: akha aAt Mifr). It looks a..<; if he W,!lS· 

an Ar<J.b Christian, prol;>ably belonging to ,one df the .gnostic seC:~. 
lb:n: BaMY'a/ in hi& .K. atJ-TawJ:tUf (2l4j) shows qui~ a. clealj

idea of tpe Cloctrines of Mani and "Ihn Dayl?.a~~',, as he correctly 
calls him. He mentions them together, refer:ri~ to "the nqnset).•se
which they talk about the mixing (of light and 4a.rkn.ess). and 
which the 1\'Iajus, i .e., Z~roastrians, apprpac,h. in :their theories of 
:Ahr.anan''.24 Thus, by calling Al;>ii , Sh.aki,r ~ z-jn.d.iq, h.e ccqlci 
not pretend to take him '£m;- a harmless "fr~~-tijjt1ker'.', because 
h,e knew that the heretic was. a Barde&a:nja,n, ~n9' the ~trine of 
"Ibri Day~an" was closely r.elated to tpat of Mani. 

As far as ·it is possible to asc~rtain, the names of Abii S.hakir 
.ad-Day~aru and 'Ab9u'l-lah ad-I)anani are the only. Day~allite· 
names mentioned both in. al-Kiifi and K. at-Tawf:i,id of Ibn Babiiya .. 
It is1 ,quite possib1~, lil)wever,, that in reality both these names 
refer to one an.d the same perwn, AbU Shakir 'A..l?du;l-lah ad~ 
-Day,;;anl, and the fact that tqey ap~r: as two CJifferent names. 
depends on .their being qu~te.d in this . br that form in different 
traditions. It would be strange that both these Day~ariites would! 
have been so uniformly' interested in theological' matters. As we· 
have seen aoov.e' a~~Ri~a describes Hisham b . . al-I;Iakam as a 
pisciple of Abii Shakir, the zindiq, who apparently was converted 
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a.nd later on treated as. one of the 'lnUtakallim'in (suspected, 
~tording to Ibn Nadifn). Of course, Abu · Shakir was only his 
kf,tn)'a, and it is quite possible that his real name was 'Abd~'l'-liih. 

The relation of Hisham b. al-'I:fakam with a Day~anite or 
'Day~iinites, is a matter worthy of. note because it provides a docu
mentary proof of a connection between early Shi'ism and gnostic 
>Circles. Hish.am b. al-I;Iakam (whom Shahrastiini25, apparently 
wrong-l;r, describes as a heretic and .the ~ounder of a heretical sect), 
·was a prosperous merchant in Kufa, a m'ili.wla of Banii Kinda 

. ~~although he was actually connected with and resided amongst 
Banii Shayban; hi·s shop was near Biibu'l-Karkh).26 Miisa b. 
Ja'far lent him a capital (ra'su'l-mal), of 50,000 dirhems. In his 

youth he was a brilliant and enthusiastic student, £ollower of 
Imam J a'far, taking special interest in philosophical and theologi~ 
~ problet111s. These interests he apparently did nqt lielinquish 
-i:n the later period df his life. N ajashi ( 304-305) mention~S many 
books composed by him; amongst these controversy plays a pro~ 
minent part. : refutation of the doctrines of dualists ( Manichees?), 
~f ztindiqs (gnostics ?) , of the Mu'tazili11.es, of ..;\ristotle, of Hisham 
al-Jawiiliqi, df the "naturalists", etc. All these wo-rks are ap~ 
parently lost, but it looks as if the numerous traditions n~lated by 
-later compilad:ors on his authority are 1t1ostly quoted from his 
<:ompositions because all such tradifions. arc lorig, and exhibit 
signs of literary, not oral, origin; The severe opinion concernirtg 

:his orthodoxy expr.essed by ar.-Ri<;la hi the tradition m~tiorted 
:above, may perhaps be the. resut not so much of really ~eterodox 
inclinations on hi·s part as of some misunderstanding in financial 
:relations. Such things did happen. 

. It appears that his position was more important in Kufa: than 
·thit. of an ordinar'Y merchant. He was on excellent terms with 
the Barrriakid family, and obviously their protection pennitted 
hi;n to satisfy his curiosity by keeping ip. contact with ·various 
i10n-Muslim elements, Nestorians, Jews, Day~anites~ zindiqs, ·etc., 
who so often figure in the traditions related by him. His position 
cand learning undoubtedlly provoked envy in certain clrdes : Kashi 
:(173-17()) refers to allegations as to his complicio/ in the mis~ 
~rtunes which befell Miisa b. Ja'far. In 199/ 815· for some rea
~on he undertook a journey to Baghdad and died t}ire in the 
same year.27 
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. ·Such explicit and indisputable proof of the fact that an impor~ 
tant representative of Shi'ite circles under Imam Ja'far and his 
successors was in contact with gnostics and cognate' communities·, . 
serving even as an intermediary between these, touches a matter 
of outstanding importance in the history of Shi'ism and Sufis·ri1r 
Hisham was, surely, ·npt alone in his position, and there were 
probablr many persons of inferior talent and standing who, never~ 
theless, also served ~ instruments of the same cultural process. 

In his extremely important works, "Der Urspr.ung des Islams
und da.s Christentum"28 and "Moha.rnr:Uad, the Man and his 
Faith"29, the late Tor Andrae has shown to what extent Islam 
in its original form depended! on 1f\le ideas of the Syrian church'. 
The point at which such idms mostly penetrated the Arabiall' 
masses was J:Iira, the capital df the Lakhmid principality, which 
after the beginning of the Arab conquests was replaced by Kufa',. 
three miles to the North. O.ne might expect that for a long 
period of time, before the whole of the local population embrace4 
Isfam, such influences continued at work. 

The reference to the contact between Shi'ite circles and tn~· 
remnants of Christian gnostic sects, as in the case of Hishiim b. 
al-J:iakam, in addition tG the indubitable contact :with the
N estoria.Ths, is a very valuable addition to the .infonnation concern!. 
ing the ways by which gnostic ideas and influenCes penetrated 
Shi'ism or Sufis111, it may be, in fact, long before the period of 
officially encouraged translations. 
: An interesting example may be quoted. !DJ my studies of the
Ummu/l-kitab, a sacred book of the Ram.ir and Hindukush 
Ismailis, which by itself, however, is probably of a pre-Ismaili; 
9riginao, I had always been puzzled by a passage at the beginning 
-i;J,f the wQrk. It is undoubtedly an adapt:a,tion of the apocryphal 
Gospel of Infancy to lr:n.am Mul).an:imad al-Baqir, who; while stil. 
a child, reveats to his q.stenished teacher various mysteries of 
crmtion and cosmogo!!Y· Having explained the Kabbalistic impli• 
cations' of the letter, alif and then blt, he pt;o.ceeds suddenly witq 
the question : "what is bigger : an alif o·r a camel (ushtur) ?»31 

.Why can;te:l? In 1942, in his yery erudite WG~k on Jabir b. 
. ;E;Iayyii.n,32 Dr. P. Kraus has s11ggested that the word ushtur, 

,stands hqe ~nstead m the word. janwl of the Arabic origincif,. 
and the latter is mer'ely a misunderstanding far gimel, the · nam~ 
of the third letter of the Semitic alphabet, i1e., the Arabic finf!,. 
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This seems to me a very clever suggestion which may be un~ 
reservedly accepted. It would. tend to prove that the gnostic 
works written originally in Syriac were ~ometimes adopted by 
people so unsophisticated that they could' not replace g·imel by 
the Arabic j'im, but simply tr-anscribed it as j-m-l, which the 
Persian translator read as ja'111J(I,l, and rendered as ~tshtur. 

The toponymy of the Ummu'l-kitcib shows that it must have 
been compo•sed in the Midc!Je East, or Mesopota~!a, as it shows. 
a close knowledge of Syrian and Mesopotamian, cities, but does 
not mention any of the Eastern capitals such as RC\1]', Ni:shapur, 
Bukhii.rii., etc. The most interesting feature, however, is the 
absence of any mention of Baghdii.d.33 As it may be now regarded 
as proved that the present version is a translation, the silence 
about Baghdad may suggest that the original Arabic version may 
have been completed before Baghdad was either founcl:ed or became 
generally known as the capitaJ of the Abbasids, i.e., in the first half 
of the second/ eighth c., in other !WOrds towards the e,;nd of the time 
of Ima£n Ml;d al-Baqir and the beginning of the Imarrtat of his 
son Ja'far. It is not impossible that originally there were many 
other specimens of early Muslim gnosticism directly inspired, as 
seems now to be proved in the case of the U'I'WPI'£u'l-kitab, by 
S yriac prototypes. 

We may now return to the alleged heretics, Maymun al-Qaddftl) 
and his son. · 

We have seen that in early Shi'ite tradition. two Days;anite 
names, or more probably .one name in two forms, are mentioned. 
When wmpared with the names of Maymun and his son, q.s they 
appear in anti-Fatimid works mostly ascending to Ibn Razzam 
or his sources, they reveal · a resemblance which certainly cannot 
be fortuitous : 

'Abdu'l-lii.h ad-Days;ani a.nd 'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymiin ad:-Day~ani. 
Abu Shii.kir ad-DaJy~ii.ni a.nd Abu Shii.kir Maymun ad-Day~ani. 
From what has been mentioned above it is clear that even if 

Maymun and his sons were originally Days;anites, they _could not 
be Christians and at the same time Muslims, who were devout 
followers of the Imam. Moreover, if we suppose that it was tht..·y 
who appear in the stories related by Hishii.m b. al-I;Iakam aboot 
the Days;anites, we must at once give up the theory fur chronologi
cal reasons. In the traditions quoted above Maymun is called the 
mawla of Mul)a.mmad al-Baqir, he relates traditions from that 
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Imam, his son Aban recites th~ Coran before that imam, and 
even his son 'Abdu'l-lah relates a tradition from him. Thus 
M~ymiin and his sons m~st have been converted to Islam already 
in the first! seventh c. ; of this there cannot be any dQ-ubt. But 
ti-ie stories of the conversion of the Day~~·mites (or really one 
Day~ani.te), related by Hi sham, obviously and unequivocally 
~efer to' the end of the period of Imam J a'far. Hishiim, as we 
have seen, died in 199/815, and certainly could not have been an 
adult a century ea·riier. Thus t~. identity of Maymiin and his 
son on the one side, and the two Day~iinites on the other hand, 
is out of the question. 

It appears, nevertheless, that the remarkable coincidence in the 
J;lames, pointed above, clearly suggests the possibility of a conscious 
<).ttempt at talsification by identifying them. To me the process 
of the "discovery" . of stich identity· appears to be based on a 
number of presumptions, perhaps on a repeated search for sorne
thing discreditable to the newly established dynasty of the 
Fatilnids. When it became known that they claimed their descent 
from the early Inv:uns through 'Abdu'l-liih, the 'son of MulJammad 
b. Isma'Jl b. Ja'far, who himself (perhaps really. born in exile) 
:tbnained unknown to wide Shi'ite circles, it may be that someone 
with some knowledge of Shi'ite tradition was tempted' tp identify 
this 'Abdu'l-lah with the heretic, the Day~iinite 'Abdu'l-Lih. 
As there was yet another Day~anite name, .or part of a name, 
..f\,bu Shakir, , this was used for the father of this 'Abdu'l-l:lh. 
Perhaps another ingenio1.1.s guess was the identification of Maymun 
al-QaddaQ. with a mysterious Maymun, the eponym of the heretical 
sect of the Maymuniyya.34 Then both were combined into a 
family, as father and son. Perhaps, as we shall see in the next 
seetion, the combination of names; 'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymiin, was 
wggested by a different circumstance, and this was grafted on to 
'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymun al-QaddaQ., ' 

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER V 

' 1 It is not clear whether he really was called the "son of Daisan" 
(which is the meaning of Bar Day~an), or wheth·er he had some 
other name, which was forgotten, while h!is patronymic alone was 
preserved. Th'e first alternative seems more likely because in ll;aa.mic · 
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times we J:!ave a parallel in the case of Ibn al-Furii.t, "the so,n. of the · 
Euphrates", a name which belonged among others to the famous ' . wa.zir of the Abbasids. Tabari mentions at least seven persons who 
had n::<.meS connected with Furat, including Ibn Abi'l-Furii.t and 
Banu'l-Furl!.t. Possibly naming after a river was connected With 
some superstition. It would be in:terestm:g to find names connected 
with other rivers. 

2 Cf. Introduction to Cureton's "Spicilegium Syriacum" (Lond., 
::(855) and E .I.l m, 993, Also H. L. Ma.ru."el, "GnoStic Heresies" 
(Lond., 1875), pp. 138~143, 

3 It is interesting that in the Greek version of the text, preserved 
'by Euseb!us, who ca115 it Peri heimarmenes dialogos, one of the 
participants is called, if the Greek letters are literally transcribed, 
Abeida, which is in Syriac pronounced A vida. One would like to know 
whether this renders the Arabic 'Ubayda.? 

4 See F. C. Birrkitt, "The Religion of the Manichees" (Cambr., 
1925), pp. 76-77. 

5 I bid., p, . 78. 6 Ibid., pp. 84-86. 

7 Ib i.d., 80 : .... "we see from the numerous referenes .... that 
tht-. Mardonites were a real force among the Christians of Mesopo
tamia at least till the 5th century". 

8 Cf. Fihri:st, 472. 

9 It is a pity that allfuough them is no lack in mediaeval Islamic 
·works of mat-erials concerning the distribution· and history of various 
ChrisL1an .5€cts in Muslim countries1 we still possess no comprehen
. sive study of the matter, suitable for easy reference,, The painstaking 
.stucly of 1. Labourt, "Le Christianisme dans l'Empire Perse" (Paris, 
1;!l04), is not conJcerned with Islamic times. Works such as those 
·of Nau, Moberg,. Lammens, etc., deal only With fragments of the 
whol-e problem. With regard 'to the pers.istence of certain gnostic 
,sects, an in.terestfng reference is supplied . by Epiphanius (bishop of 
Salam1s in Cyprus, who wrote in 374 A .D.). He professes to g,ive 
an account of t4e Ebionites and Elkesaites (wnom he calls Sampsaioi, 
-Shamsis?) as they 6a:i:sted in his own daly iJn Southern Syria and 
adjacent countries (H. L. Mansel, op. cit., p. 236). Ji they c,ndured 
for over two centuries after the time of their first appearance and 
wer·a then Widespread, it is quitei possible that with the slow tempo 
,Of life at that period they carried on well into Islamic times. 

10 Cf. Guide, pp. 32-3. He flourished under the Fatimid caliph 
&-Qa'im bi-amri'Z-lah (322-334/934-946) ,· but almost nothing is 
known of his bl.ography. · 

11 Sayyid-nii. Idri:s in the fifth vol. of his 'Uyunu'l-akhbar mentions 
the opinion of Imam al-Mu'i:Zz Zi-clini'Z-kih concerning the Kri.tabu'z-
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-z~na: "it is an exoteric book (rpahir), glorifying the A;rabic language~ 
the advantages of poetry and what poetry. contains, the derivation 
of the epithets of God, etc . . . . The author carried all through lt 
tJte principle (a:jl) a,t which he aimed, and followed it, masking it~ 
however, in separa,te articles. in such a ~ay that none would notice 
it except those who (already) possess the matter which is displayed: 
for sale" (. . . . la yaqif 'alay-hi illa ~a~ti'bi'l-mcil alladM kanat 
bifl,a'a,.tu-hu fi yad da'i-'hi. : .) 

12 Extracts from the A'lc'imu'n-nubuwwttt have been edited bY,· 
Dr. P. Kraus in his "Razinana II", in "Or.iental'ia" (Rome, 1936), 
pp. 35-56 and 358-378. 

13 On Kitabu'Z..ll}la~ by Abil I;Ii.Uim ar-Razi, cf. W. Ivanow,. 
"Studies in Early Persian Is:mailism" (sec. ed., Bombay,. 1955), 
.An Early Controversy (in lsmll.ilism, pp. 91-94. 

14 Appaxently his contact with Christianity had something to 
do witl1 Armenia (which he m entions several times) and With the 
Bptriqu! l-bafu:r'iqa, i .. e., the Katholikos. It is quite possible that his 
activities! as a da'i in what is now, NW Pe.rsia brought him into 
contact with Armenian circles. 

15 As is well-known, the Khazar kingdom rose and fell within 
the tenth c. A.D., leaving but slight traces in popular memory. It 
seems therefore that references to Khazars may serye as rehab'Ie 
indications of the age of the works in Which their name is mentioned. 

16 As he says: ... '(i,mmt~t biladi'~$it!J wa M(il}ini!.hilm 'a[(t 
7/'l,adhhab il::fani, yasta'malun shari'ata.hu wa yudpr.ris-un kutuba-ht'
wa yataqarrabiuL ua'l-<lah Ta'ala bV-dini-hi aTladhi Wct4a'a.hu fi-him. 
Note that Man.i's religion· is called shari'at, and that the Manichees 
"approach Allah the All-High", 

17 Published ~n Cairo, 1928. 

18 Cf. Burkitt, op. cit., p. 46. Zaddiqa m eans "righteous", Arabic 
~diq. 

19 Nefrther Tabari nor Ibn al-At.hir mention anything a.bout the 
zindiqs under years 127, 128, 129. 

20 Abil Nar?r MJ:ld b. Mas'fid b. MJ:ld b. 'Ayyash as-Sullami as-. 
Samarqandi al-'Ayyashi, the famous Shi'ite theologian of the Khora
sani school, one of the chief raWis of Kashl, was originally a Jearned 
Sunnite traditionist, but later joined the Shi'ites. He corresponded 
with al-Fa<;ll b. Shadhan of Nishapilr (Kashi, 224),. and evidently 
:flourished about the middle of the thirdj lllinth c. If ar-Riga knew 
him, as men~ioned in this tradlition, he must have been at the time 
quite a young man. Cf. TUsi, no. 690; Najashi, 247-250; I~n Nadim, 
274-277; ~d MajaZi.su' Z-mu'minm, 181. 
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21 Here ghUlc'im, in the sense of .. disciple", is obviously applieU: 
to an adult : 'Ayyashi was already. a Sunnite theologian when he· 
became a student of Shi 'ism. 

22 Yilnus b. 'Abdi'r-Ra.J:!man, a mawza of Banu Yaqtin, the. son 
of Musa, a mawla of Banil Asad, was born at the time of Hisham: 
b. 'Abdi'l-Malik (the Omayyad caliph, 105-125/724-743), and as a;. 
young man. saw Imam Ja'far. He developed into a very learned' 
.man, author of many books. Reports about him are contradictory, 
comprising both praises anJd. condemnation. Kashi has much to say; 
about him. Of. also 'flisi:, no. 803; Naji'ishi, 311 sq. 
, 23 It may be recalled that Egypt was the home of many gnostic· 

schools, and the m~vement persisted there longer than in any other-. 
country. 

21 It is not impossible that the later Bard:esanians widely deviatetr 
fro'rn Bar Daisan, approaching Zoroastrianism. 

2."i Of. p. 86 of the Bombay printed. eel. 1314, He apparently· 
confuses this Hisham with Hisham al....Jawaliqi. 

26 Of. Ibn Babilya's K-.'tabu't-Taw~id (p. 216) : ... Hisham said: 
t-o me: "While I was sitting in .my shop, near the Bii.bu'l-Karkhr 
a,nd people (disciples) W€:re reciting the Coran to me" •.• 

27 Roe:ferences to him are quit€! numerous, but Kashi's give 'more· 
biographical material than others. See also El, II, 318; Ibn Nadim,. 
249, and App., p. 7; 'fusi no. 771; Najashi, 304 sq. 

28 Uppsala, 1926, repr. from the "Kyrkohistorisk Arsskrift;•· 
1923 (pp. 149-292) and 1925 ('pp. 45-112). Special pagination :n.-. 
the repr-int. 

29 'rransl, by Menzoel, London,. 1936. 
30 See W. Ivanow, "Ummu'l-kitab" in "Der Islam", vol. XXill.-

1936, pp. 1-132, and a preliminary note, ''Note_s sur l'Ummu'l.kitdb"r 
in the "Revue des Etudes Islamiques", 1932, pp. 419-482. 

31 &le paras. 20, 23. 
32 PaUl. Kraus,. "Jabir ·ibn IJatJJyan'~, vol. II. "Jabir et Ia Science· 

Grecque", in the "M:emoires presentes a l'Institut d'Egypte". Cairo,... 
i942,. p. 263, note 8. 
' 33 Three ethnic names Khazars, Saqlabiyya, and Rus, clearly
suggest at least the fourth c. A.H;, especially the last mentioned~ 
The mention of ~ra or KU:fa, of course, prove nothing, but the
presence of such little known ;names as N'isi.bin, Malatiya, Tartus,.. 
A~ca.Ion, and Barqa, is significant. 

34 It is discussed in the next· cha.pter .. 
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" THE ALLEGED IMPIOUS DOCTRINE 

1. The May'l'WUniyya and Mubarakiyya 

We .have seen in the preceding chapter that the alleged Daisanism 
.of Maymiin and his son must obviously be a crude fabrication. 
'The same applies to their alleged connection with Khattabism. 
'This appears to be an essential layer of the myth, and it deserves 
.cr.reful investigation, because it is probably here that we should 
seek for the prototype of the impious doctrine supposed to have 
been invented by the heretic. ' 

Early Shi'ife tradition lmows nothing of this connection. 
Early Ithna-'ashari authors already show a definitely hostile 
:attitude towards }smailism, and also towards the dreadful Qam1a· 
-tiaris _·with whom the Ismailis were intentionally confounded. 
·,They would not have for any reason kept silence had they kn,own
-that Ibn al-Qaddal). really was the founder of the ,dangerous 
-n;1ovement. In reality we see, however, that their hostile,attitude 
has for its object Isma'il and his son, Mul).amrna.d, whom they 

.obviously regard as the founder>s of the sect, and not Maymiin 
:a.l-Qadda~ with his son, whom they completely leave -aside. The 
captivity Oif these two worthies is supposed to have been carried 
·Q_ilt in the very centre ·of Shi'ism, and tradition could not have 
neglected such ads of impiety as that of "posing as a prophet", 
.etc., which non-Shi'ite sources impute to 'Abdu'l-lah b. Mayiniin. 
Jlt may therefore be safely assumed that these early Shi'ite tradi
-tionists found no reference to such charges in, their original sources 
which must have been almost contemporary with Imam Ja'far, 
<()r his immediate successors. 

Non-Shi'ite sources, as mentioned above, at once make us to 
.come upon masses of sensational information. We find that, by 
:a strange reversal of the · natural process, each . later author 
possesses a memory more . replete with exciting details than his 
-predecessor's. Ibn Razzam in his refutation of Ismailism quoted 
in the Fihrist ( 264) (apparently, as mentioned above, the earliest 
:non-Shi'i~e_ work re£erring to Maymiin and his son as the founders 

MUBARAK AND MAYMUN ~~ 

of Ismailism), refers to the fact that Maymiin was the:. foun&r
of a certain, obviously heretical, sect, which was namJed after 1).1'1n~ 
-al-~Iaymiiniyya . . This sect (whether from itS foundat,on, or at 
a later period, is not clear) recognized Abii'l-KhaWib as its head' 
( a?lwrat itbii/ Abi'l-Khaf!ab). Why and how this came about,. 

we are not told. Unfortunately for our quest, refe rences to this 
sect are very rare. 

In his "Memoire" (p. 14) de Goeje rejects this statement :::LS : 

"pure invention", it seems without any sound reason.1 The author 
of al-Fa:rq_ bayndl-firaq (222-223), 'Abdu'l-Qahir al-Baghdadi,-' 
refers to a certain sect as al-Maymiiniyya; he gives no details as · 
to its doctrine, but includes the name of this sect, together with' 
the Batiniyya, in a list of sects which believed in metempsychosis 
( a{J:ziibu't-tanasukh). On p. 267, however, he says that the 
Qarmatians of the province of Fars belong to the sect ak 
Ma'mV.niyya, so nan1ed "after Ma'miin, the brother of };Iamdan 
Qarmaf'. This looks like a mistake for al-Maymiiniyya, with a

consequential introduction of a reference to a suitable eponym. 
Ibn 'Inaba (d. 825/1422) in his work on the genealogy of the· 
Alids, 'Umda.tu'f-fii/ib (lith. Bomba.y, 1318, p. 208), quotes- a 
genealogist of the vi/xii c. (of pr.o-Fatimid inclinations), Shaykh 
SharaJf 'UbaydaUI who says that MuJ:rammad b. !sma'il b. Ja'far 
was ~'the Imam of the Maymiiniyyaf'. 

These allusions are deplorably brief. Ibn Razzam undoubtedly 
implies that the sect was heretical : the fact that Maymiin was
the founder of this sect forms in his account the basis of the state
m~t that Maymiin himself was a heretic. Nothing is said by Ibn~ 
Razziim as to whether 'Abdu;l-lah b. Maymiin also belonged tO' 
this sect (.although this perhaps wouldl go without saying) ; but 
he further states that both fathe:r and son were Dai-sanites, and' 
then passes on to the ~mpieties of the son. Ibn Shaddad, quoted 
by lbun'l-Athir (under year 296 A H .. ), adds the information 
that both father and son :were Khattab1tes2• -

If 11aymiin with his sect expressed submission to Abii'l-Khat
tab, this could have been only while the latter was still living, i:e., 
before 1451762, the most probable date of the execution of the 
heresiarch, and thus before the death of !mam J a'far. The Imam 
would have excommunicated him with others. Such a fact could 
surely not have rema-ined -unknown, and even i1 he, or his son,. 
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J1ad later on returned to orthodoxy, a trace of this would have 
.remairied3. 

Ifowever, even though Mayrniin's role as the founder of a 
·heretical sect is a fiction, it does not follow that the sect itself, al.:. 
,..:Maymuniyya,. is a mere invention. It may be that the basis of 
the imputation is a genuine misunderstanding. It is quite · con~ 
<:eivable that someone who knew of the existence df a heretical 
sect · al-Maymii.niyya, later on treated as Khattabiyy.a, sought for 

-a person named Maymiin in the entourage of Imam J a'far to 
:serve as the eponym!ous founder of the community, and; finding 
nobody of any prominence with the name, saddled the pious 
:Maymii.n a1-Qadda!) _with its rfoundation4. 

The i:nputation of being followers of Abii'l-Khart;ab may imply 
-much more than appearSI on the surface. Ibn Razzam's story of 
.:' AbdU"l-lah 1>. Maymii.n's "posing as a . prophet or imam", the 
-l-ather confused and confusing details as to his relations with 
"Isma'il b. Ja'd'ar and his son Mu!)ammad, of his having started a 
-new doctrine, etc., all vividly recall the activities attributed to 
;Abii.'l-Khartabs. 
1 There can be little doubt that the latter's biography, or legend, 
is at the bottom of the story of the malicious son of Qadda!), which 
:"has been embellished and developed by later fictions. 

The student in search for information as to the ~eneral trend 
or spirit of religious life ·at that remote period is coMronted with 

':almost unsurmountable obstacles not only in the form of the 
-religious mentality of medi<eval authors, with their varying scale 
.of veracity when treating friends or foes, but also on account of 
:their vague terminology and their views concerning· the duties 
of historian. The Arabic. term firqa which in a religious context 
·is usually translated by "sect", has a wider and more general 
·meaning, of any subdivision, branch; group, etc., not necessarily 
<l.i.ffering substantially in essential doctri"nes. Every student who 
>has · had experience with Islamic heresiological or controversial 
literature is well aware how much confusion reigns· in this matter. 

· Veracity and elementary accuracy are here conspicuous ·only by 
·their absence. The authors may either inflate the p.umber of 
jirqas, to suit their theological theories,, or may arbitrarily combine 
several into one. There are sects with a,pparently identical 
doctrines but different names, and others with similar names, as 
given by different authors, but obviQusly different doctrines. 
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ln the case of some sects the . doctrine is known, but nothing _is 
,.known as to th€ founder; In other sects the name of the sect 
is all that is remembered, and from this the author glibly rec<»!
structs the name of the founder, or the doctrine. The case of 
the sect mentioned above, ai~Maymii.niyya, i·s one of the numerous 

. ~amples of this process. 
The group of sects to !Which the Ma.ymuniyya, Khattabiyya, 

the alleged heresy of the son o£ Maymii.n, and many other 
:Cognate doctrines belonged, well illustrates this point. Na.wbakhti's 
materials are especially valuable for the study of the matter, and 
their analysis is particularly instructive. 

At the top of p. 58 in his book Nawbakhti discusses a sect 
named al-Isma'lliyya al-Klwli{a, without any reference to its 
founder. A, few lines further on he mentio11s another sect, 
.apparently, with quite similar tenets, namely ai-Mubarakiyya . 
Probabl·y by conjecture from the name of the sect, he adds that 
it was so named after its head ( li-ra'is la-hum), a certain 

· Mubarak :(probably?) a mawla of Isma'H b. Ja'far. Surprisingly 
. enough, Shi'ite tradition knows absolutely, nothing of such a 
person who, as the founder of a sect, must hav~ been prominent. 
He certainly would have been in contact with the father of 
Isma'il, Imam Ja'far, whose rltwis have been well catalogued 

. ..and scrutinized6. 
A few lines further on, at the bottom of the page, it is stated 

that the Isma'iliyya · are in fact Khartabites. It is not clear 
whether they are the same people as al-Isma'iliyya al-Khalifa. 
Two pages further, 61, it i~ said that th~ Mubarakiyya are also 
Khattabiyya.. It is not certain whether all these were independent 
.sects, recognizing the Irna.mat of Isma'il, or were branches of 
the Khattabiyya. Such confusion indicates the scantiness and 
uncertainly of inform.a,tion which must have been based on scraps 
~f hearsay reports, on conflicting and contradictory statements, 
.and, we may presume, on a great deal of personal conjecture of 
;an unsympathetic kind, even in the case of the best informed 
.authors such as Nawbakhti. · 

However much we may £eel justified in distrusting these 
:reports, one fact may be safely relied upon, namely, the existence 
of some close connection between these early sects, or religious 
_groups, known under the names of Isma'uiyya, Mubarakiyya., 
Maymuniyya, Khattabiyya, etc. It is !from these ,circles that the 
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alleged impious doctrine of 'Abdu'l-Hih b. Maymun would have 
originated (although he is not mentioned by such a competent 
author as Nawbakhtl). · 

Al-Mt~blirak OJnd al-Maymiln. 
Two enigmatic names may particularly attract the · attention 

,of t!1e student : al-Mubarakiyya andi al-Maymiiniyya. There is a 
striking correspondence between them and the equally enigmatic 
epithets of Isma'il b. Ja'far, or probably of Isma'il and of his son, 
Mu}:lammad, which are preseryed in certain esoteric Ismaili works. 
Although their original implications had been forgottet;t at an 
early period, religious conservatism t:lever gave them up entirely. 
Apparently the earliest reference to them is found in the epistle 
of the Fatimid caliph al-Mu'izz li-.d'ini'l-liih (341-365/ 95-3-975} 
to the chief dli'i of Sind, quoted by Sayyid-na Idris 1n his 
'Uyunu.'lrakhbar1. The caliph denies his descent from Maymun 
al-Qadda}:l and explains that his real ancestor, 'Abdu'l-Uih b. 
M}:ld b. I•sma'il, was sometimes eulogistically called 'Abdu'l-lah b. 
Maym42ni'n-'naqibat, i.e., "son of the Divinely blessecll with success 
in his affairs". This epithet referred to Ml;d b. Isma'i1, in 
allusion to the exalted p<)sition which he occupies in the esotetic 
Ismaili doctrineS. 

It is difficult to ascertain when the well.:.known surnames of 
the early Shi'ite Imruns were introduced, and whether they 
originally were esoteric designations of the. Imams, used only in 
the narrow circle of devotees. In al--Kafi, which obviously is the 
most reliable mirror of early Shi'ite usage, these surnames, except 
for that of 'Ali b. Musa b. Ja'far, ar-Rilja, are never (or at most 
:very rarely) used. It is easy to understand why thi-s particul'ar: 
surname became so popular : the real name and the kunya of 
ar-Ri<;la, Abii'l-I:Iasan 'Ali, was too easily confounded with that 
of 'Ali b. Abi Talib. The Imams, after the Arab fashion, are· 
called by their k·urtya;s, and in the case of those whose kunyas 
repeat the kunyas of their ancestors, as Abii'l-I;Iasan, the words 
"the second" or "the third" are added. 

It w~uld be reasonable to expect that the sect, or sects, whicli 
r ecognized Isma'il h. Ja'far and his t>on, Mul;ammad, as their 
Imams

1 
would have conformed to this custom, and that these 

enigmatic epithets al-Mubarak and al-Maymiin were their respec· 
ti.ve surnames. Although so far I have · not been able to establish 
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this fact as regards the epithet al-Maymun decisively and un· 
equivocally, I have happened upon silch clear and unequivocal 
testimony concerning al.:Mubarak. The faCt that it was in r:eality 
the surname of Isma'il b. Ja'far is revealed in at least four different 
passages in the early Ismaili esoteric work, Sullamu.·n~najai 
(Cf. Guide, no. 31), by (as is treated by tradition) AbiiYa'qub 
as-;Jijistani (d. in the end of the fourth/ tenth c.). .His words 
are quite unequivocal : al-Mubarak 'atay~hi's-sa~am sadis 4 'itmtiat 
dawr, ·M u];.amtnad. . . ' 

Here are the passages in which the name is referred to : 

.;. r--l- ,J..? JJ) ~I ._.;.)\... (')WI ~.c. !J.>l,;ll ....:_., J 

•••• ~,' ~Ai ~ .;_.' ...... ~' ~ IJ.J_.J.!. ~' ~ .!IJY•...;...b"' 
'r!Wt <.) :W::lt, (>--Jl ~ ....:../' r)WI 4k. •-!'IJ , .!J;~,!t~ L.o ... 

~ ~';_,&-:. ....:_.,• ._;.,_.' .~, , · .!1 .. ~~ fo>Jt,:,- ·,~ u .)1~'1· ....:_.,• ••. 

••• )>l;JI ~ ,:,_,..:=;t 

These references finally solve the mystery concerning the 
sects al-Mubarakiyya and al-Maymuniyya. It can be taken now 
as almost certain that al-Muba:rakiyya, and later on al-Mayrn(lniyya, 

- were t?e original names 01£ the sect, or sects, which recognized 
Isrria'il, and later on his son. Mul;Iari111)a.d, as their Imams. 
Quite possibly the sec~ which later on was damned with the. 
contemptuous name of KhaWibiyya, taken from the ex'communi· 
cated and accursed heretic, 'Abii'l-Khattab, originally 'bore tha.t 
name. It seerp.s to m~ that ·the "sect" called Jsmjj,'uiyya, or more 
yartiicularly al-Ismtt'iliyya al-khiil4a, had no historical reality, 
and is only a learned and conventional designation for real or 
hyt>othetical non-heretical supporters of the rights of Isma''il b. 
J a'far, invented by the heresioJogists to fit into their schen1e of 
early sects. This is metely an indirect reflection, or byproduct 
of · the r'nyth of Ibn aJ-Qadda~. 

:This is the real implicatiGn of the laconic retference Of Ibn 
Razzam to al-Maymiiniyy~; who aJ!har~t itba' Abt'l-K/iqt[ab. 

If and when we find. (as quite probably we may) in early 
Ismaili literature a plain' and unequivocal indication, as in th·e 
case of the equation al-Mubarak = lsma'il b. Ja'far, that his son 
really bore the epithet al-Mayrhun; the millennia;i )10il.x, th'e myth 
of the malicious' son of Qadda~, will be automatically sQlved. 
The Fatimids claimed descent from 'Abdti'l~lah b. M):Id b. Isma'il~ 
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Since, however, the esot.er.ic surname of Mhd b. Isma'il was a.l
-:-Maymun, he was probably referred to in. sectanan circles as 
'Abdu'l-lah ~ al-Maymun. ·Enemies of the Fatimids, or traitors, 
wli'o knew this, have fraudulently identified this name with that · 
(!f 'Abdu'I-lah b, Maymun al-Qaddal;, attributing to a· wholly 
innocent man unbelievable crimes, and vices. This was probably 
the fir~t step which was followed by the further identification of 
the worthy with a Christian sectarian, 'Abdu'l-lah ad-Daysani of 
Kufa. The kunya of this person, Abu Sha.kir, was thrust upon 
Maymsiin al-Qaddal). /(who could not have had any kunya), so 
that he also became a Bardesania.n; and ultimately the story of 
Abu'l-Khattab and his impieties was adjusted to the requirements' 
of anti-Fatimid propaganda, which gradufl.ily developed it into 
the "epic of impiet;y" as · we know it: 

2. Abu'l-.((htDttlib and his Doctrin!!. 

Although references to Abu'l-Khattab frequently appear m 
works of var'iou~ authors, no attempt has been made 60 far to 
siift and synthetize the fragmentary information available about 
him in heresiologica.l and Shi'ite works. 

His full name is variously given as Abu'l-Khattab Ml.1d b. 
Abi Zaynab Miqlii.~ al-Asadi a1-Kufi, or, as Kashi (187). caUs 
him, Ml~d b. Abi Zay~h M,iqla~ Ibn Abl'l-Khattab a1-Barrad 
al-Ajda' al:-A~di al-:Kufi. His usual surname, Abu'l-KhaHab 
.(which was quite co~on at his time), might thus have been an 
abbreviation of Ibn A~i''l-Khattab, while his real ku.nya (often 
referred to in Shi'ite works) was either Abu Isma'i19, or Abii'?,
~Zubyan; He was" apparently a well-known. man in hi·s native 
Ktrf(i, a pure Arab, not a mGIZVla.10 Wheri and how he cam~ in 
.contact with Imam Ja'far, we do not know. Shi'ite tradition rarely 
refers . to him before the conflict was well dev~loped. The new 
devotee appears at first to have made a great impression on the 
Imam. Later, however, their relations became strained, the 
Imam excommunicated him about i38j7S5, and, after a massacre 
of his follo:wers iri K.ufa, he was exeauted. by the Abba.Sid 
g?vemment alx:>ut 145/762 (all the dates being by no means 
reli..'tble) .u 

By atternpt~ng to . piece together the. fragments of traditions 
preserveci' chiefly. by Kct,shi, we can discern the features of a really 
·~trao~dinary personality ..• ~V,~f~li~~Wib was one of those strong 
\ 
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~ndividualities which mediceval religious life, not only ··ii1 Islam, 
(b'Ut also in other communities·, not rarely produced. He w.as the 
;perfect type of a fanatic, a monomaniac, not unlike many famous 
~Sufis, or. persons like Ibn Taymiyya. He appears as a man of 

·1Undoubt'edly strong will (or rather of notable obstinacy), of 
.exuberant piety and restless enet:gy, profoundly superstitious. 
He was capable of working himsdf into hallucinations (according 
:to Kashi, 195, he saw the devil in the mosque; or Satan himself, 
~tanding on the wall and murmuring : "we shall win, we shall 

, ~in"). A t'ypical mystic by natl!-re, he possessed that nalTow, 
~Childlike,. undeveloped mind, incapable of synthetizing the com
·plexity of life. i-Iis mentality exhibits that linear, infantile logic, 
.:consistent in itself, but inapplicable to a. broad perspective. 
·Such a monomaniac mentality can make a saint, or a criminal, 

·:&pending on the object to which it is directed. In botli cases, 
jf accompanied by strong personal magnetism, . it may make a 
:strong appeal to the mob and to unsophisticated and ignorant 

. ·people, to whom it appears as the· sign of absolute inner honesty, 
·or the "call from above''. Examples of this are numberless in 

··the history of the religious life of mankind. We may fully accept 
tthe story that a crowd of his followers, armed only with stickS and 
'knives, really fought to the death against well armed troops, in 
·the belief that swords and spears were powerless against the~ 
'because they were under special Divine protection12. Ka:shi 
!(225-6) preserves a tradition which reveals that at least some of 
bis fanatical supporters were not educated people : one of them 
·was a camelman by pwfession.13 

It is impossible to doubt either the sincerity or ardent devo
ftlon of Abu'l-KhaWi[}, which was the sincerity of a monomaniac. 
:,The Imam was apparently so much impressed at first with his 
:qualities that he gave him a position of special trust Kashi ( 188) 
·quo~es a tradition in which a certain 'Anbasa b. Mu~'ab relates 
'that Abii'l-Khattab himself revealed to him that the Irnarn Ortce 
put his ha~d 'b;; his, Abii'i~Khattii.b's breast and said : "Do hot 
forget · (or) may thou · be smitten by plague! Thpu·, know est 
the mystery ' (ghay~)".14 This perhaps may be linked with Naw• 
'bakhti's (37-38) story that ~he Imain re:vealed to him' aJ..,[smu'l
·-A '~am. The Imam called himJ ·the' ''depository of our (=AHd) 
knowledge, the place of concea,lm!ent o£ . our secrets, the o.ile who 
1s trusted with our pe<)ple's life -arid death"~15 When ~uestioned 
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by others as to whether all this was true, the Im.a.m denied having 
said this. It would obviously be only naturql for Abu'1-Khattab 
'and h,is supporters to exaggerate such statements, or interptet 
these in their own favour. There is, however, rio doubt, as mariy 
traditions indicate, that the Imam really did originally show him 
much .favour. · 

Soon, however, the Imam began to realize that his devout 
discipi~ was stupid ( al;t11Ulq )16, that he never repentsi7, i.e.j admits 

·his own errors and accept·s a compromise. The Imam particularly 
disliked his habit of never transmitting intact and ·unaltered the 
'traditions which he heard : the devotee could never resist the 
temptatfon to develop an idea to its full limits by "always adding 
'something from himself"18. Gradually he, and probably also his 
fanatical followers, became a real source not only of embarrass
ment, but also .of great danger to the Imam and his community. 
w~ must not forget the historical background. of these events. 

The end of the Om!a!yyad rule was approaching, with the Shi'ite 
movemen.t as the main force in the coming revolution. Despite 
'his good relations with the doomed dyilasty,19 Imam Ja'far was 
one of the most prominent Alids, and was therefore compelled 
to act with great circumspection and much tact if he wanted to 
avoid trouble.20 After the installation of the · Abbasids and the 
general disappointment in the masses, persecution of the Shi'ites 
.began with unprecedented severity. Nothing at such a time could 
·be more dangerou~ to the Imam, his family and community than 
that a m<~.d fanatic, a pre.a.ch~r of insane mystical theories, oiiensive 
to the orthodox mentality, should be known. as one of the most 

.trusted disciples of the head of the Shi'ite. organisation. It is 
easy therefore to accept as true the tradition (Kashi, 187) in 
'which the Imam, cursing ·.Abu'l-Khattab, says that the latter is 
a continuous source of fear to him : "I dread him always, whether 
.I stand, or sit, or lie in my bed". 

We may to some extent form ~n idea as to the date -of the 
rupture between Imatn Ja'far and his disciple. • Kashi ( 191) 
'preserves.' an interesting tradition with the rare pecpliarity ,that 
jt records the date when the conversation was held ': ... "I;Iannan 
-~· Sud.a.yr narrated that .once he was present (with some other · 
re'ople) 'at the Imam's house ... and we werein the year, 138 ... 
when a certain Muyassir (?}r a .qeal~r in ZutF cloth ( bayyti/u':r., 
.Z~!!'i) p addressing the Imam, said :' "~ wonder why the· people 
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-
}Vho used to come along with us to this place. are now untraceable." 
The Imam asked : "And who, were they?"-I (the narrator) 
~:nswe~~d : "Abu'l-Khattab and his .fpllowers" ... Thus the 
rupture occurred irt or not long before 138/755.22 
: Some other traditions indirectly support this date. In a tradition 
quoted. by K.a.shi ( 191) a certain 'is.a Shalqan mentions his con
versation with Musa b. Ja'far, when the latter "was still a boy 
[ghulam) who had not yet · reached the age ( qabl awan buJ,ughi
~i)" .. The conversation was on. the sam~ subjer;t of the excom-· 
munication of Abu'l-Khattab, which was obviously the · sensation 
of the day. The exact date of the birth of Musa is unknown, but 
~is age at the time of tl1e death of his father is usually given as 
between 18 and 20. Thus he was probably born sometime between 
128 and 130/746-8, and in 138/755 would have been between 

. eight a.nd ten, which would be about the age referred to in the 
traditio~, of which the purpose is to emphasise his clev;erness nt 
1uch an early age. It is very likely therefore that the excommuni
•cation really took place in or about the year 138/755.23 
' The formal cause of the excommunication is unknown, but 
probably it was not so much a particular error comrmtted by the 
heretic as the gradual accumulation of misunderstanding and 
dislike between the parties. For the primitive mind of Abu'l~ 
~Khattab it was probably not easy to distinguish between those 
outterances, in which the deified Imam spoke plainly and those 
where he spoke symbolically, or under the taqiyyq, while the 
diplomatic and peace-loving nature of the Imam could not eridure 
the restless exuberance of sentiment in the unbalanced mystic who 
iived in his inner world only, ignoring the hard realities of 
existence. ·. 

All available accounts of the doctrines which were preached 
~ Ab)l'l~Khattab are meagre and as usual only deal with isolated 
points which they present in such a way as to evoke the maximum 
9£ pious indignation in the ortl,Lodox reader. Jn 'addition; these 
·:tccpunts possess a special feature: it i's never possible to be quite 
-?Ure as to where the doctrine of the heresiarch him<>elf ends, 
:and where the later supplementary developments introduced hy 
his numerous followers begin. · In many cases the latter, most 
probably, deviated substantially .ft:6m Abu'l-Khattab's own ideas. 
Of all the known accounts, it seems that only those by N awbakhti 
~nd Kashl supply interesting details. Nawbakhtil's account, how-
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eyer, is too schernatis~d; it is obviously based on several sources 
which in reality refer to different branches and different periml&
in the evolution of the .sect. Kashi, on the contrary, gives only 
disjointed and apparently haphazard anecdotes. To my mind~. 
however, these are incomparably more valuable : however dis-· 
jointed, they are, nevertheless, all so consistent in their inner
style that they can hardly be a forgery.24 . 
. Everything that we know about Abii'l-Khattab shows that he
was no philosopber or thinker, and it seems doubtful whether. he· 
ever invented any consistent theories or dogmas. His "force'" 
apparently consisted in his stupendous superstitiousness, his. 
"childilike'i faith, and his inability to pause in his crude speculations 
until he had reached the limits of the absurd and grote,:;que. 
In his religious outlook he took everything in dead earnest, being
incapable of any compromise, concession, or revision of his ideas. 

The pivot on which Shi'ite esoterism turns is the idea of the· 
mysterious super-knowledge of the Alids, the still unrevealed· 
Divine wisdom which the Prophet received from God, but which,. 
as humanity was still unfit to understand and follow it, he entrusted 
it to his direct descendants, the Alids, for gradual revelation t()o 
the world. Logically, the reason for which this unrevealed 
portion of the Divine revelation was not revealed is that it was 
far more difficult and 'important than the already revealed p<rrtion,. 
that is to say, the Coran as we know it. Thus the knowledge of 
such .secret wisdom was a privilege depending on a special Divine· 
blessing conferred only upon a special 'race; al kind of supermen,:. 
whose psychical organization substantially differed from that of 
ordinaty "man, i.e., the Alids. 

Kulini; with all hi·s moderation, nevertheless, devotes in al-I<aft 
a chapter to the traditions referring to this matter, the ,.u~ts,.. 
that is to say "spirits", or rather "spiritual faculties" with which 
the Imam's spiritual organization was endowed.25 The importance· 
of their esoteric 'ilm, or wisdoml, is emtphas+sed by tradition on 
innumerable occasions, and it appears that Imam Ja'far was. 
.particulirly fond of impressing this truth on his followers . In. 
localities such as Kii!fa, and generally throughout Southern~ 
Mesopotamia where centuries of the domination of Christianity,. 
with a strong admixture of gnostic sects, had left particularly'· 
favourable soil, saturated with old and half forgotten ideas;.. 
unsophisticated fanatics could very ea.si1y pass from the idea.' 
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of possession of certain Divine faculties to that of the Inv.uns 
being themselves Divine. The old gnostic theory of the Supreme 
God, and the DernJurge, God the Creator, which apparently 
underlies the well-known, verse of the Coran, XLIII, 84,26 could 
~sily in the minds of the~e unsophisticated devotees grow into 
a belief in the lmam as " God on earth", a sort of a representative 
of God in Heaven. In Kufa certain fanatics even prono~nced the 
formula labbay-ka, which must b~ addressed to God, intending 
it for Imam Ja'far.27 Not all of them, of course, were llW.dmen, 
or imbeciles. Such beliefs were simply the product of the crude 
and childish reasoning of primitive and unsophisticated minds, 
unaccustomed to abstractions. · 

From what we read of Abii''l-Kmttab, we can easily believe 
that he pushed the idea of the Alid superior knowledge to 
absurd lengths. Kashi ( 193) quotes a tradition in which he 
taught that "they (the Imams) know the number of the drops 
of the rain, the correct number of stars in the skie~>, of leaves 
on all trees, etc." Every word of the infalible Imam -was an 
event of cosmic importance which could neither be altered, can
celled, nor revoked. Perhaps the fact of the Imam's'incidentally 
using an allegory ·in the discussion of religious matters led the· 
heretic to turn the whole system of religious law into a meaning
less allegory, with everything personified or hypostatized in certain 

persons (Kashi, 188). 
A similar straightforward faith in the unalterable word of 

the Imam would equally' exylain why Abu'l-KhaWib espoused 
the cause of Isma'il b. Ja'lfar, with his usual ~xuberance. \Ve 
have seen that the eldest son of Imam Ja'far; 'Abdu'l-Hi.h, was a 
half-wit, and therefore, in the ordinary course, in accordance 
with the ideas of the time, the second son, Is:mii'il, was the proper 
successor to the father. · It is easy to believe that Abii'l-KhaW'tb 
heard some confirmation of this idea ·from the Imam himself. 
Thereupon, . on the principle that every word of hi·s master was 
final and irrevocable, he adopted the succession of Isma'il as 
an unalterable religious dogma, which even the death of the Imam-

. -designate could not modify. That event would merely transfer 
the allegiance of the believers to Isma'il's eldest son, Mu}fammad~ 
AbU'l~Khattab was incapable o~ revising or reversing a belief once 
chosen, or accepting a practical decision in unexpected situation. 
Kulini preserves a lengthy tra<li,tion in which Abtfl-Khattab, still 

! 
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before his excommunication, discusses the question of thqse who 
do not recognize lwdha'l-amr,. i.e·, '!-re not Shi~ites, sharing his 
ideas, and comes to the conclusion that they, even if _Muslims, 
are kiifirs, i.e.,. unbelievers. Imam Ja'far condemns such rigorism, 
regarding at as too Kharijite in spirit.28 

.f?eform itf the Ritual. 
• 

In hi~ perfectionis't exuberance Abu'l-Khattab sought even· to 
introduce certain improveni'ents in the Muslim ritual. Apparently 
to the yery great indignation of the faithful, including the Imam 
hitrtse1f, he succeeded in persuading his fellow townsmen, the· 
inhabitants of Ki.ifa, to begin the 11'Wghrib prayer only when the 
.stars 'begin to be visible. Although he himself insisted that this 

•had beeri done at the command of the Ima~ himself, this small 
aiteration apparently evoked more. anger than all his wild faitties 
(Kashi, 149, 187-'189). Imam Ja'far qualified this as haVing 
led into depravity (afsad) the people. 

In all this there was more of temper and obstinacy than of 
any consistent mystical theories. How high his temper could run . ~ . .. . 
somet,mes, may be seen from an anecdote, narrated by_ Kashi 
(190)' ori the authority of· a certain Mu'awiya b. I;Iakim., When 
the Irnam wc,ts once asked in the pr:esence of Abu'l-KhaWib 
whethel:- certain matters, related by the latter, had really been told 
.to him by Jmam J a'far himself, and the Jatt~r (p)·obably for the 
sake of taqiyya) denied the fact, the temperamental hereti'c L~;:catl)e 
.so infuriated ~hat, forgetting himself, he -caught Imam Ja'far by 
the beard, and it wa.S not e~sy to pacify him. The traditi6nists, 
horhfi~d at such a monstrous act of sacl'ilege, argue for · the rejec~ 
tion of the tradition <l!S untru. But "it mcuy be regarded as tallyiflg 
well with what we know o~ the heretic. · 

In d·i·scussing the theories of th~se early Shi'ite sects we ha,·e 
to tah~ special care not to be misled bY, their crude tctlll!ioalogy, 
which at the time was' only developing .. gradually. Arabic is not 
a language which easily lends itself to use as the medi1,1m of precise 
ph.ilosoi>hic specula.tion, and we can well realize what difficultie~ 
it presented tci those early pioneers. Numerous terms, such as 
l'ill;t qr· nur,. or others which figure so often in these speculations, 
must in many cases be rendered very f.reely if we se.ek to follow 
the thr~d of their users' r.e&?oning. it can: often be clearly seen 
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,that tl1~ attaqks of media:val controversialists on the· seen1ingly 
~mpious beliefs of sectarians are simply due to a misunderstanding:, 
,deliberate or innocent, of the spirit in which the terms are .used. 

Turning to the most · detailed account of the ' doct~ine of 
'1\bu'I~Khattab, that of :Nawbakhti, we must realize, flrst, that it 
'does not in the least sum up the whole of his ,System, but oniy 
-refers to the points which the orthodox regarded as particularly 
~ffensiv~: In view of Nawbakhti's silence conceri1ing the greater 
mass of the religious beliefs, we may with a fair amount of safety 
i>resume that on the whole they did not differ tfrom those held 
)by the main Shi'ite corhr}1unity, i.e., "Shi'ite orthodoxy';t. 
'Secondly, as has been mentioned above, ·the ac·count bears clear 
,traces of being compiled from s~veral different sources; obviously 
referring. to different branches of the movement, at differeryt phase's 
of its existence_. 

Earlier Khatta/Jite. Doctrine. 

· vVhat seems to be one of the oldest versions of the doctrine, 
is mentioned by Nawbak~i on pp. 37-38. Abu'I~KhaHa·b, to 
·whom Imarn J a'far confides the secret knowledge and the 
"Greatest Name of God"29, is appointed by him as his deputy br 
oextcutor of his .will ( qayyim and W(l..}f,) .3o Here · apparently 
:Wmething is implied similar to the later Ismaili office of a dii'i 
'or perhaps even J;tujjat, of Kufa, or even the whole of the Southern 
'M e.sopota..mia.31 This conclusion is indicated, by Kashi ( 21 0) 
where it is stated that on the excommunication of the heretic~ 
the lrriain, at the request; obviously o{ those his · fonner charges 
~wlio did' not share his extremist views, appointed al-Mufa<;IQ.al b. 
~umat~ a~-$ayrafi, a former follower o'f Abi.i'l-Khattab who later 
on "repented". His duties were those ·of a religious teacher : 
'.'listen -~o. what he teaches; and learn from him. V,erily, he will 
pot teach y.ou .concerning God, or myself, anything except what 
is true". (The expectations, however, were not fulfilled, and 
~.'~t was n9t long before they began to. report unplea~nt things 
about him, ti.e., ai-Mufa<;l<;ial b. 'Umar, and his close associates, 
$aying that. they did not offer prayers regu,larly, drank nabidh, 
that generaiiy they were a~~abu'l-~umam, that is to say, members 
of brigand gangs, and committed robberies, and that he, al
.-M ufaddal, was in close touch with them and directed their 

' 
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activities"). It is interesting (but uncertain how far it is true)' 
that, according to 'Abdu'l-Qahir al-Baghdadi (Farq, 236), who 
apparently refers to the same appointment, although al-Mufac).<;ial 
and his charges brol<te ~th Abii'l-Khattab, they, . nevertheless, 
ret~ined the dogma of the deification of Irnam Ja'far. Thus it is ' 
possible that Abii'l-Khattab not only pretended to be the qayyim, 
i.e., deputy, of the Irnam in KU!fa, but really did occupy tlus post, 
with the consent of his master, and by his order. According to 
Nawbakhti, however, the he.retic, not content with his usual 
tendency to carry everything to ~bsurd lengths, claimed by degrees 
to be a prophet32, then a great prophet (rasuJu'l-lah), then an 
angel, the mes-se_nger of God to people .on earth, and His· "proof".33 

The same matters, but taken from a different source, and seen 
from a diffe1·ent point of vie·w, appear to be related by N awbakhti 
on p. 61. Here the reference is to the Mubarakiyya sect, which, 
as has been suggested above, was perhaps the original name af 
the . community before it was finally ousted by the contemptive 
"Khattabiyya". It.is therefore probable~ that the ideas also refer 
to an early phase. The sectarians believed, according to this 
passage, that the ru/:1-, 'Spirit, probably to be understood in the sense 
of special spiritual "fullness", wealth, wisdom, etc., was transferred 
from Imam Ja'far into Abii'l-Khattaq, and on the death (ghayba)34 
of the lafter passed into Mul;ammad b. Isma'.il, from whom it 
passed to his direct descendant-s and successors:.S5 Nawbakhti 
traces the origin of Qarmatian sect from this stage, because the 
new sect did not believe in• the continuation of the Imam:at, but 
accepted Mul)ammad b. Isma'il as the "seventh", and therefore ' 
at the same time the Great Prophet, the seventh Natf,q, the 
expected Mahdi, who is immortal and will return at the predes
tined time i.n full glory.36 

What was the true role of Abii'i-Khattab in this new doctrine, 
is not mentioned. It is probable enough that the real Qarmatian 
doctrine belonged to such a "wo,qifa/' type. It is no~~ however, 
certain whether Na'wbakhti is speaking here from facts, and really 
has in 'view the Qai-amita af 'Bal)rayn, or is simply theorizing and 
enunciating a theory which might allude to .fhe proto-Ismaili 
doctrine, as it ·was just before the Fatimid movement, in the 
middle of the third/ninth c· It is quite probable that the latter 
in its earlier stages laid great stress on the cult of Muhammad 
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b. Isma'il, before it openly adopted the doctrine of the ever
continuing Imamate. 

In both these versions, which seem to be the earliest, nothing, 
is said about the deification of Imam Ja'far. The deification,. 
however, appears in the account given on p. 38, in which the- ' 
part of Abii'l-Khattab is that of the nab'i ,mursal, i.e., apostle, or· 
great prophet. Nothing further is said concerning the theological 
system, · but the usual stereotyped accusations of depravity, licen-
tiousness, abandonment of worship, etc., are added, probably to
make the account more impressive and mask the scarcity of 
reliable infonnation. 

Later Kltattabite Doctrine. 
Apparently of still later origin are those versions in which:! 

rivals of Abii'l-Khi.tttab, or continuators of his work, are mentioned •. 
On p. 38, Nawbakhti .mentions a .certain Bazigh37 who also claimed 
to be a rasul, or apostle, sent by the derfied Imam Jaifar. He· 
with his associates, were generous enough to offer recognition tO>' 
Abii'l-K.hattab (probably on the basis of reciprocity), but the~ 
offer was turned ,down. 

Still further on (p. 39) a similar position is claimed {or a
certain as-Sari, or as-Sirri (the mysterious?) ,38 who bears the
epithet of "the robust and trustworthy Moses" (Musa'l-qa.w:t: 
al-am.-in) , cf. Coran, XXVII, 39. May not this have been a: 
pseudonyme of Abii'l-Khattab himself, mistaken later on for a.. 
new heretic? There is a certain flavour of J udaism in the ideas:
of this branch. In addition to the "robust Moses", these people
regarded· themsely.es (as Jews did, according to the Coran, XV, 5) 
as "the sons of God", .for the followers of . the sect claimed to be· 
the "sons of Islam". The lattetl word, according to their inter
pretation, was an equivalent of SalGimi, or really Salam, which: 
was supposed to mean God, who was (on the earth) Imam; Ja'far,.. 
and whose rul;l. inhabited as-Sari or as-Sirri. These tricky specu- · 
1ations are based on a certain tradition in which the Prophet" 
called Salmani Fars!-lbnu'l-Islrom.39 What Abll'l-Khattab ha<! 
to do with all this, is not apparent, unless we suppose that it .was;. 
he himself who here appears under tile name of as-Sari or aJS-Sirri ,;. 

Mu'ammir. 
Another branch, or perhaps the same branch in a later phas~ 

1 
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.of evolution, believed in the nur, "light", obviously a variant of 
the ru!J,, "spirit", mentioned .above, probably to be . understood as 
.an "illuminating Divine act" \\Thich "enters the bodies of saints, 
.aw~iy.an.4o Such a nur lodged in Imam Ja'far, :but later passed 
~nto Abii'l-Khattab~ It afterwards le_ft him; and entered a certain 
.Mu'ammir.41 An_ associate of the latter, a certain Ibn Labban, 
was so enthusiastic about this worthy that he ostarted to preach 
;that 'he was Divine. In this theory, apparently, the persons in 
whom the niir had once resided, but whom it had afterwards left, 
were regarder as "angels". 42 The.se speculations even went so 
far as to teach that both Imam Ja'far and Abti'l-Khattab, obviously 
~fter their abandonment by the nur, were in their physical bodies 
merely devils dissembling themselves. In reality bOth had become 

;great angels of the (Supreme) God in the heavens, while Mu'ammir 
,was the God on the earth, subordinate to the Supreme Heavenly 
•God.

4
3 They· developed a historico-philosophical scheme, not 

.unlike that which was . mdch later on accepted by some branches 
.of the I·smailis; concerning the uninterrupted succession of the 
;p1anifesta,tions of this nilr in human form, or rather its temporary 
fodgment in certain saints, such as 'Abdu'l-Muttalib, Abu Talib, 
·the Proph~t Mul;ammad, 'Ali b. Abi Talib, and so forth, down to 
:Mu'ammir.44 

3. Ismailism and Khattabism. 

V./.e may sum up what has been said above : No genuine early 
,Shi'ite work contains any allusion to either Maymun al-Qaddal;, 
-or his son 'Abdu'l-lah having laid foundation to the Ismaili 
-4octrine, or generally to any sectarian movement. Nor is there 
..any indication of either of these being followers of Abii'l-Khattab, 
.introduf:ing his ideas intp early Ismailisnl.. Abu•'l-Khattab was 

··Condemned, with his ideas; and excommunicated. What we see 
in genuine Ismaili literature appears to be quite alien, both in 
;;pirit and letter, to the ·fancies of the worthy. In fact, it appears 

·that the only point in common between both was recognition of 
the Imamat of Isma'il b. Ja'far and his successors in preference 

--to any other line. But Abu'ltKhattab was not alone in this, and 
ihere were quite orthodox Shi'ites, as Nawbakhti'~ al-Jsma'iliyya 
..al-khali~a, who had nothing to do with him, and yet recognised 
lsma'il as an Imam. 
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It is deplorab~e to see the o~tinacy witp, ·which certain circles-. 
per:;ist in their attempts to represent Ismailism as a kind of 
)llysticism or gnosticism. Mystical elements are inseparable from 
any religion. But real'mysticism> as the term is generally under" 
stood, is something different. It better comes under the definition 
of obs.ession 'With mystic ideas, and this would be quite wrong 
iri application to Tsmailism which was so often equated by mediceval 
experts in theology with obnoxious materialism, akiri to the· ' 
philosophy of the Dahrites; and so forth . Abifl-Khattab was a 
mystic, as has been pointed out above. But there is no trace 
whatever of anything in the Ismaili doctrine similar to his
experiences. 

Similarly, the term gnosis, gnosticism, is inapplicable to 
I-smailism. Real gnosis, as it developed in early Cl1ristianity, botlT 
the orthodox variety, "real gnosis" of Clemens of . Alciandria~ 
Origen and others, as also heretical gnosticism, "gnosis falsely SO' 

called" according to the orthodox writers, was not mer~ly a 
;fashion for invention of fanciful cosmogonies. It was entire! y 
based on the t;;bsession with the ·basic ·moral problems,. such as- . 
the origin df evil and sin, espeoaly innate sin of man, its expia~ 
tion, atonement, etc. Of all this we find little in Ismaili the.osophy~ 
Abu'l-Khattab had nothing to cio with Neo-Platonic sehemes, or 
with theories of Ptolemy, which form the ba:sis of the f:taq'a'iq 
speculatioqs. We may realise that however fanciful such ideas 
appear to us, they were science for intellectuals a thousand years 
ago. The spirit of sanity, sobriety ancll realism which Tsmailisr:n 
cultivated were true products df the period when Islamic civilisa"' 
tion haG. attained its cl:imax, namely the tenth c. A.D. All this 
had nothing to do with unbalanced fancies of Abu'l-Khattah, with 
his angels, spirits, vision of the Satan, fifty pra)rers in the course 
of the day, and so forth. 

In the works of the' foremost representatives of Ismaili thought 
of the Fa timid period we find . genuine tendency to rationalis:n 
which . is restricted by the general principle, tactical rather than; 
philosophical, of giving precedence to the elements of the positive 
religion of Islam. All · through Ismaili .theosophy one can see 
that the idea: ;was alw.aY"s emphasised that Ismailism is· Islam first; 
and its theosOphy or phito,;~phy second. These had to strengthen• 
purely Islamic principles, and neither to cancel nor modify them ' 
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under the pretext of revealing their inner. deeper sense. 
,Whenever a conflict arose, traditional Islamic dogma had to 
11-iumph: It is probably exactly this ·inherent struggle in the 
:System which exposed it to continuous attacks by their rivals and · 

.,enemies. 

All kinds of alleged impieties imputed to Ismailism produce the 
·':impression of ready made standard accusations which were raised 
;;again~t every sectarian movement disliked by orthodox theologians. 
;They usually dispJa:y "angry mood" in :which abuse is poured in 
•eXcitement, at the highest pitch, without any regard to facts and 
possibility of documentation. We read charges of athei·sm, liber ... 
~.tinism, iba&atu'l-m.af:tarmn,45 ghuluww, i.e., deification of Imams, 
.<lualism, belief in metempsychosis, etc. But it is really remarkable 
that · no concrete individual instance of the offence . is cited. I 
nave already . drawn the attention of readers to the significan~ 

·fact that great "indignation was evoked in the contemporaries of 
· .:Abu'l-Khattab by his attempt to delay the evening -prayer till 
-the time when stars become visible~ I may again put the question .: 
. if such a trivial instance in tinkering with the ritual evoked such 
:anger, why the whole of anti-Fatimid or anti-Ismaili literature 
llad never offered details of the more serious offences.? 

A sensible answer to all kinds of charges has been given as 
~rly as in the tenth c. A.D.; by a clever da'i, al-I;Iasan b. MuJ:tam
:ma.d al-Ma_,yhadi: (?), in his "open letter" to tl:Je inhabitants of 
";Ray46. Referring to such accus.ations, he writes : "I cannot 
.deny that there are in our community persons who commit such 
~rrors and sins. But it would be unfair to generalise, sweepingly 
;attributing such vile and mean acts, committed by one in a thou
:Sand, to the whole community". He proceeds pointing ou:t the 
-fact tha-t such vile indiviquals exist not only in Ismailism but 
:also amongst other conimunities of Islam. 

On the whole, on a careful examination of available material, 
1t appears as . if facts and infonnation 'which may be relied upon 
rnake it possible to adopt the standpoint that the stories of the 
.alleged impieties of the Ismaili doctrine contain as little of his~ 
-totical truth as the myth of their initiator, the wicked son of 
al-Qaddiil). · 
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i The rejection may be due to the absence of any reference/ to 
this sect in the work oj: Shahrastiini (which was much admired in 
de Goeje's time); The latter, probably following 'Aibdu'l-Qahir al
·Baghdadi (Farq, 221, 264), mentions a E:.harijite sect witll the 
same name. Of course, tile names of sects were not patented, and 
ther~ could have been any number of; sects called Maymilniyya. 
:it may be added that at as early a perioii as the ~ondjeightll c., 
sects seem never to have been named after tlleir founders' 
personal na•mes. The early names are such as.-Mamttira, Waqifa, 
Qit'iyya, I<'atl;liyya (not as later on "Aftal).in;a")·, Sur~libiyya, 
'ffiyii'iyya, and so forth, derived from tile surnames of the founders, 
or oilier considerations. This is entiz'ely logical and sound, because, 
with the limited choice of Muslim names, such designations as 
:Mu.J:lammadiyya, I,Ia.saniyya, etc., would always require some addi
tional definlitions. It wo·uld be difficult to derive a name 'such as 
:Maymi1niyya from the name of Maymun. al-Qadda~ at that early 
time. It would ha.v>e been almost for certain Qaddii:l).iyya. Only 
much later, when tile process of the fonnation of these sects was 
a ·matter of remote past,. we find in various heresiological works. 
designations such as Musawiyya, Ja'fariyya, Isma.'il.'iyya, etc. It 
would be difficult to believe that i.n tile time of Isma'il b. Ja'far his 
.sect would have been called Isma'il'iyya : they would have had a 
-different name. 

2 In Ibn Razziim's account the leading part, or the initiative in 
t]:le foundation of the her~tical movement,. obviously belong~ to the 
:father, . not to the son. It would be inter~ting, for tile study of 
-the growth of myths, to follow the gradual fading out of the part of 
.:Maymiin simultaneously witll the growth of that of his son. 

3 Shi'ite ri.jfil literature contains references to such cases of 
"repentance" of various riiwis who originally were Zaydis, or be
longed to smaJl sects, such as the Wiiqifa, Fat~ites, a few Kaysiinites; 
.and even some ex-Khat1;iibites (as in tile case of al-MufaQ.«;ial b. 
'Umar, Abii Khadija; etc.). It is remarkable that many of the. most 
e.mirient rawis were originally connected with such unorthodox: 
mcwements. 

4 The name Ma.ymiin was quite popular at the time of Maymun 
:al-Qaddal,l, and al-Kwfi amongst .early Shi'ite rawis often refers th 
.a certain Maymiln al-Biinn al-Kiifi. Ibn I,Iajar (Tahd.h'ib, X, 387-396)' 
mentions no less than 18 rawis with the name of M.aymun; including 
.:Maymiln b. Siyii.h 11Jld a certain Maymfln al-Makki. 

5 Apparel).tly the. person. who first "cfulcovered" that the real 
:Progenitor of the Fatimids was tile malicious 'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymful. 
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fully realised the necessity of making his father into a . heretic also. 
This :is the reason why, lat-er on, from being a follower ~f Daisanism. 
he was tumed. ·into the "son" of Bardesa.nes. For e~actly the same 
reason, when centuries later the myth of al-Qadda.l;l had been incor
porated into late post-Fatimid Ismailisin, crude attempts (as by
Sa:yyid-na Idr'is, or his authority) were made to rehabilitate that 
worthy and connect him bY fa:Ked genealogy with Salmarii Fii.rsf 
(cf. Zah·l"'~'l·ma'iini in the "Rise of the Fatimids", p. 233=text p. 47). 

6 The index of the rawis in a7rKiifi (suppLied by the author of 
the 'Aynu'l~gha.Ziil), mentions no early riiwi with that name. 
Amongst the raw'i~ of a later period six Mubaraks are mentioned, 
two Arabs, and four nuzwla.s, one -of Banii Asad, of Isma'll al-'Abbasi,. 
of $abba.Q. cl-Mada'ini, and of 'Ali ar-RiQa (p. 55). Obviously none 
of these meets the ca.se. 

I Cf. my paper, "Ismailis and Qai:matians"; JBBRAS·, 194.0, p . 75. 
8 In view of the indubitable ties of Khattabism with the. 

r .emnants of Chtisti;m mystic sects, it may not be useless to draw 
the attentfon of students to the fact that Mubarak is an . equivalent 
of the epithet Makarios, not rarely connected with c-ertain specula
tions .in some gnostic systems. We should not be surprised if the-' 
name of the sevehth Imam and Nap:q, al-Mayrriun, the Maymunu'n
·nflq'ibat, might perhaps ha¥e been inte.n.ded to render some idea. 
resembling "Paraclete", although the latter term cannot be properly 
translated ·by "Maymiin". 

9 Prof. L. Massignon ("Salman Pak", p. 19) conn.ects this kunya 
with his. theory of "adoption spirituclle'', and is obviously prepared. 
to regard Abii'l-Khattab as th-e "spiritual father" of his own Imamr 
The other kunya is totally _dlisregarded. I am sorry to confess that. 
this· is too strong a dose of mysticism for me. It is known:, however,.:. 
that the heretic really did have children, in fact, at l-east a daughter. 
Her burial is mentioned by Kashi, 233. 

10Prof. L. Massignon ("Salman Pak", p. 19) also mentions that 
Abii'I-Khattii.h was origi.n.a!lly ''sumamed a mau?Ui of . Bainl: 
Hashim", and refers to Dh8.habi's Mizanu'l"fi.'tidaJ, vol. m, p. 64, ·t~ 
.support this statement. There must be; how-ever, an error. Dhahabi 
says that ilie sumame of the nuzwUi of Banu Hiishim belonged to a 
certain MJ.ld b. Sa'id, a Syrian, who was hanged on a charge of 
zandaqa. He obviously belonged to a later period than Abii'l-Khattii.Q, 
and had nothing to do whatever 'with the latter. · 

11 Najashi mentions at least three early works dealing with the 
career of Abu'l-Khattab which were probably the sources of informa.. 
tion contained in the works of later . her.esiologists' :· Kitiib maqtar 
A ·bi'l-Khattab and Manaqib Abi'l-Khatfab, by the autlior of the 
thirdjnlrith c., M.l;ld 'b. 'Abdi'l-lii.h b. :Mihran al-Karkhi (247}, and' 
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.a;nQth~. a.uthor o£~ the period, Al).mad b •. ¥l;l~ b: • .Ala, . .'~mran. b. 
· . t t • ~ • ·1 • , , r , , . , , 
Rayyal). al-QalHi. as-Sa,wwaq. Ma ruwi fi Abi'l-Khlattab M~d b. 
Abi Zaynab. (67 ) . There were probably also some other . works,. 
and, of couroo, . he was not overlook-ed in the numerous wor);.s · 

fi radd~"i.ghulat. · .i 
12 The story of th~ slaughter of his seventy followers in a mosque 

at Kufa is narrated' by· Nawbakhti (59 sq.) and ref·erred to by Kashi 
(189; 225), both possibly deriving the details from the K itiib rnctqta~ 

Abi'l-Khattab, mentioned above. 
13 This is a certain Abii Salma (or Maslama) Salim b. Mukram, 

sumamed Abii Khadija, a man fr.om Kiifa. He was amongst the 
seventy Khattabites who were attacked, was badly w ounded, and left 
for" de.al'. Regai.illing consciousness, he escaped, and later on, when 
he· recovered,. he apparently "repented". Despite his early associ.a
tions, he is treated as a _thiqa, and a popular r awi;, He once carried. 
Imam Ja'far on his camels from 'Me~a to Medina. 

14 I r eally cannot understand how Prof . .Massignon ("Sa.lman 
Pak", 44) finds it possible to attach to this event the significance of 
a "formula of consecration". Why not simply a warning to be 
cautious? Why should not ,the words and gesticulation used on that 
occasion ha.ve been purely individual? Also why. is 'ih made to 
mean "know"? The verb '-w-h means "to be seized by plague or 
other great illness or calamity", and · its imperative should be 'uh, 
not '~,h. Popular Sufism possesses any amount of "formulas" and 
symbolic actions believed to be repetitions of some original "proto
type" act of great religious importance. As far as I know, how
ever, neither fue words, nor the gesticulation described here appear 
to be mentioned in the accounts of any sect. 

15 Not, of course, because he was to rule over them or anything· 
of that k ind, but obviously because by divulging the knowledge that 
was entrusted to him he might expose the Alids.and Shi'ites to crue·l 
persecution. 

16 Kashi, 191. 
17 Kashi, 197. 
18 Kashi, 191. 
19 In the story of the execution of a mawla, Mu'alli b. Khunays, 

it may be inferred from the acc1.Jsa.1_:ion.s raised against Im.am Ja'far · 
that on-e of h:is daughters, probably the eldest, was married to an. 
Omayya.d prince (I{ashl, 241 ) ~ 

20 ln the fourth vol. of the 'Uyunu' Z-akhbar, Sayyid-nii. Idr'is: 
quotes a. story that once when a messenger arrived at night from, 
Abu Muslim Khurasani to invite Imam Ja'far to head the revolt, the 
Imam quietly read the letter and then burnt it over the lamp before· 
him. As an answer he told the messenger to tell his ma.ster what: 

9 ' 
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;he had seen. This is a wellknown folk-lore rno.tlr;. and: is obviously 
=a fabrication, but it wel1: sum.s up the Imam's attitude. · 

21 The people called Zutt (cf. P .. Schwarz' "Iran im ,Mitt~Ia.lter~;, 
:34~, 416, 418, 688, 866) were an aboriginal trihe, probably of 
nravidian origin, which mJgrated from their original seat in Makran 
to ·different places, and in the secqndjeighth c. were already settled 
·in some d~stricts of Southern Mesopotamia, and even as far North 
as Kh~q'in. They were particularly- inclined to Shi'ite beliefs. 
Here Zuffi must be the name of probably some kind of crude home 
spuns, just as the expression bayyt'i/u's.Sabiri means the dealer in 
the Persian silk cloth which was manufactured in Sabur (SMpiir, 
in Fars). · 

22 This date · seems to be the only one available in connection 
With the excommunication of Abu'l-Khattab. A modern specialist 
in Shi'ite tra.di.tio.n, the author of the Mustadtrak (ill, 706), refers 
to the same tradition of Kashi, apparently being unable to add any 
other souroe. I am sorry to confess myself unable to understand 
the implications of the words of Prof. L. Massignon ("Salman Pak", 
19) in connection with this date that Abu'l-Khattab revend:qua .... 
ce role de Sin, de demiurge ilnspire .... The author refers to Dhahabi, 
Mizan, III, 64, the passage which, as already mentioned, has no 
connection whatever with Abu'l·Kh.a.ttab. Most prabably th·ere is a 
mistake in the reference. 

23 It is interesting that Ismaili tradition substitutes in. this story 
(as does Sayyld"-;n,8. Idris) the name of Isma'il for that of Miisii, 
without any regard to the anachronism which thus arisP.s. Ismii'il 
could not be a child in 138/755 because, as we have seen, he was 
already an adult in 133j750. 

24 In his .n.dte on the Khattabi':yya (El, 931-2) the late Prof. D. 
S. Marg0Iiouth praises Nawbakhtl, but regards Kashi as "too untrust. 
worthy to use". It is not easy to see what shocked Prof. Margo~io1,1tn 
so much in Kashi's book. Nawbakhti very often either quo~. him; 
or uses the same sources. The difference is only tha.t while 
Nawbakhti generally abbreviates th-em, Ka.shi ap:i?arel;ltly rll.a.kes 
additions from elsewhere. Kulini apparently does not refer to him, 
but Ibn Bii.biiya, a representative of the Khorasani scliool, does this 
fairly frequently, usually with one link between. As :fnentione4 
above he US€S the archaic form of his nis.ba, al-Kaji .6b'Viously for 
ai-Ka.shi, instead of al-Kaspshi. This fact may probably indicate that 
Kashi's 'book was already popular in Khorasa.n by ab.out the 
end of the thirdj ninth c. His Rl'}iJ,l is treated as a clasSii.c work iri 
tiW. Mu.sta.drak, although it is admitt~d, by NajAshi and Ti:1si, that 
he "related fr9in weak rawis, arid commited nla.ny errors". Trans
lated into modern language, this means that he did ·not always con-

# 
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.form to the tendencies which were cultivated. in higQiy ~ox cir
cles, probably touching on the matters which they pr~erred to pass 
-oyer in silence, and probably basing h'is information chiclly on sout:ces 
-current in Khorasan, which may have differed from those used in 
Qum. It is, difficul~ to aScertain how much mutilation. or abbreviation 
:his Rijal met with at the hands of 'fiisi, who probably resented 
Kashi's outspokenn€s.s. It may be noted that Kashi c.omposed several 
other works, and often refers to his Fih1'ist, which is apparently 
lost. 

2.5 ai. al.K{i,fi (I, 65-67) : Dhikru'Z-a;rwal), allati fi' l-A'imma, and 
Babto'r-ruJ:. allati yuspddidu'l-lah bii-hii'l•A 'imma. It is interesting 
·to not-e the rawis : Jii.bir al-Ju'fi (one tradition from Imam Ja'far, 
:and one from al-Bii.qir), al-MufaQQal b. 'Umar, Ahfl Ba.;~ir (al-A.sadi?1 
- Cf. Kru;hi, 155) , one of the fU,qahii/ of Imam Ja'far's time, ahd 
:some others. In the Imam.s there are five ru~ : rii.Q a~-qurls, ru~~ 
.al-'i~an, ruQ al-quwwa, rU~ as!J.-shawa, and T'U~ tLl-mudarrij. 
Ordinary mu'mins ha.ve only four T'U~, which are those mentioned 
.above m;:.'n'us the r. alrqUds. In Imam al-Baqir's version after r. 
al-iman follows r. aJl-1;w1;at, andl the next two; 'but there is no r. al
•mudarrij. The whole matter is dealt with very l>riefiy; it i.s stated 
that r11~ min amr Rabbi, and that the T'U~ which is the privilege 
'()f Imams (and prophets) is neither Jabrii.'il, nor Mika'il, etc~ 
It is remarkable that on the 'Ve!ry same page, in the rast ?w·ri'ith in 
the Biib .fi anna'l-A'imma .... 'bi-man yushabbp,hUn, etc., Ima.m .• fa'far 
explains to Mul).a.huna.d b. Muslim that the Imams occupy ·exactly 
the same position as the Apostle of God (R asftlu'l-lah), the only 
.difference being that they are not prophets and are subject to the 
.<lrdina.ry shari'at restrictions as t o the number of wives whom they 
c,i;m marry. Ma khala dhalik fa-h!um bi.-manzilat Raml;ti'l-lrih. 

26 Cf. above Chapter V. The verse by itself may imply the 
refutation of a gnostic idiea which among other ·Sii.milar matters could 
'have· b-een lqlown to the Prophet. 

27 Nawbakhti: (39) and Kashi {192). The formula, as is well
ltnown, is used in the ]Jajj cel'Ejmo.nies. Although tradition is silent 
{).ll the point, ~t seems quite probable that the cries of "Labbay-ka 
:Ja'far" were uttered in the presence of Imam Ja'far himself, poSISiibly 
.On one of his visits to Kufa. 

28 :Kulini, al-Kii/i, vol I, 240 (Klitabu'l-iman~ Babu'!J,-g,araz) . 
2!> As is well-known, in magic systems' the knowledge of the 

4 'secret name" of anything, and the naming of it by that name, 
subjugate it to him who is· in posses.<iion of such knowledge. Such 
ideas are · strong in Muslim occultism. To make a prayer e:fllective 
{)ne must appeaJ to God, mentioning the proper "na.me.s". The secret I . . 
• Greatest Name" of God possesses th-erefore immense thauma.turgical' 
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force, extending even to a cosmic scale (like the Valenti;nian gnostics•· 
Iao, etc.). 

30 Note the strange use of the term Wa§i, which in Ismailism ier 
applied to 'Ali, and generally to Imams in relation to Prophets. 
It 'is quite possible that in this case the term Wa§'i means nothing 
but "agent", "adn!inistrator", not the executor of a will. According 
to a:l-Kafi (1, 77), Imam Ja'far appointed . as the executors of his 
will five perso.ns: Abii Ja,'far al-Man~?ilr, M.J:ld b. Sulayman, a oortain 
'Abdu'l!J.ah, Miisa and I;iamida (a slave concubine of the Imam, the 
mother of Miisa b. Ja'far, cf. 'Umdatu't-talib, 174), In another 
version of the tradition MJ:l,d b. J'a'far is mentioned instead of :MJ:l,d 
b. Sulayman and it is added that he was a mawlt'i of the Imam. 
The tradition is related from Musa b. Ja'far. vv"hat does this mean ?I 
Were these people appointed to J:telp him, or to control hiin during 
his minority? 

31 We must bear i.h mind that the terminology of the Shi'ite 
nierarchy shows great fluidity. Kulin.i freely uses the word Jmam 
in application to the m'€mbers of the holy dynasty, but he either 
avoids term imamat or else it seems that it had not yet come into· 
use. The book on the imamat in al-Kaf'i is called KiUibu'l]J,ujja.t, 
apparently in the sensa of VJl..l;IMjjat min al Mul],ammad. ·The same. 
in Ka.shi (10, 264, 265) : la yu]J,addi.th 'ani'l-liih iWi/7.-FJ,ujjat. 'fhe 
term da'i apparently carried certain undesirable associations; it is 
never applied to those who preachled in favour of th Ithna- 'asha.ri 
Imams but it is applied (cf. Kashi, 328) to the propagandists of 
Abii'l-Khattab's doctrine. Ka.shi (316) uses, however, the expression 
ad-Da''i iUi dini'Z-lt'ih in the sense of the Imam. The te.rm bab 
(Kashi, 322), which is used! in the later Ismaili doctrine, was. 
apparently already in exist-enoe in the middle o{ the third;'ninth .c. 
A certain extremist, 'All b. I;iaska, posed as the "bc'lb and prophet"· 
of 'Ali al-'Askari, although the implications of his rank of Nib 
cannot be ascertained. After the discontinuation of the. Ithna-'a..shari 
line of the Imams in 260j874 the terms safir, or "envoy'', a.n.d wakil, 
or "trusted agent" (of the "concealed Imam") make.their appearance~ 
These terms, however, are never used in the Ismail'i system. 

32 This obviously refers to the ' minor prophets those whd 
merely possess the gift of foreknowing the future, as opposed to 
the ''great prophet'', the founder of a religion. 

33 The idea of "angel" in early Shi'ism seems to have varied 
implications, ranging from that of the usual winged celestial saint., 
as painted in .miniatures, to that of gnostic a.eon, or, in later 
lsmailism to that of a cosmic fore~ such as controls the rotatioii 
of the hieavenly spheres. But what is the fo11owing (al-Kdji, I, 122) ?i 
•.. 'Ali sa:i.d: "Once: the Apostle of God was sitting "when an angel 
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with 2~ jaoes entel"Eld the room. The Prophet asked: My dear 
.Jabra'il, why do I see thee in a form such as this ,V'The angel 
,repli·ed: I am not Jabra'il'' ... etc. How valuabl~ it' would be 
for the study of the history of Islamic civilization to investigate the 
.«emonological, angelological, and other similar elements in a wor~ 
.such as al-Kafi. 

34 The application of this term to Abu'l-Khattab is worth noting. 
If it is original, and is tak-en by Nawbakhti from genuine source<S, 
it evidently implies a belief ih the immortality, and perhaps the 
expectation of the "return", of the heretic. 

35 The high ma.gic knowledge, the possession of which endows 
one with supernatural powers, is apparently conceived a..'l an im· 
material substance which is "active'' by nature, and must be passed 
on in turn to those who des'E.'rV'e to possess it, or 1 anyhow must be 
given a chance io ma.n.ifest itself. It cannot be discarded or left 
,unused There is in it a certain parallel wih the Coranic verse V, 71 : 
'balligh ma unzi&a; ilay-ka, etc., i.e., "spread the revela,t'ion given to 
the~ as otherwise thy mission will be null and void". The rii~ which 
was. entrusted to Abii'l-Khattab, fl.e., the power of conveying a certain 

:doctrine, must have been delivered, handed to others, . it could not 
simply die with its "bearer". Therefore it appears that the 
rul], on the death of Abii'l-Khattab passed into Ml:ld b. Isma'il may be 
a means of faoe saving. If Abii'l-Khattab received, so-to-speak, the 
whole ri2FJ, from Imam J'a'far, then. it foillows that Isma'il b. Ja'far 
reoo:ived nothing, and was not an Imam. Thus t he spiritual genealogy 
would be: Imam Ja'far - Abii'l-Khattab - Ml;d b. Ismii'il. If, 
however, Isma'il was an Imam, and . was really recognized as such 
by the seGt, then the ru]J, and the mysterious knowledge and powers 
of an Imam are two aifferelnt things, one independent of the other. 
In such a case MJ:l,d b. Is:mii.'il, as the possessor of a superior rank, 
might have served as an appropriate repository for such ru~, or 
nur, which Abii'l-Khattab, suddenly scized and ~cuted by the 
authorities, had no time to transfer. to a deserving successor. 

36 For prophetic tracllitions acoepted by the Ismaili system, see 
my "Rise of the Fatimids" , pp. 95-125. Lower Mesopotamia, with 
Ba~?ra as its main port, always was in close touch by . sea with 
Persian ports further South, and it would be· nothing improbable 
in the theory that Khatta.bism coulciJ spread to Fars by these routes. 
If it did, it would be quite possible that the sect retained its original 
.appellation, such as Ma.ymiiniyya. There are certain indications 
in the history of the Qarma.tians of Ba.I:trayn tha.t some of their 
leaders, as Abii 'fii.hir, came from Jannaba, the chief port cf Fars, 
a.nd thus could import the doctrine from there. It must be noted, 
howevBr, that these events took place more than a century after 

' 
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the periiod of Abu'l-K:hattab, and it sooms dotibtful whether thG 
sect living so intense religious life as the Khattabites were, would 
last for over a century and be still vigorous enough to start a 
p'l.·oselytising campaign with such success. How-ever tempting it 
would be to establish a direct connection between Khattabism and 
,Qarmatianism, suggested by Nawbakhti, we have still ~ry little 
material to raise the question. 

a7From Kashi, 197, it app~s .that this Bazigh was killed (or· 
ex-ecuted) as early as the time of Ima.m Ja'far who was glad . to 
hear the news of this. Nothing is mentioned, however, whether 
this happened' before or a.fte.r the execution of Ab:ii.'l-Khattab. 

38 Ka.shi, 197, mentio,ns him. together with Bazigh and other 
heretics, without giving .~Y details. 

39 Najashi, 180, mentions a work, ar-Radd 'alii/sSalmaniyya 
(although perhaps it may be read Sulaymiiniyya), by 'Ali b. al:. 
-'Abbas al-Khurad.hini ar-Razi. It looks as if the refutation is; 
concerned with this sect. 

40 Again ~~ya. Cf. above, note 30. 
n Kashi, 197, mentions hi$ name together with other heretics, 

without giving any details. He j,g different from a much later 
rawi, referred to by Kashi (312, 313, 338, 339) and Najashi, 298-9,. 
Mu'ammir b. Khalliid (b. Abi Khatlad) who lived in Baghdad in 
the thirdjninth c. Najashi, 300-1, mentions yet another Mu'ammir, 
"decidedly an Arab", Mu'amrnir b. Yal:lya b. Sam al-'IJ1i, who hved· 
in KUfa in the first half of the secondj eighth c. He is, however, 
supposed to be a thiqa, absolutely reliable p'iwi, and nothing is. 
said about his following any heretical doctrines. 

42 The t erm ''angel" is so often here used, obviously in varied 
senses (of •. note 33). It is possible that this is due only to the poverty; 

.. of the philosophical or theosophicad lexicon available to the theolo
gians of 'the time1 probably also combi,n.ed. with the fear of intro
ducing new terms which mighti lead to charges of heresy. It fi!€ems 
9bvous that the authors Qid not mean that such great saints after 
their death were promoted to the post of a kind of cel~tial flying' 
peon, rushing about with Divine messa-ges. Possibly ·"angel" here 
means something like the g.nostiic aeon. ' 

43 Such ideas are by no means rare in Islam, representing 
heretical inventions. As is kpown, Islam believes that Jesu.;; waso 
not crucified,' and something l'ike a demon was in fact affixed to· 
the cross (Coran, Ill, 48). As is well-known, certain Shi'ites believed 
that instead of 'Ali a demon in his shape was mortally woun,ded. 
Imam Ja'far, a great expert in demonology, several times refers: 
in al-Kafi to al-·mukawwiin, the evil spirit which assumes the shape· 
of various people. Here the word "devil" seems to be stronger than. 
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would ha.v-e been used if a fuller set of terms have been available. 
44 Such ideas again belong to basic notions ~lam, the 

difference being constituted o.nJ.y by the use of ,varying names .. 
The Islamic idea ·of the periodicity of revelation, ·arid the theory of 
the great Apostles of God, belong to the same ancient and ever
-recurring theories. They are quite common both in Christian and 
Islamic gnostic sects. It may be instructive to offer here· some 
quotations from the Clementine Homilies (second c. A~b. ) : . .. 
''The purpose of God's dealing with men is declared to be to instruct 
them i n the truth of things as ~ey are (Horn. ii, 15); and it is for 
this purpose that revelations have been given through the instru
mentality of the true prophets. The true prophet knows all thing·s, 
,past, present and to come, and even the thoughts of all men; he 
is without sin and the only authorised guide to truth" (Horn. ii, 
6, 10; iii, 11) .. "This knowledge he has by the innate and perpetual 
dwelling in him of Divine spitit" (Horn. iii, 12). Eight different 
p€ll".SSns are named in whom the Spirit has successfully m 'anifested 
himself, nam-ely, Adam, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Moses who a.re 
called "the sure pUlars of the worl!d" [which recalls the "strorig 
and sure Moses" of the Khattabites] (Horn. xviii, 14) and finally 
J-esus (Hom. xv.ii., 4; xviii 13). "The doctrine taught by all these 
Is one and the same·; indeed the teachers themselves are but re-. 
appearances of one and the same teacher, Adam, the first son of 
God, manifested in various forms at subsequent times, whenever 
the revel'ation given by him became corrupt . a.P.,d was in need of 
renovation" (H<Jm. iii, 20). See Manse!, "The Gnostic H eresies", 
229-230. This could with very little adjustment appear as a 
summary both of general Islamic and Ismaili doctrine: 

45 This. is· obviously based on the abhorrence of unnatural prac
t~~s of Zoroastrianism wh1ch not only never prohibited, but even 
r~com.niended marriages between brother and sister, etc., out o:( 
"religious. Idealism". It was th~ Avestan khwaetwadath.aJ (Pehleyi 
khw,etuk-dasih, particularly popu,Iar during the later pe·rlod.s , from 
the sixth to the tenth c. ~.D. ) 

46 S~ my ''Studies in Early Persian IsmajJ.i.snl" (sec. ed. 1955) , 
p. 135. 
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IBN AL-QADDAI;I AS THE PROGENITOR 
OF THE FATIMID CALIPHS 

"' 

We are not concerned in this study with the question of the 
true genealogy of the Fatimids. In such intimate matters as family 
relations no legal or historically indisputable proof can exist. 
It may be very interesting for us to know the truth, and yery 
important from the religious point of view for those who recognize 

1 the Fatimids as their Imams. For the historian, however, all that 
matters is that the masses of their followers firmly believed in 
their: genuine Fatimid descent which was beyond dispute for them. 
We may therefore add here only a few notes cla.i-ifying the con
fusion Which some belated attempts to mend and refloat the myth 
have introduced. 

The aim of the Abbasid, or generally anti-Fatimid! propaganda, 
. was to deliver a shattering blow against their Messianic claims' 
based on the idea that ·only a genuine descendant of the Prophet 
a~d 'Ali can be the supreme guide and ruler of the Islamic world, 
the Imam or caliph (which in Shi'ite speculations is one and the 
same thing). As is known, there were many altematiye versions 
of tbe Fatit'nid genealogy invented for that purpose: The story 
of 'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymfrn caught the imagination, however, 
owing to its romantic value. It W(IJS a real "epic of swindling and 
impiety", fantastic and improbable from the point of view of 
commonsense but just the thing to suit that really almost super
natural event of the rise of the Fatimids, who appeared from 
nowhere, and became kings overnight. Even if the most reliable 
and authentic, but plain a:nd unromantic, narrative had! been 

· preserved as to how they had done this,. it is quite c.ertain that, 
nevertheless, popu1ar creative imagination would have produced 
its own )egendary version. 

There is ample evidence that no sensible medi<eval historian 
ever took it seri~sly. ·Almost every one of them, after quoting 
it, mentions tentatively other versions of the Fatimid genealogy. 
The known versions alone exceed two h1,mdred; and how many 
were there which remain unknown? It is not easy to understand 
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why and how early Orientalists accepted it so creduloU'sly and 
introduced it into . historical literature. Surely, such highly 
educated and intelligent people as Hamrne~~ de Goej e and 
others ought not to have failed to notice the numerous self-con
tradictory elements and absurd situations which the story contained. 
Take the well-known "Literary History of Persia" by the late 
Prof. E. G. Browne, in the portions devoted to the history of the 
Ismailis. It is not easy to comprehend how such an intelligent 
author cou1d have found it necessary to repeat such silly tales. 
Yet generations of students swallow this nonsense as if it were · 
the truth itself. 

Maymun, his Son and the Imams. 

A,.s far as I can see, early Shi'ite literature contains no reference 
to Ma.ymfrn and his son's being in touch either with Isma'll b. 
Ja'far, his son Ml;d b. Isma'il, or with Abu'l-Khattab. 

However little we know about the chronology of the holy 
family, it is, nevertheless, impossible to admit the possibility of 
any such contacts. Imam ] a'far was born some time between 
'80 and 83/699-702, and died sotnle time between 146 and 
149/ 763-766. Kulini places his death in the month of Shawwal 
148/Nov.-Dec. 765. He was apparently at an early age married 
to an aristocratic Alid lady (cf. "Rise of the Fatimids", 306; 
Nawbakhti, 58; 'Un;z,datu't-Talib, 208), and had by her at least 
two sons and one daughter. The eldest son, 'Abdu'l-lah a1-Afta~, 
was apparently weakminded. Therefore the second son, Isma'il 
b. J a'~r, W<l$ generally regarded as the ·prospective successor o£ 
his father. Kashi (239-242) actually relates an occasion on which, 
in the absence of his father !from Medina, he acted on his behalf 
as the head of the family.l In the same ?tory there is an allusion 
to.a daughter of Imam Ja'far having married one of the Oma'Yyad 
prmces, 

By a chance it is possible to establish that the incident took 
place in 133/ 750. In the story Isma'll appears as already an adult. 
Mu·sa, his eldest half-brother by a Negr-o concubine, was born 
about 128-130/ 745-747, and the oftrepeated tradition emphas1ses 
that Imam Ja'far never took a second wife or a concubine so long 
as his first wife was alive, obviously implying the long duration 
of such pious self-restraint. It is quite possible, therefore, that 

_ Isma'il was born in the opening. years of the second/ eighth c. 
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The only apparently unshakeable fact in Isma'il's biography is. 
that he predeceased his father, although there always was a general 
belief in certain Ismaili circles that his death was merely a pre-
~cautionary ruse. Such befiefs persist even now. In the story of his 
burial at which Imam Ja'far took extraordinary precautions to· 
collect numerous witnesses of his son's death, the name of the 
reigning Abbasid caliph is usually given as al-Mam;;iir (\>iho 
ascended the throne in Dhii'l-!)ijja 136/June 754). It may be 
possible, therefore, that such precautions were necessitated by 
the fears of Abii'l-Khattab's spJ,"eading some absurd rumours.2' 
As we have seen above, this heretic was ·excommunicated about 
1381755, and it is not impossible that the death of Isma'il occurred 
about that date.3 · . · 

The date of the birth of Isma'il's eldest son, Mul:mtl'11m.d, is 
· also unknown. Only two facts about his biography seem to be 

historical, namely, that while still residing in his native Medina 
he had two sons, Isma'il and Ja'ifar (who, ho,vever, played no 
part in the Shi'ite movement), and that he emigrated to the East. 
Nothing definite is known as t(j when his emigration tQOk place. 
Both Ithna-'asha:ri and Ismaili legends connect him with the 
Abbasid caliph Harun ar-Rashid (170-193/786~809), obviously 
because this hero of the Aral;>ian Nights ahvays remained the 
~ost popular name in the Abbasid dynasty:. 'The Ithna-'ashari 
authors, hostile to the memory of M!)d b. Isma'il, make him leave 
Medina for Baghdad in the reign of Hatiin, that is to swy, after 
170/786, or more than 22 years after Imam Ja~far's death.4 The 
Ismaili legend puts his departure even after the death of Mi.'isa 
b. Ja'far, i:e., after 183/199.5 . All this, most prohaq1y, has 
nothing to do with history and is dictated by the desire' tq vindicate 
.certain theories of their own. It is far more probab~e tbat M!)d 
b. Isma'il either left Medina soon after the execution of Abii'l
-Khattab with his followers in 145/762, or soon after the death 
.of Imam J a'far ( 148/7,65), 

The latter event, as is known, was followed by an upheaval in 
the family of the deceasd Imam. Miisa's brothers fiercely con
tested his succession. The eldest son of Imam Ja'far, 'Abdu'l-!;lh 
al-AftaJ:l, claimed his right of primogeniture, and found lTil;!Ch 
support. Altho~gh he apparently died very soon without leaving 
any posterity, his party, or. sed, al-Fat!)iyya, persisted for many 
rlecades after him, entertaining various fantastic beliefs as to his 
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"return". Miisa's younger brother, Mul.1ammad ad-Dibaj , alsO' 
finding support, rose in rebellion in Mekka, "unsheathing his. 
sword in the sacred place at the sacred month", to the horror of 
the pious. He was overpowered, however, and sent to Persia . 
where he died in J urjan.6 Ithnar'ashari,--~n is silent about 
Ml]d b. Isma''il, so that we may be sure that he did not pa~iicipate· 
in any rebellion. But it is not impossible that he also decided to., 
try his luck in claiming his rights, and departed to Southeri1< 
Mesopotamia or Khuzistan where the d:t'tts of Abii'l-KhaH{t!J;. 
might have prepared the ground in his favour. It is not impossible
that the amazingly detailed in'formation as to the birthpliLce arid' 
the style of living of Maymiin and his son, 'Abdu'l-Hih, in Ahwaz,. 
and so forth, preserved by Ibn Razzam, may really ' refer to aJ-.. 
-Maymiin, i.e., Ml;d b. Isma'il, and his son, 'Abdu'l-lah, if there 
generally is any truth in them. 

The date of the death of M!)d b~ I-snta'il remains unlmowr1 ~s: 
also the place in which he found refuge. Ithna-'ashari tradition:1 
makes him die in Baghdad where he came from Medina to betray 
his uncle, Musa, to Hariin. It is filled with absurd situations" 
and undoubtedly is a product of imagination. Ismaili legends.; 
make him travel to Per~ia, and live a long life, while sor,:e 
versions mention hi's going as far as India.7 

As was already mentioned above, Ithna-'ashari tradition is
oefinitely hostile to Isma'il b. Ja'far, and stiil more to his son .. 
Mu}_lammad. This is really remarkable in so far as the mytl\J of' 
Ibn al-Qadda!) is concerned, because the latter's meinory seems
to be unaffected by any prejudice. If there were any foundation 
of fact beneath the myth, :it .would be ~atural to expect that the· 
attitude of the Ithna-'as4ari opinion would have been reversed, 
and Isma'il and his son would be represented as victims of the
malicious heretic. Actually, however, we find ·a perceptible
cuvent elf animosity against Isma'il which is not permitted to· 
burst into open vilification only 0111 account of his connection with· 
Imam J a'far. Various allusions, however vague, are scattered in 
works on tradition. Kashi, 294-5, mentions that Isrna'il was .. 
addicted to drink. Kulini devotes a who!~ length chapter to the· 
traditions relating to the naH of ·Musa from his father (I, 77).-

. and in one of these, related from al-Mufa<;l<;lal b. 'Umar, mentionsc 
that Imam Ja'far added on the occasion in question : la tajoj-ct 
Isma'ila, i.e., "do· not wrong ISma'il", All this, of course, is ;r . 
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kind of retaliation for the Ismaili attitude towards Musa b. Ja'far 
whom the Ismailis do not recognize as a legitimate successor of 
·f1i.s father. 

Ismaili tradition, so far as accessible, is of much too late an 
... origin (as preserved by Sayyid-na Idris in his 'U yilnu'l-akhbar), 
-<:omes from an obscure source, and seems to be quite unreliable, 

,.although it may perhaps co_ntain grains of truth. It is easy to 
-<iiscern in it la~yers of gradual falstfication, on the top of which 
.comes the poisonous influence of the myth of Ibn al-Qad.dil~. 
-On the one hand succession is claimed for Mul;atnmad b. Isma'il 
fot: the reason that he was senior to Musa, in fact the eldest male 
·member of the family, except for 'Ab<iu'l-lah b. Ja'far, who was 
.a half-wit. In accordance with the early ideas of Imamat which 
-prevailed at the time, his right was, therefore, quite indisputable. 

;.At the same time, however, the "iconographic cliche", which was 
introduced at a much later period, apparently in the Yaman, pro· 

.<iuces in the tradition a touching picture of the aying Imam (i.e., 
Isma'il b. J a'far) on his deathbed entrusting his helpless infant 
. :Son and successor to the care of his most trusted follower, 'Abdu'l
·-lah b. Maymun, who brings up the baby in an atmosphere of 
'impenetrable mystery, protecting him against plotters, amongst 
·whom the vilest is Musa b. Ja'far, who, as we have ' seen, was 
six to eight year.s junior to the baby. Strangely, Isma'il on such 

.an occasion ignores his own father, Imam: Ja'far. In addition, 
,historical information, which seems to be perfectly reliable, 

.. mentions the fact that Ml;d b. Isma'il lived openly in Medina, and 
had a family. If he was 26 at the moment of Imam Ja'far's 
--death (as Ismaili tradition claims), and as i·s quite possible from 
. .chronological considerations, he would have been born about 
122/ 740. Thus if his father, Isma~il, clied about 138/755, he would 
bave been at the time Qf his death an "infant'~ over fifteen years 
-old. 

Popula.r fantasy in its falsifying work does not stop at this, 
bowever. The. sa.tne cliche is applied to Isma'il himself, whom 
Imam Ja'far, for some inexplicable reasons, in a similar way 

-entrusts on his ' birth to the faithful Maymun, also for protection 
against hostile plotters. All this is nothing but the play of popular 
imagination belonging to a periqd of time far removed from the 
-real events. Down to the end of the fourth/tenth c. orthdox 
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Ismaili tradition knows nothing of Maymun and his son, an<i. 
later on it systematically denies any · connection with them. 

The Myth of SalnWn. 

In his very interesting pamphlet, "Salmiin Pak et les Pn'!mices
Spirituelles 'de l'Isla.tn Iranien" Societe des Etudes Iraniennes, . 
no. 7, Tours, 1934), Prof. L. Mass' non sums up what little
knowledge is available concerning the ography of Salmani F:arsi,. 
and analyses the legend which h&l grown up around his .name
and the cult which a.rose in connection with it. 

It is easy to see that the legend of Salman is a kind of a 
positive which answers to. the negative ~h of Ibn al-Qaddal~~ 
perhaps better than any other creation of this kind. Both names, 
taken from the early history of Islam, are nothing but hollow 
repositories,-in the case of Salman for every kind of superhuman 
virtue, wisdon;t and piety, and in the case of Ibn al-Qaddal; for 
the vilest impiety and crime~ By the caprice of popular fantasy,. 
the one is turned it:J.to a great saint, an angel, Gabriel, a cjemi-god,. 
the Demiurge, ek., and the other almost into Satan himself: 
The one builds up Islam, the other schemes to destroy it .. 
To both are attributed superhuman longevity, supernatural attain-

. ments, etc., but, in a remarkable way, both figures, belonging to 
Shi'ism, are made out to be connected with Glristianity and with 
Persia, although there is no historical proof in support of this. 
Both myths develop spontaneously over a long period, and while 
the myth of Salman is generously used in religious legends ana 
retiological theories, the myth of Ibn al~Qaddal; ios used chiefly 
in religious a~d political controversy. Both, however, in the course·· 
of their de\t-elopment accumulate the most heterogeneous and 
surprising predpitations and influences from every possible 
source.s To both the official tradition refers with marked restraint. 
Early Shi'ite authors such as Kashi, Kulini, or Ibn BabUya .. 
plainly disregard the exciting stories of Ibn al-Qaddal;, just as 
they show no speciall enthusiasm for Sa1man.9 The same applieso 
to Ismaili tradition as preserved in the works of Qa~i N u'miin, 
with the difference only that Ibn al-Qadda~1 is not mentioned at 
all. 

If the original, Arabic, version of the Ummu'l-kitiib was really 
composed ( a.s seems quite probable) at the beginning crl the 
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second/eighth c., then the myth of Salman would have taken 
.about a hundred yea.rs to develop to its extreme limits~ The myth 
.of Ibn al-Qaddal), assuming its author to be Ibn Razziim, was 
...{)nly born about. two centuries after the death of its hero. 
Later on its development proceeds at a similar pace. The text 

.()f the Ummu'l-kitab leaves no doubt whatever as to fact that 
Salman's mere name,as that of an exceptionally devout follower 

.()f the Prophet afid a partisan, of 'Ail, .was all that was used, and 
not any records concerning him as a living, historical person. 
:Similarly, in the case of Ibn al-Qadda'l). probably a bare coincidence 
-Qf names form~d the foundation of the myth. 

"Spiritual Adoption'. 

In connection with the cult of Salman, which was particulai'ly 
fltrong in certailil; sects, while many other sects were ·indiffetent 
:to -it, Prof .. L. Massignon advances a theory that "ever since 
1281745" the expression used in a IJ,adith where the Prophe~ 
:Says to Salman : an fa min-tlii ahlu'l-bayf (thou art one of us, a 
·in ember of our famil~) "has acquired the force of the ritual 
·formula df spiritual adoption". The date mentioned above refet·s 
·to. the occasion on which Ibrahlm, the Abbasid claimant, the 
·pro.ther of the first two caliphs,, "solemnly addressed it" to the 
famous Abii Muslim Khuriisiini ("Salman Pal<:", 18). 

vVas it so, and was the expression meant as a "ritual formula"? 
J regret to say that I cannot find any confirrmi.ticm of this what
-ever. Careful search for instances of the application of the sup
posed "formula" produces only the impression that it was a m~re 
.customary, hackneyed expression which · vai:ious highly placed 
AJids would use to pay a compliment to their subordinates or 
people of inferior stapding, chiefly of Persian origin, whose 
outstanding serv:ic.es or piety they intended ther,eby to acknowledge. 
The reception of this compliment would no more imply any 
adDption than being called "generous as Hatim Tay" would 
-entitle the recipient to claim membel"Ship in Hati!Ill's tribe. It 
.const'i'tuted only a traditional form of highly flattering compliment, 
.o£ comparison with such a holy person as Salman, and was based 
<>n two associations, namely the selfless devotion of Salman, and 
1\is Persian origi.n. 

Instances of the use of the compliment- are numerous, and vary 
with the occasion. For instance; Najiishi (83) mentions that 
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" 
I 
lmam Ja'far said once about a devout and! pious rawi, a mawla 
from Kufa, Abii I;Iarnza Thabit b. Abi $afiyya Dinar ath-Thamali 
(.d. 150/767), · that this worthy "was in his time like Salmau in 
$is own time" (Abit Jj11!m.Za fi za»>iini-hi mithl Saln-liin fi 
zattliini-hi). Here, certainly, no ceremonial use of the formula: 
-can be traced. 

1 
When the death of another pi.e~an, a1-Fu<;layl b. Yas~lr, 

was reported to Imam Ja'far, the latter, in expressing his regret, 
said. that "he was one of us, a member of e family" (Kashi, 140). 

Again, on pp. 213-214, Kashi narrates that the Imam paid the 
.same compliment to two wealthy brothers, Persiams from Qum~ 
•Imran and 'fsa, sons of -'Abdu'l-lah. While the Imam was per
forming the ritqal of the pilgrimage, he arrived with his women
folk at the camping ground at the Mina hill, and there fouridi that 
someone else had pitched tents on the place reserved for him and 
his family. He inquired as to the meaning of this and received 
the answer that the tents had been pitched for him by 'Imran b. 
•Abdi'Hah. The latter, making his appearance, out of devotion, 
·f-sk1J the Imam to accept these as a present. To)lcl1ed by his 
$entiment, the Imam shakes hands with him, and warmly thanks 
· nli:n. Later on, in Medina, the Imam receives the donor with 
:Sqch exceptiQnal sig!lS of friendliness and affection that those 
present ask in astonishment, who he is. The Imam replies that 
-l:he ·person is i r min ahti'l-bayt" . The same compliment is repeate4 
1h another story concerning the same devotee, and in yet another 
the same "formula" is applic;d to his brother, 'fsa. .In all these 
1n;;tan<;es there is obviously no implication of ritual significance 
·or special solel1Ulity. Kashi, who should have been aware of any. 
~pedal implications of the phrase, treats it simply as a high com
pli1')1ent, proving the piety of those concerned, and thus their 
-trustworthiness as rawis. 

He also .quotes yet another story (p. 212) which is particularly 
·!interesting because the narrator is himself the recipient · Qf the 
110notir. . 1 t is difficult to rid oneself of the impression that the 
;wr-rrative has a tinge of irony. It is said that Imam Ja'far once 
a;.etnarked to a ,certain mawla of the Thaqi£ tribe, 'Umar b. Yazid, 
;a dealer in Saburi cloth (bayyaru's-Sabiri) :10 "Thou art, by 
·God, one of us, a member of our familyi". 'Umar himself relate9 
-:that he asked the Imam : "Really, from the descendants of 
Mu~amrnad?"-The Imam replied : "Yes, by God, from them-· 

• 
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selves ( min anfusi-him) ". 'Umar asked again : · "Really, from 
themselves ?"-The Imam said : "Yes, really from themselves! 
Hast not thou read, 'Umar, in the Coran (iii, 61) : Verily, the 
people most worthy of Abraham are those who follow him and. 

.-flis Pro.phets, and those who believe. God is the patron of the 
believers." 

There is obviously not the slightest trace of the phrase having 
any ritual meaning, or of its having been recognized as anything 
more than a highly flattering compliment. There Wa5, in actual 
fact, another phrase with which most probably a certain mystical 
meaning was associated. It was anta min-ni bi-marnzilat H ariln 
min Masa> i,.e·, "thou art with regard to me as Aaron was with 
r egard to Moses", used in the stories of the appointment of an 
Imam by his predecessor. But this is a totally different matter. 

The ~tadiths such as that in which Pro£. L. Massignon sees 
his ritual fonnula of spiritual adoption, or the one which reads. 
"Salnian is the son of Islam", may have been of a very early date, 
put into ci1·culation by the associates and admirers of the historicat 
SaJman, indubitably aimed at parrying contempt of him caused 
by his solitary position, without relatives or association witl:l 
any Arab tribe. A .hlu'l-·bC!1j!t of the Prophet indubitably were 
not confined to himself, 'Ali, Fatima, and her two sons. Surely, 
the Prophet's wives, other daughters, relati.ves, relatives of 'Ali, 
servants, slaves, etc., all were ahlu'l-bayt. It is obvious, however, 
that in the speculations of various mystics those others, not belong
ing to the holy Pentad, were completely disregarded. 

To sum up, expressions such as " spiritual parentage", 
"spiritual adoption", "spiritual birth'\ etc·, are, of course, 
universal and as old as the hills. They are everywhere used to 
symbolize the idea of acquiring know~ed.ge or education, especially 
in religious and mystical matters, and Muslim literature forms 
no exc,eption to this universal rule. In Sufism, and especially 
in its later Shi'ite phase, such "spiritual parentage;! is plainly 
recognized and emphasised. There is however, no example of 
physical parentage being regarded as superseded by spiritual, or 
vice versa. • The two things belong to different spheres. This 
particularly applies to the parentage of Shi'ite Imams, the 'itrat 
or dhwrriyya of the Prophet· 
M ustauxla/ I mams. 

One of the numerous versions of the story of how the malicious. 
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heretic Ibn al-Qaddal) succeeded in becoming the progenitor or' 
the Fatimid caliphs is the! legend that either 'Abdu'l"lah, or even 
before him his father Maymun, when entrusted with tbe education 
of their inf.mt charges (as metit!oned above) were also appointed 
as mustawda' Imams, i~e., substitutey-{Bt a legitimate Imam, 
legitimately empowered to act on be}ia:lf of tbe legi(:.imate Imant 
during his minority· Having thus become an Imam,, 'Abdu'l-lah 
transferred his authority to his own descendants, · whose descen
dants the Fatimids were. Such ·s1,1c'cession; in a ~Sense, was, perhaps, 
recognized in certain Druze works.11 

In this matter the swindle is effected not hy the nialicious heretic 
but by those enthusiasts·, early and modern, ·who try to manipulat~ 
words without any know ledge of the ideas which· these words and 
terms connote. Druze. literature requir~s careful re-examination 
in· the light of new materials coming fro!TI Ismailism. The Classic 
work by de Sacy 'has long ago become antiquated and insufficient , 
based on preconceived.theorie!', etc. The Druze doctrine recognize3 
incarnation of God in human torm. "Our Lord al'-I-Iakim 
bi-amri'l-lah was never bOrn, and nevef gave birth to any. one", 
a,s they say. If they include 'Abdui'l-lah b. Mayinun al-Qaddal:t 
in the genealogy of their Imams,. we must first ascertain whorn 
they really have in view, whether 'Abdu'l-lah b. al-Maymun 
(=Ml;d b. Isma'il), or really the mawla of Imam Ja'far, 'Abd~'J
..:lah b. l'vfaymurt It is quite pos'sible that at the end of the 
fourth/eleventh c.· the difference was still quite dear, and the 
esoteric designation of Ml)d b.' Is'ma'il not · enti'rely · forgotten. 
Besides, . "Our Lord", of course, coulci be ihcamafed irt any one, 
as. he pleaseS. 

R~turping t9, . Isr;ntHJsm, we ~~nd that even an elementary 
acquaintance with the history and theory of the idea of "mustawda·· 
irr}ams" makes all s1,1,ch stories quite absurd. The first principle 
which, governed the agpoit;ttmei:It of a mustawda' imam, was that 
he 'holds the o-ffice tem,poraJr:ily, and tin no c·irc.um,stances can. he 
fransfer it to !vis own poste_r·(ty,. He <:ould do this only by 
usurpation, swindling, etc., in th~ same way, as any other, usurper, 
and his holding tJ:.e office o£ the mustawda' imam did not put 
him in any privileged position as compared with others. Even 
if, by any extraordi.nary chance, 'Ahdu'l-lah b .. Maymun al~Qaddal~ 
had been appoin~E_!d a mtUStawda' imam, he would have had to 
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;tesigrr his office on the attainment of majority by MJ::td b. I5ma'il~ 
'Who, as we havQ seen, had· at lea:~t two sons, and thus ceased to 
:be a minor· .j 
. . , The fact is,. however, that tt6f?e~ Maymiin nor ~is san coul«. 
~have been appomted amustawda'~: 11nams" for the sltllple reason 
that such an institution did not exist in their time. In dealing 
·With hi·story the student must proceed critically on the basis of 
"the available materials, and should not naively accept the testi
mony of religious dogmas introduced a long time after the events. 
;The succession of the Imams is not such a sim!ple matter as it 
appears ii1 dogmatic theories. From! the historical point of view 
:all such dogmas crystallize only at a very late period. However' 
objectionable the idea may appear to the religious mind, it is 
.clear that at the earliest period there were no other principles. of 
succession except that of the eldest male member of the family~ 
;There are any number of proofs in tradition, but it would take 
too long to quote them here.12 The clear-cut rules and customs 
concerning the na~~. which developed at a much later period~ 
;did not exi~t. in the ii/viii1 c. · 

With . the succession of the eldest male member of the family 
the question of succession by a minor .co1o1ld not arise. In the 

· .Twelvers' line we do not .meet with any case of succession by a 
uninor ,u9til the premature death of 'Ali ar-Ri<;la (about 203/818). 
1Tradition, which seems to attempt to make his son and successor 
"?lder tp~n he was in reality, mentions his (M41).ammad al-Jawad's) 
date of birth as 195/811. Thus he would have been not more 
than seven years old when he succeeded his father. Nevertheless

1 
there is no r.efererice whatever to the existence of anything lika 
the institution of " regency". 

In Ismailism itself the first historical instance of succession by 
la minor occurred at the accession. of al-I;Iakim bi-am>ri'l,-liih in 
386/9961 at the age of ten or eleven· Yet, even at so late a date, 
n~ mustawda' imam was appointed to act during his. minority. 
i'The· same was the case on several subsequent occasions, at the 
·accession of several other Fatimid caliphs. 
. The truth O'tbout the theory pf the mustGtWcfa' Imiim is. quite 
plain. · It never was anything like a living practice, and was 
invented, most probably, not before the second half of the fourth/ 
eleventh c., to be appl,ied retrospectively to the history of the 
•Imams in order to explain and rectify certain cases of succession 
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~hich <;lid~ not: colllfDrm with the theories accepted by the later 
Fatimids and· thus appeared as irregular. Apparently in a 
·similar way it was at a later elate exploited by the N,iz~ris ol 
:?ersia. From! the point of view. of history it would be absurd to 
~pply this theory to the events of'the middle of the second/eighth c. 

The same theory was also used iycombination with another 
poctrine, that of !pi jab, or "screen", ri.e., a devout follower of · the 
~mam who assumed his name! and posed in his place in order to 

, ;'screen" the real Imam from pet,secutors. All this refers to that 
mysterious period of «satr", or occultation, when the ancestors 
of the Fatimids lived in impenetrable mystery. We know. 
absolutely· nothing' about that period, alxmt any historical instance 
of the working of this institution, and therefore it would be fut.ile 
to discuss it· 

; ~The Verb istawda'. 
I .' A great amount ·of confusion, not only for the student, but a.lso 
for he Isrmilis themselves, is created by the indiscriminate use of 
the verb istawda' from which the term mustawda' is derived; 
Modern legal theory distinguishes various legal acts . or relations, 
such as bailment, trust or agency, and the rights and powers 
thereby conferred. Shi'ite mediceval authors, however, do not 
go into such details, applying the same verb to everything. 

1 For instance, this verb is used in referenc!! to such matters: as 
pod's deposit of faith in the hearts of the faithful . andi His 
subsequent withdrawal of it on account .of their wickedness, 
ln one tradition, Musa b. Ja'far (apparently quoting an early 
]J,adith) says : wa f1rhim. mustaqar:r wa mustawda'P referring 
to this. Of some people, again, it is said : kan must.awda'an 
'imana-hu, in the sense that "he had faith only temporarily (losing 
!it a.fterwards) ". 

Another instance of the use of the same verb shows it in a 
~Hfferertt sense, that of "leaving in cu>Stody", In this sense it 
:very often appears in al-Klifi and other Shi'ite work~. A very 
{ypieal example is fonnd in a tradition in al-Kafi (I, ·149) when~ 
fhe meaning is quite clear : "Verily, al-I;Iusa.yn b· 'Ali, leaving 
for 'Iraq, istawda' aJ-kitab wdl-wa~iyya (i.e., entrusted the 
jx,ok and his will) to Umm.Salma (wiciow of the Prophet); and 
:when (his son) 'Ali Jt. a1-I;Iusayn (Imam ·~aynu'l-'abidin): 
returned . (to Medina), she handed these over to him"· 
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In this instance Umm Sa.J.ma, the widow o~ the Prophet; 
surrounded with a halo of saintliness, is nothing but a living 
"safe", keeping very important documents which personnally to 
herself would be perfectly useless. This would be quite different 
from the · case of a mustCfJW.da' Imam ·who enjoyedj certain rights 
and privileges during the tenure of his office. 

It p11ay be reiterated that according to Ismaili theories the 
mustawaa/ Imam could only be appointed from amongst the 
close relatives of the minor Ima:m-designate, who himself was not 
eligible to the office under the usual customary ideas and religious 
theories. In the history of the Fatimids there are cases of certait:i 
state documents entrusted to particularly trustworthy servants~· 
as in the case of Ustadh Jawdh_ar, a eunuch clerk in charge. of 
the palace at the time of al-Man~ur.14 There would be nothing 
in the lea.rst extrflordinary in the fact thatl either ~aymun! or hi~ 
sop, as devout and trusted servants of the family of the Imams~ 
were entrusted with the custody of certain fainily documents.7 

wills, etc., especially during· the absence of their masters from 
Medina, or in a ca'Se such as of Ml;d b. Ist:na'il's emigration to 
the &st. We have, however, no indication that such a thing 
ever really happened. In any case, the custody of important 
documents, however flattering a sign Cif confidence it m·ay con~ 
stitute, had obviouSly nothing to do with any functions of the 
Inmm-regent· It inay be noted thad: the original expression 
applied to Ustadh Jawdhar, rwusta'l.uda' i»mri'l-Inzamat, i.e.~ 
''entrusted with the. will concerning the succession of the Imam"~ 
often becomes abbreviated into mustawda' al-Imamat, or even 
mustawda' Imiitn, which is plainly false. 

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER VII 

1 The story is also narrated by Sayyi.d-na Idris in the fourt.n v:ol, 
of the ''riyunu'l.akhbar. A wealthy Per5tian, Mu'alli b. Khunays, a. 
mawla of Ima.m Ja'far and a well-known rawi, was murdered and 
his property looted by the order of the Abbasid governor, ba'ud b .. 
'Ali who, accord'i'ng to 'fabari, III, 73., occupied the post only for 
three · months when he di.edl suddenly in Rab. I 133/0ctobex 750 •. 
In the tradition Isma'TI interf-eres on behalf of his father, and it is 
obvious from the co1,1text that he could not have been a child at 
the time. 
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1 
2 Apparently the most elaborate ver.sion, obVioUSly much coloured;· 

is found in the Asraru•n-nutaqa of Ja'far b. Man~iiri'l· Ya.man. See 
the "Rise of the Fatim.ids", p. 301, and texts, p. 103. 
' 3 An apparently rare tr.adition referring to Isma'il's death is 
quoted in the TaMhiib of 'fiisi_ (I, 82) .z.sa'd b. 'Abdi'l-lah-Ya'qiib b. 
!Yazid-MJ:l,d b. Shu'ayb--Ibn Kahm(sh, who said : I was present 
at the deathbed of Ismli.'il whil-e Im\lffi Ja'far was sitting near it. 
:When Isma'il expired,. the Imam fi~mly grasped his own 'beard. 
:ti:'hen he spread a cover over the dead body, then ordered to prepare 
it for the burial. When he finished with this, he gav-e orders to bring 
a shroud, and wrote on its borders: "Isma'il t~tifies that there is 
no deity except God". 

4 Ka.sm, 171, and Kiullni, I,. 131, quote a lengthy, story of how 
~J:l.d b. Isma'il tried to arrange a recQ~iliation With ·his uncle Miisa 
on the ev-e of his leaving for Baghdad, etc. It is quite probable that 
both autliors took it froi:n one and the same earli·er book, as the 
text coincides in every word. The story, however, is full of extra
ordinary and unbelievable situations, and is certainly a legend, not 
a real fact recorded by some one at an early date. 
{ 5 The story narrated by Sayyid-na Idris in his 'Uyunu'Z.akhbci1', 
vol. IV, i~ summed up in my paper, "Ismailis and Qarmatians"; 
~BBRAS, 1940~ pp. 43-85, Various details of it inspire a grave doubt 
as to its ha.ving anything with real facts, and not being fiction, 
introduced centuries later. 

6 A1s is welJ-k.n,own, he took part in the insurrection of Abu's-Saraya 
and MJ:!d b. 'fabataba in Southern Mesopotamia, and lat-er claimed 
authority for himself. His grave in Gurgan W<J.S still shown a long 
time after his death. It is interesting that despite of his exploits 
he occasionally appears as a rawi, togetheir W'lth some other 
relatives of Miisa, while I have so far never seen traditions related 
by MJ:l.d b. Isma'il. 

7 As is known, the Indian Nizari Ismailis an.di Satpanthis bel'i-eye 
that he lies buried in Navsari, north of Bombay, u,nde;r the name 
of Sat Gur Nur. 

8 While in the Ummu>l.kitiib the part of Salman as the Demiurge 
with the other six famous Shi'ites entirely corresp_onds with early 
gnostic cosmogonica.l ideas about "angels'' and the Jewish God as 
the head angel and creator of the worl'd, etc., the motifs of the fight 
against the forces of evil and creation of the• material world! out of 
the dead bodies of the evil spirits is undoubtedly :Manichaean. 
Here Salman=Manichaean Hormuzta is superimpos-ed upon Salman 
as the early gn.ostic Demiurge. It is unfortunate for us that we 
cannot :find out whether such superimposit ion occUITed in the original 
:Arabic text, or was introduced in the translation. A detailed study 

• 
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of the work may perhaps reveal other details in the story: deriveq 
from other religions. 

9 Ibn Babilya, however, as is known, wrote a book on ·salman; 
!f. akhbar Salman (Nijashi, 278). 

1~ Tilsi (T.ahdhib, I, 239) quotes a tradition in which Imam Ja'fat. 
is asked about the lawfuirress of wearing a dress prepared from 
the Sabiri cloth "which is manufactured by the Majils" ( i. e. 
Zoroastrians). Sabiri is an Arabicized form for Saburi or Sa.bii.ri, 
i.re. Shapiiri, after the town in Fars, north of Karizii.n. 

11 Cf. the "Rise of the Fatimids", pp. 146-151. 

12 Kashi, 102, .165, 283, repeatedly mentions the principle of 
al-Imamat f'i'l-akbar min waladi'l-Imam which the supporters o:f! 
'Ab9-u'l-liih b. Ja'far used as the basis of their claims to the 
recognition of this worthy as the successor of his father .. 

. I 
13 See al-Kafi, I, 477 (in the edition of 1281). I aJso remem!J.e~ 

. having se,en this expression elsewhere, but I cannot remember where, 
The tone of the quotation is as if it were taken from the Coran,, 
but it dKJ1es not occur there. Both words a.re met with in the 
p.ominative case only in VI, 98, b~t there is no "wa fi-him''. 

14 Of. the ''Rise of- the Fatimids", pp. 233, 273-4 (the case of 
UstMh Jawdhar). 

APPEND IX. 

With all that has been said, one import{nt question still remains 
unanswered : how and why has it happen~d that such an indubit~ 
able fiction as the !)Jyth of 'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymun al-Qadda!; has 
to some extent found acceptance in certain genuine Ismaili works 
where it re-appears in a toned"down form, making the worthy 
a high dignitary in early Ismailism? Instances from several such 
works are collected in my "Rise of the Fatimids", pp. 140-156. 
A study of the post-Fatimid Yamanite Ismaili Uterature: provides 
some additional material which presents the whole matter in a 
somewhat different light, pointing ·out the direction in which a 
possible solution of the riddle may be sought. · ·· 

Southern Arabia, and Southern Arab tribes, as is known, 
fonned the earliest centre otf Shi'ism. From there it spread East
ward to Iran, Central Asia, Sind, and Westward, up to Morocco. 
It was always a favorite method of the Ismaili da>'wat to mobilise 
ready Shi'ite sentiment, and an excellent instance of this is attested 
to as earl>y as 2'66/879, when Ibn I;Iawshab was sent on his 
mission to Aden. 

An isolated corner of the world of Islam, the Yaman, ·with its 
ancient local culture, later dominated by Christianity for a long 
time, could be expected to retain relics 01£ these in Islamk times. 
And so it r.eally was, - there, we·re many local peculiarities in 
the way of life, the general outlook, even in the fact of the popu
larity of the Shi'ite .ideals· In Ismaili works pmduced there, 
much difference is observed in the spirit, tone and even termino
logy, compared with the Fatimid literature composed elsewhere. 

The version of Ismailism patronised and encouraged by the 
Fatimid Imams themselves, "orthodox", as it had to be called, 
also deserved the name oif "Persian" because amongst the most 
prominent allthors: in early Fatimid literature the names connected 
with Iran formed the majorit,y. Persia was then passing through 
the climax period of her cultural development,, - it was the age 
of Biruni, Avicenna, and a host of brilliant talents in all walks 
of cultural life, -:- the tenth c. A.D. In what has been preserved 
of the Fatimid literature of the period the Yarnanite tradition is 
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represented with the solitary name of Ja'far b. Man-?ti.ri'l-Yaman, 
a shadow figure of whom no biographical details can be ascertained, 

1'\s it appears, the two books, studied by me, the Kn:aou·r-l?ushcl 
~l-Hidayat,. and Kitabu'l-'Alim· wa'l-Ghulam? should un
doubtedly be regarded as very early liter:a:ry productions of 
Ismailism. And yet they clearly have much in common, with 
.regar~ to termino.logy· and · ide~, with the works .of Ja'•far b. 
Man~iiri'J" Yaman, mentioned above. The antiquity of these two 
books is confirmed by the fact that the Ismaili doctrine described 
in the earliest anti-Fatim~d works is undoubteGly connected with 
that which these books explai.n, Thus the inference may be 
accepted that their archaic features may possibly belong not merely 
to these two individual works, but to the Yamanite school in 
generai. This to an extent finds support in some peculiarities of 
the Post-Fatimid literature. of the Yaman-

Thus we can speak of at least two .schools of Ismailism : the 
Yamanite, with a higher content of archaic elements, andl the 
''orthod.ox", or Pe~sian, · much more advanced: Th~ difference 
between them lies not m~rely in terminology, but .in the whole 
tone. The Persian school cultjva,tes sobriety of outlook, ration~ 
alisnir, realism, commonsense, intellectualism, dreaming of "worship 
in spirit", although uncompromisingly retaining the f!dhir, the 
letter of the injunctions 'of the ~har"i'at, said to be as inseparable 
from the ba{in as body and soul. The ly,aqa'iq, which the Persian 
school cultivated, was the philosophy of the time · exp,ressed in 
Neo-Platonic terms, obviously derived from CJ:ir.~stia.rf; more 
particularly Patristic sources. It was intended to strepgthen and 
to approfondate the dogmatic theosophy of Islam. Surely, this 
school accommodated a great deal of elements of mysticism, · as 
Islam and every religion does. But it strictly differentiated 
between the "necessary m~.nimum" of mystic content, and ·plain 
superstition. 

Contrary to · this, the Yam ani te school shows a more archaic, 
backward outlook, a predilection to cabbalistic speculations arid 
I;-Iuriifi-like ideas. It shows a superstitious c'raving for miracles 
and generally an element of the supernatural, has n:ot much to 
do with N.eo-Platonic theories, and bears the stamp of clear 
obscurantism. And it is noteworthy that the "adoption" of the 
myth of Ibn ai-Qaddl;laJ:l, in however modified a \form, entirely 
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belongs to the· works of the Yamanite school. We may try to 
find out why it was so. 

The differences between these two scoools of Ismailism are 
here merelx, hinted at: If. the pecu.liadti{s were care~u!ly studied, 
a comparattv.e analysts nught posstbly reveal the ongm of many 
"troubl~s·~ in the Ismaili community which still remain enigmatic 
.to us, beginning perhaps with the developments such as the 
rebellion of 'Abdan and other da/"is in Mesopotamia , the cause 
o( the "Qarmatian" invasion df Syria, and the troubles which 
arose between Ibn I:Iawshab in the Yaman and Firiiz, most prOt
bably representing the Persian school, sent ahead by al-Mahdi 
•when he intended to take refuge there, but later had to give up 
the idea. It may perhaps. explain the real cause of the "troubles" 
with Abii 'Abdi'l-lah ash-Shi'i who was executed; and give a 
reason for the strange "loss" of such an important work as the 
Sirat of Ibn l:fawshab. We might learn more of the troubles with 
the dii'\S in Sind (who most probab1y came from the Yamai1) 
:at the time of Imam al-Mu'izz li-di:ni'l-la.h, and many other sim~lar 
events. · Perhaps even the story of the "concealed Imam",, the 
infant at-Tayyib, has an ·explanation connected with this; 

It may be added that· the "orthodox" and the Yamanite schools 
.of Ismailism were the prindpal currents whiCh divided the corn~ 
·munity. But there was, for certain, a. local school in Syria, and 
ratiother in Mosopotamia, although they did not play a leading 
.part. 

As to the myth of 'Abdu'l-lah b. MC!I)'mfm, it is easy to see that 
the "orthodox" school systematically disowned him. So did Imam 
·ai-Mu'izz (341-365/953-975) in his epistle to an erring da'·Z in 

, Sind (cf. my "lsmailis and Qatffiratians", JBBRAS, 1940, pp. 
·74-76), suggesting that Ibn al-Qaddal;:'s name was confounded 
with that of 'Abdu'l-lah b. ~-Maymiin (i.e.; Imam Mu1;1atnma~ 
b. lsma'i1) who, apparently, had a sobriquet of al-Qaddaly,,, "the 
flint"', which is quite possible, as is explained further on.· 

The next work in which the myth is referred to is not Ismaili 
at all, but written by a Zaydi Imam; A~'l-I:Iusayn ai-Mu'aryyad 
bi~l-Hih A1;lmad b. al-l:fusayn b. Hariin al-Butl;ani (borm· 333/944, 
d. 411/ 1020). He attacks Imam al-I:Iakim bi-a11~1·i'l4ahJ denying 
'his descent from 'Aii: b. Abi Talib, and saying that he really 
P,escended from Ibn al-Qaddal;. The work is most probably 
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entitled Siyiisatu'l-mwtaddin, as has ·beetL suggested above (see 
'note 5 on p. 7 above). In his answer, $ayyid,.na I;lamidu'd-dit1 
al-Kirmani (d. ea. 412/1021) in his opuscule cd-Kafiya fi'r-'Kad,i 
''alii'l-Hiirilni cd-8asani, flatly rejects the theory.2 

About the same time the myth ·is referred to in the scriptures 
of the Druzes. We shall discuss this matter further on'. 

Over a hundred years later the ·myth, in a comprom:ise form, 
re-appears in the Y aman, and this time . there is ·a tendency to 
accept it. In my "Rise .of the Fatimids" (pp. 20-23 and 153-155) 
I have already discussed the matter. The myth appears in the. 
enigmatic booklet entitled Ghayatu~l~mawalid, supposed to be 
the work of al-Khattab,' a dii/i i11 the Yaman, who died in 
533/1138. As I have said in the "Rise of the Fatimids" the 
matter is highly suspicious. If the Gh.iiyattt't-mawiiJid was r;eal)y 
·composed by al-Khattab, it may have been a politic;al pamphlet? 
an apologetiC treatise serving the needs of the day, and, as: with 
all propaganda pamphlets, probably ready to sacrifice · truth tQt 
political gain· Personally, however, I feel inclined to regard it 
a.s of much later origin, perhaps composed either by Idris b. 
al-I;Iasan (d. 872/1468) or even after his time. 

Amongst many erroneously rec6rded hi:storical events connected 
with Ismailism there was until r.ecently one universally accepted 
in the West (I also regarded it as a truth), about the "transfer 
of the centre of the Fatimid da'wat administration" from Cairo 
to the Yam~n soon after the assassination of al-Amir (524/1130).. 
In reality, as far as is possible to see from availablei sources, this 
is yet anothet; fiction : nothing of the kind had taken place. 
There is no record of any recognised dignitary shifting and 
bringing with him his files, his staff, andl reopening office. 

The Y aman never was a seat of central da'wat organisation for 
the sirl.!ple reason that on the death of Imam Nizar and the 
usurpation of the throne by the puppet caliph al-Musta'll, Egypt 
was entirely isolated from Asia except .for the Y aman which fived 
its own provincial life. This life resembled very closely the 
picture of the dark Middle Ages in Catholic Europe when feudal 
. barons, of whom many held high rank-s in the hierarchy of the 
·Church, lived in an atmosphere o[ unceasing squaqbles, quarrels, 
fe1:1ds and murderous campaigns;3 Some local "barons'·', or 
·.'lhaykhs, claimed. to be ma'dhuns, some were da(is. 

APPENDIK 13~ 
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It is difficult to say whether the Yaman formed a separate
jazira, headed by a ~tttjjat, - most_QEobably not. With the dis
appearance of the sources of da/wat hierarchy, the Irn.:im,, great 
problems emerged in local da'wa~ affairs, as, surely, no provision 
for an emergency had been made. It was then that the myth of 
the infant son of the caliph al-Amir being sent to the Yaman 
came into existence. The story was cleverly designed : al-Amir,. 
foreseeing danger for his son and heir in Cairo, sent him to· 
al-ijurtat al-Mauka, tl1e widow of one of the principal ~'barons" 
in the Yaman. It was quite natural to entrust an infant to a 

· woman. Besides,. by virtue of per sex, she couldl remain neutraf 
in the feuds of the local shaykhs, · and therefore . comparatively· 
immune from treacherous · attack. But the fact remains that the· 
infant 'disappeared without leaving any trace. 

The Gh(J;yatu'l:-mawalid shows typical features of a politicar 
pamphlet. Its central point is the argument that a woman is 
·eligible for the rank of f:r.ufiat. It casually refers to the dis
appearance of the heir to the throne ,in vague expressions as if 
the matter belongs to a remote 'past. It may be that the author 
knew the truth, but evaded delicate and probably awkward expla
nations. But the act of al-Amir, in entrusting the imam designate· 
to the care of the widow, had to be understood as something 
equivalent to her recognition as -ai J:r.ujjat. This apparently 
enabled her and her pa.rty to introduce into the local da'wat 
organisation the practice of being governed by a chief da'i who
could appoint his sucqessor by a na..y~, as heretofore onl•y the 
Imams were entitled to do. 4 · 

It is apparently because of the novelty of the situation, and the 
theory being not q)lite convincing to many, that a qetail of the 
myth has receiv,ed special attention : the motif of "tutorship" in 
what may be called "religious precedents". As is kriown, 
mediae':'ad I•smailis were particularly fond olf distributing da.'wM 
tanks to the Biblical, New Testament and Coran . worthies, .and 
also, however cautiously and sparingly, to early Shi'ites in .Islam. 
This is why the Ghayattt'l~iilid and the Zahru'l-'1'1-W' i.irv'i, by 
Idris b. ci.J.-I;Iasan, lay much stress on legends of this kind . 
ProbaOiy reviving the old Yamanite idea that Ibn I;Iawshab was: 
the man~uru'l~Yatnan, i.e·, the local Mahdi., and regarding that 
there could not have been two Mahdis at one and the same time,. 
the legend.made al-Mahdi, the Fatimid Imam, merely a substitute 
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(for the supposed Imam, the mysterious 'Ali, the real father of 
.al-Qa'im, of whom nothing is known i1;1 history and who probably 
:never existed. Thus a big collection of such persons to whom a 
rt:uture Imam was entrusted came Into existe~e : Mul;ammad b. 
'al-1.fanafiyya, the son of 'Ali: b. Abi Talib, who nursed Imam 
•I:I~sayn, hi·s elder haH-brother.; 'Abdu'I-lah b. Maymun al-Qaddal;, 
,who, wa~ the tutor of Imam Mu}:lammad b. Isma'il ; al-Mahdi 
ibi'l-lah, who was the tutor . of al-Qa'im, etc. 
' It is probabl·y as an echo of such revelations that the younger 
.contemporary of al-Khattab, the second Y amanite da''l, Ibrahim 
'b. al-}:Iusq.yn al-I:Iamidi (d. 5·57/ 1162), in !·us Kanzu'l-walad, 
,vaguely refers to Ibn al-Qaddal:t as 'Abd b. Maymun "said to be 
tthe tut.or'~ of Mu}:lammad b. Ismii'il· · 

Still later comes the Zahru'l-ma'ani of Idris b. al-1jasan (d. 
:872;'1468). · lts story is. very close to that of the Ghayatu'l
,.:.ma·wiJlid, so much that it is tempting· to regard it as q. work by 
,the same 'auth.ot. But it would not be surpri;;:ing if the Ghayatu'l
:mawalid was written. on the basis of the Zq,hru'l-nML'an'i at a 
·much later date, perhaps even in India, anyhow in connection 
with one of the recurring disputes in the succession of h·ea:d da''is. 
.It seems a significant fact that it is not mentioned in the 
.Pihristu'l::.Majdu', and is apparently never cited in da'wat.Iiterature 
·of the ,Y a.man. 

In conclusion, it is necessary to refer to the mention of Ibn 
(<JJ-Qaddal; in Druze scriptures. As already mentioned in the 
uRise of the "Fatimids" (pp. 148-151), the. "sph' of Qad\fiil)" is · 
here offered in triplicate : he is ( 1) the a$as; i.e., the foJ.lnder 
~of the line of the In'larns, who are his descendants, of Mul}aTI]111ad 
.b.: Isma'il, who himself is regarded as the Seventh Nafiq. 

( 2) He is an Imam later on. 
, (3) He is the ,asas of al-Mahdi;. the Fatimid Imam, who was 
>a:lso the "second Seventh" Na{-iq. 

I;Iamza, the author of the books from which this inforn1;atiop ·is 
.taken, as also later on Muqtana, were not helpless· dreatnel's,' ·
both were highly educated men who could not talk such ab-surdities 
even in: a fit of mysticism. It is quite probable therefore that in 
:this cohlfusion we .have to suspect someone's unskilled "correc
tion" which remained to ·stay in the osacted text. It is therefore 
most likely that the first 'Abdu'l-Hih came in by "pressure of 
public opinion", the wide popularity of the myth. The second 
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is a merely the "detached~" and hypostatised own name of al-
-Mahdi, - 'Abdu'l-liih or 'Ubaydu'l-lah. The next names in the 
Druze list, of the Imams i Isma'il, Mugammad, Al;J.mad, appear 
to be simply repetitions, perhaps introduced for some cabbalistic 
reason. Remarks accompanying some names : "of the stock of 
al-Qaddal.1", or the same plus "and of I;Iusayn", c3n by no means
only refer to Ibn al-Qadda}:l. If we trust the statement of the 
epistle of al-Mu'izz, mentioned above, it seems probable; that the 
son of Mu}:lammad b. Isma'il could really have had the sectarian 
"code name" a!-Qaddaf:t ("flint" ), spreading "sparks" (of Divine 
light or wisdom, etc.) It may be reasonably expected that if 
he really had such a surname, it was later on carefully expunged 
in all Ismaili books for the sake of the "undesirable associations"' 
with the myth. 

All this .is offered a~ a suggestion, not as a "the,ory''. Only by 
a careful study of early and Yamanite literature will it be possible 
to evolve satisfactory and reliable answers to the numer~us ques
tions whiCh arise concerning these matters. 

FOOTNOTES TO THE AfPPENDIX 

1 See "Studies in Early Persian Ismailism" (sec. ed., Bombay, 
1955), the articles "The Book of Righteousness and True Guidance" 
(pp. 29-59) and "The Book of the Teacher and the Pupil" (pp. 6.1-86). 
The text of the Kitabu'r-Rushd was edited by Dr. M. Kamil Hussein 
in the "Collectanea I'', 1948, pp. 185-213. 

2 Prof. M. Kamil Hussein; of the Cairo Univcersity, is editing 
the r:tr-Ri.salat al-Kafiya fi' r-radd 'ala'l-Haruni aJ,-J;Iasani, which is 
expected to come soon out. 

3 For instance, the same al-Khattab,. collecting some three 
hundred cut-throats, attacked and killed hi.s own brother, who could 
muster only two hundred men. 

4 As is known, nothirig was so much kiept in secret by the 
Ismailis as details of th,e da!wat organisation, as it was in fact, 
and not in theory. Anyhow, as far as I can s:ee, there is no 
trace of the principle that a dignitary could. alone appoint his 
successor, of equal rank, by na-{1~. Although such appointments were 
not exactly the same as ordination in the Christian church, yet 
there may be little doubt that normally' only a dignitary of a: . 
superior rank could promote a subordinate. In any case the pro
ceedings in the Yaman were opposed by a conSiderable party of the 
mu' tariq,in, dissenters: 
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Exceptions 

from the alphabetical arrangement of the entries: 

Ahu, b. (bin), Ibn, Ba17'u, K. (Kitab), R (Risala), the Arabic 
definitive article a.l-, prepositions, and words within parentheses 
A RE N 0 T TAKEN IN T 0 A C C 0 U N T in the 
alpha.betical <:rrangemer,t of the entries of this index. 

Abi'in b. Maymun al Qaddiil,l, 61, '62, 
69, 88 

'Abbad b. Kathir ath-Thaqafl al 
Ba$r1, 25-27, 44, 59, 67 

'Abbi'is Iqbiil, 15 
Abbasid propaganda, 120 

· AbbalSids, 87, 89, 98 
'Abd b. Maymun, 140 
'Abdi'in, dd'i, rebellion of, 137 
'.A.bdu'l-'Azi:z b. Shaddi'id al I;Iim-

yari, - see under Ibn Shaddad. 
'Abdu'l-li'ih, ~i of Imi'im Ja'far, 

llG 
'Abdu'l-"lah or 'Ubaydu'l-Hih al 

Mahdi:, 141 
Abii 'I.A!bdi'I-lah 'Abdu'l•:Malik, 

cindiq, 84. 
'.A.bdu'l-Ui.h al Aftal:t. see under 

'Abdu'l-lah b. Ja'far. 
'Abdu'hlah .ad Day$i'ini, ·80, 82, 84, 

85, 87, 88, 9R 
'Abdu'l-lah b. Ja'far, al Afta:l)., 65, 

66, 103, 121, 122, 124, 134 
'Abdu'l-Iah (Abii'l Abbii.s) ll. Jal

far b. al I;Iusayn b. M.iilik al 
I;Iimyari al Qummi rawi, tea.
cher of Ibn Babiiya's father, 16 

'Abdu'l-Iah b. al Maymiin, 88, 129, 
137 

11 

'Abdu'l-la.h b. Ma.ymuni'n naqibat 
96 

'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymiin ad Day
$ii.n.l, 87 • 

'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymiin al Qa.ddi'il,t 
(sometimes lbn al QaddaJ:t, 
AbO.'I Qaddal;l, 'Abdu'l-lii.h b. 
M;aymiin), abbr. AMQ, 1, 3-6, 
18-20, 24-27, 62, 69, 75, 88, 93, 
96-98, 108, 110, 120, 123-126, 
129, 131, 132, 135, 137, 140; 
-biography of, 56-74;-born 
end of ijvii c., 63;-his book, 
66;-his hereticism, 67;--;-he 
and his fath-er servants to the 
Imam, 57-58;-alleged founder 
of Ismailism and .progenitor of 
Fatimids, 5, 6;-no kunya or 
descendants mentioned, 62;.-
as a rawi, 4;~his Bardesa.n
ism, 111, 112 

'Abdu'I-lah b. al Mughira al Bajali, 
AMQ's rawi, 64 

Abu 'Abdi'l-lii.h Mhd. b. 'Ali lbn 
Razzam at Tii.'i al KO.fi, 2 (see 
unde't' Razzii.m) . 

'Abdu'l-lii.h b. Mhd b. Ismi'i'il h. 
Ja'far (cf. 'Abdu'I-lah b. aZ 
Maymiin), 88, 97, .123, 
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'Abdu'l-Hi.h (Abii Miisa.) b. Qays al 
Ash'ari, 12 

"'Abdu'l-lah (Abii 'fii.lib) b. afi! $alt, 
,, rawi, 65 

Abu 'Abdi'l-Iii.h ash Shi'i, l37 
·'Abdu'l-lii.h b. 'fahir, 'fii.hirid, 22 
'Abdu'l- Muttalib, 108 
'Abdu'l-.Qii.hir .al Baghdii.di, 2, 93, 

106, 111 
. Abgar IX, king of Emessa, 75 
.Abraham, cf. Ibrii.him, 77, 7&, 119; 

:_people of, 128;-religLon of, 
7!') 

Abu Ja'far for Mhd al Bii.qir, 26, 27 
Abu'l Qaddii.l.J., for Ibn ai Qaddii.J:l, 

30, 31 
AM 'Ubayda al· Khadhdha, rawi, 

27 
A.daan, son of God, 119 
Ad-en, 135 
Ibn 'Ad!, traditionist, 67 
adoption, spiritual, 126, 128 
adulterer, punished, 40 
adultery, condemned, 49 
.A lfgha:nistan, S. E ., 78 
Afrem (St. Ephraim), 76 
al Aftal.J., 66 (see 'Abdu'l-lii.h b. 

Ja'far). 
ahlu's sama', 30, 32, 53 
Al_lmad b. 'Abdi'l-lii.h al Khazra.ji, 

67 
Al_lmad b. 'A.$im al Kiifi, rawi; 16 
Al_lmad b. Burd al Antaqi, 68 
Al_lmad (Abii 'All) b. Idris a1' Ash-

'ari al Qummi, rawi, 15 . 
:Al_lmad b. •!sa, rawi, 29 
:Al,lmid: b. Isi:J.ii.q b. 'Abdi'l-lii.h, 

rawi, 65 . 
Al_lmad b. Mhd, rawi~ 24, 31, 79 
Al_lmad b. Mhd b. 'Ali b~ 'Iinran b. 

Rayyil.l.J. al Qall!!. as Sawwaq, 
•· H3 

Al).mad b . M'hd al 'A:;~imi, raMi, 16 
Al_lmad b. Mhd b. '!sa, ·17 

.Al,lmad (Abi;l Ja'far) b. Mhd b. 'I!>a 
al :A.sh'ari, 65 

AJ;lmad b. Mhd b. Sa'id b. 'Abdi'r 
B.al;lmii.n al Hamdii.ni, Ibn 
'iqda, 15-16 

AJ;lmad b . Shaybii.n ar Ramli, rawi, 
68 

:Ahriman, 84 
Ahwaz, 123 
K, akhbar Salman, by Ibn Babiiya, 

134 
Ibn Akhi Abi SMkir, 83 
Akhii Mul).sin, Abii'l. I;Iusayn Mhd 

b. aJ 'A.bid ash Sharif ad 
. Dimashqi 2 

K. A 'lamu'n Nubuwwat, 77, 78, 90 

'Alawis• among Kulini's riiwis, 14 
'Ali, mystery Imam, alleg'ed father 

of ai Qii.'im, 140 
'Ali, rawi~ ~6 _ 
'All b. al 'Abbii.s al Khuri.i.dhini 

ar Razi, 118 
'All b,. 'Abdi'l-lah b. 'Imx:an' al 

Qurashi aJ Makhziimi, al May
miini, l.l2 

'All b. A:J:lmad al Kiifi, 8 
'All a1 'Askari, 116 
Abii 'Ali al Ash'ari, rawi, 26 

'All b. Fa99ii.l, rawi, 20, 66 
'Ali J?. I;Iaska, "bab and prophet'" 

of 'Ali ai 'Askari, 116 
'Ali b. al I;Iusayn (Zaynu'l 'ii.bi• 

din), 131 
'Ali (Abii'l· J:Iasan) b. al J:Iusayn, 

Ibn Bii.biiya's father, 16 
'AH b. Ibrahim, ·rawi, 24, 28, 31, 

80, Sl 
'All b. Mhd, rawi, 24, 25 
'Ali (Abii'l I;Iasan) b. Mh~ as 

-Samiri, wakil or safir of the 
concealed xii-th I.A. Ima:m, W 

'Ali b . Musa ar RiQii., see under 
R.iQii.. 

4 Ali b. Sa'id b. Razzam ai Qasiiru, 
. !ram, 7 
~An b. Abi Sahl al Qazwtni 8 
'Ali b. Abi $ii.4:J:l Bazraj al'K~fi, ~3 
''Ali b. Abi 'fii.lib, 80, 96, 116, 120, 

128, 137, 140; - his dau ghter 
Umm Kulthum, 53 

"Ali b. Yaqtfu b. Miisa, 72 
Alids, their supernatural lmow-

ledge, 102 
".aliin, m:eani,n.g of, 53 
K. OJl 'AUm wa'l ghulam, 136 
-alms, fam'ily's claim, 39;-to be. 

' _given in secret, 35 
~amal, 25 
:al A.mir, Fatim. caliph, 138, 139 
"A.mir al Ash'ari Abii 'Abdi'l-lii.h al 

I;Iusayn b. Mhd b . 'Im1·an ai 
Qummi, rawi, 16 

Amiru'l mu'minin ('Ali), 26, 28, 
. 29, 31, 32 

AMQ abbreviation for '.Abdu'l-lah 
b. Maymiin al Qaddii.l).. 

. •Amrw b. Dinar, 46 
•'Anbasa b~ .MU$'a,b, rawi, 99 
-A.ndrae, Tor, 86 

angel, - s, aeon? 118; -id-ea of, 
116;-Abii'l Khattab, 108;
- "of a superior rank", 27;-~ 
wdth 24 faces, 116-117;-30 
angels of God appointed to 

,~ guar_d_ a sleeper, 31;-prayer 
for Mui:J.amma.d an.d angels of 
God, 30:;-present at the reci
tation of .. the Coran, 32;
spread wings ·under t~ feet 
of scholars, 24 

-anger should be suppressed, 32 
"anta min-na ahlu' l Bayt'', 126 
·anti-Fatimid propaganda's Shu· 
· 'iibiyya bogey, 6 
Apost'es of God, 119 
K. al ara: wa diyanati'sh Bhi 'at, 15 
~-'Arii.ya (near Medina), 40 

\ 

K. al Art],, 16 
Aristotle, 85 
Armenia~, 90 
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arrogance will be punished, 28 
BC!Inu Asad, 72, 91 
Ascalo.n., 91 
asceticism, not encouraged by the 

Pr.ophet, 39 ' 
'A.shiira, fast of, 52 
K. Asma'i'r r ijal, by Ibn 'Iqda, . 

15-16 
K.. Asraru'n NP-taqa', 133 
Astarii.badi, traditionist, 73 
Aswad; Maymun's father, 60 
Atergatis, goddes.s, 75 
Ibn ai Athir, see tmder Ibn. 
'Attar, Mhd b. 'Abdi'I ~amid, 17 
K. al A wa!il, 16 
aw~iya (Khattabite term), 108, 116 
ayatu'l Kursi, efficacy of, 31 
' Ay.nu' l ghazal ( fi fihris a8m.ii'i'r 

r-VjaV, 14-16, 21, 112 
'a;yyiirs 19 
'Ayyii.shi, school of, 12, 73, 83, 90, 

91 
Abii'I Azhar, rawi 68 

Bab·, term expl., 116 
Ibn Bii.biiya, Mhd (Abii Ja'far) b. 

'Ali b. ai B:usayn b. Miisii b., 
B·abiiya ai Qummi, 1, 3, 18-21, 
77, 82, 91, 114, 125;- h is father, 
'Ali b. al I;Iusayn, 16 ;-his 
journeys and rawis, 12 14 

Badr, rawi, 25 
Baghdad, 10, 19, 85, 87, 123, 133 
Bah'rii.mis, 79 
Bal).rayn 117;-island, 54;-Qarm-

atians of, 106 
Balkh, 19 . 
Bandaqi, to rd.d Bayhaqi? 15 
al Baqir, Mhd, see under Mhd ai 

Bagir. 
Barahiit, water of, 34, 43 
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Bar Day~an, 75, 88, 91; see also 
Bardesanes. 

Bardesanes, 6, 75, 76, 78, 79, 112 

Bardesanians, 75, 77, 79, 80, 84, 91, 
98; see also Daysanites, Day
~aniyya. 

Bardesanism of ~aymlin al Qad-
dSJ:,I, 70, 71 -

barley soup, eaten by 'Ali, 51 
Barmakid family, 85 
Barqa, 91 
K. B~a'iru'd darajOJt, by aJ? l;laffar, 

16, 17 
;sa(lra, 25, 59, 81, 117 
Batini;yya, 93 
Bayha.q, 15, 22 
Bazigh, Khattabite ra.sUl, 107, 118 
Bible, 77 
Biha.farid, 78 
K. Bil!-a:ru' l rnaqal, 62 

blanket, yellow, property of the 
Prophet, 44 

"blowing up Islam from within'', 3 
Bombay, 133 
Bukhara. 9, 11, 67, 74, 87 
al Butl;lani, al Mu'ayyad bi'l-lah 

A~mad b. al ~usayn, 2 
Buyid dynasty in Iran, 11 

Camel's hump conceals a devil, 46 
Central Asian Chinese, 77 
Centre of Fatimid da'wat tranafer-

red to Yaman, 138 
Ceylon, 19 
<:hallenge _to fight, 36 

c:Pastity is the most meritorious 
form of worsh~p, 28 

China, 78 ;-and Khorasan, 77 
Christ, 79 
Christian Arabs, 60 

<::hristians in Mesopotamia, 78, 102 
church, Syrian, 86 
claims presented at night time, 53 

. 
clay (tin), eating of, condemned., 

Clement of Alexandria, 109 
Clementine Homilies, 119 

11: 

cock's crowing is his prayer, 47 
"Compendium of heretical fabl~s",..' 

by Theodoret of Cyrus, 7 
"concealed Imam",· 137 
concubines·, slave, commended, 3&: 
conversion to Ismailis.m, 8 
Coran, 81, 88, 102, 129;--'l.!lgels. 

present a.t its recitation, 32 
covenant of God, ~8 

" Dabbat Bhtubayb", or Nawij.di ru'f' 
~kmat, 21 

Dahrites, 109 
da'i, term avoided in use, 116 
D.o/'i, chief, 139 
aa Da''i ilii dini'l-lah,- Imam, 116: 
Daisanism, 75, 76, 92, see also

Bardesanism 
K. Dasturu!Z- munajjimJ,n 8 
dates ('ajwa, laiWn, liqat), 25-26;· 

- for breaking fast, 35 ;-
bunch of, in. the story' of Mar
yam, 25;-with water melon,. 
admired by the· Prophet, 42 

Da'ud b. ':Aai, Abbasid governor,. 
132" ' 

Da'lld b. Kura al Qummi, rawi, 16 
Dii.'ud, father of Maymun al Qad·· 

dal;l, 60 
· day, new, greeted, 30 

Daylam, 77;.:_$al;lib of, Zaydite· 
ruler of, 22 

Day\'Jii.n, river, 75 
Ibn Day(lii.n, 84 
Day(lani, cf. Barde·sanians, 81, S4, . 

85;-meaning pf term- zindiq,. 
79· 

Day(lanites, cf. Bardesanians, Day
(laniyya, 75, 79; 80, 81, 87, 88,· 

93: 

.Deification of Imam~03, 106;~ 

of Imam Ja'frr; 103, 10'/ 
Demiourge, Cr~or, 103;-Sal

man, 125, 133 
demon, in the shape. of 'Ali, 118 
iievils, in Khattabism, · 108;--un

ruly, warded off by two shay
tans, 31 

-devotion ·is self restraint, 26 
Dhahabi, traditionist, 7, 68, 72, 114 
.dhA.kr; in prayers, may be pro-

longed, 30 
flhurriyya (of the Prophet), 128 
dreams with pollution, 31 
drinking water, ways of, 43, 48; 

-prayers to' be recited before, 
43 

Druze, lit-erature, 129, 138, 1!0;--
list of Imams, 141 

iiuaJists, 85 · 
Dusturu'll mwnajjimin, 8 
i!We1ler s of the skies ( ahlu's 

, sama' ), 53 

Eating in society, manners of, 41 
Ebionites, 89 
eclipse, solar, 51 
Edessa,-Urfa,-Orhai, 75 
'Egypt, 68, 84, 91 
Elkesait-es, 89 
Jllnoch, 119 
«envy of every envying", prot~ction 

, against, 31 
Ephraim, St. (;Atfrem), 76 
Epiphanius, 89 
Epistle of al Mu'izz bi'l-lah to the 

da'w of Sind, 137 
Eusebius, 89 

evil acts, 28 
evil and sin, origin of, 109 
eye, starring, evil of, warded, 31 

Ibn Fa!;IQ.al, 'Ali, 20, 66 
al FaQ.l (Abii Mhd) b. Shii.dhan b. 
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al Jalil a1 Azdi an Naysablui, 
8, 12, 15, 22, 1)5, 90 

FaQ.lu'l-lah 'Q. Shari:lsu 'd"din,' al 
nahl, 9 

Faraju'l-lii.h al I;iuwayzaw1, 62 
Farghani, 19 
Faris b. ~atim b. Mahiiya. a1 Qaz

wini, 8 
K. al Farq bayna'Z firYJ-q, 93 
Farrukh, grandfather of Mhd b. 

a1 I;iasan. b. a1 Walid, mawUi 
of 'Isa b. Musa al Ash'ari, 17 

Fars, 117, 134 
fast, interruption of, 52;-during 

the ]yaj j, 52 1:1 

K . FalfiidJ aqiiwil al Isma~Uyya, 8 
Fatl;lites, 3, 65, 66, or al Fatl;liyya, 

122 
Fatima, daught er of Prophet, 3, 

79, 80 
Fatimid caliphs, or Imams, Fati

mids, 88, 97, 98, 111, 129 130-
132;-their origin and mes
sianic claims, 120;-descent, 
theori~s of 6;-genealogy 
never pubMshed, 4, 5;-alleg
ed descent from Ib.n a l Qad
diil;l, 6 

FM:i.midi, literature , 13'5;-move
ment, 106 

f-eeding the hungry, meritorious 
act, 28 

K . FiJwi•S't, by Kashl, 115 
K. Fihri&t a l kutub, by al Majdii', 

140 
K. al F i hrist, by Ibn Nadim, 2, 4, 

7, 13, 70, 72, 76, 77, 79, 83, 
S5, 92 

firqa, term explafned, 94 
Firiiz, da' i, 137 
al FuQ.ayl b . Yasiir, 127 
Furat, Euphrates, 89 
Ibn al Furat, 89 
F yzee, A.A.A., 7, 18 
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Gabriel (Salman), 125 
K. Ghayatu~l-mawalid, 138-140 ' 
gooyba, 11, 106 

ghulam and mawra, discussed, 58; 
'' -Maymiin a1 Qaddii.l). is caLed 

mawla, 26 
ghuTat al Ma.jus (Bihafaridis), 78 

ghuflU1pW, 17, 110 
gluttony and lust condemned, 40 
gnosis, gnosticism, gnostic circles 

and Ism~ilism, 85, 86, J09 

gnostic sects, Christian; 86;-;n 
Egypt, 91;-works in Syriac, 

87 
God on earth, 103;-on the Last 

Day, 28;----"-Supreme God and 
Creator, 82 

de. Goeje, M., 5 

good actions rewarded after death, 

28 
Gospels, 7.7;-of Infancy, 86 
Greatest Name (al Ism al A';pam), 

115 
Gurgan, grave of Mhd ad Dibaj 

b . Ja'far in, 133 

{Iabra cloth, 25 

7;ad'ith az zindiq, 84 
I;Iac;lramawt, 34, 43 
al I;Ia'ir, 16 
1;ajj by proxy, 35 

Ib.n I;Iajar, traditionist, 7, 68, 72, 
111 

al I;Iakim bi-amri'l-lah, 129, 130, 
137 

al I;Iakim, Mhd b. 'Abdi'l-lah b. 
Mhd an Naysabiiri, rdwi, 67 

Hamadii.n, 18, 19 
I;Iamdan Qarmat, . 93 
I;Iamidu'd din al Kirmani, 7, 71, 138 

I;Iamid b. Ziyad from Ninwa, al 
I;Hi.' iri, 16 

l;Ia.mida., mother of Miisa b. Ja'farr 

116 
I;Iammad b. '!sa al-Juhni, rdwt, 

24, 64 
I;Iammad b. 'Uthman, rawi, 79 
I;Iamza, . name most liked by the· 

Prophet, 41 
I;Iamza (Druze), 140 
a.l l;uunafiyya, ' true religion, 39 
hand, stretched out to God, pres-

sed to face and head, 29 
I;Iannan b. Sa'id b. Ja.n.n.al)., 73 
I;Iannan b. Sudayr, rdwi; lOO · 
l;aqa'iq speculations, 109 I ' 
al I;Iarith ·b. Abi Rabi'a a1 Makh• 

z11mi, 72 

Harmoni,os, son of Bar Day~iin, 76 
"Hariln min Musa", 128 
Harun ar Rashid, 122, 123 
I;Iasan and I;l.usa.yn, ·mentioned irt 

prayers, 31 

al I;Iasan b. 'Ali b. Fac;lc;lal, 29o; 

. 64-66 
J;lasaJil · 'Askari, I. A. Imam, 58 
al I;Iasan at 'Ba~ri, 72 
a1 l;Iasan (Aba Mhd) b. Milsii a.n· 

Nawbakhti, 15 
al I;Iasan .b. Mhd al Mayhadhi ( ?h 

dii/i_ 110 . 
Banu Hashim, 72 
Abu I;Iatim (traditionist), 61 
Abu I;Iii.tim ar Razi, 'A:bdu'r Ral;r~ 

man b. I;Iamdan, da'i, 15, 61, 

77, 78, 90 
Abii I;Iatim ar Razi (Mhd b . Idris 

al I;Ian~li)' rawi, 1'5 
Ibn I;Iawqal, 8 
Ibn I;Iawshab, 135, 137, 139 
Hebron, 16 

Hell, entrance to, in l;Ia4ramawt, 

34 
he.retics as rtiwis, suspected, 3 
Ibn I;Iibban, traditionjst, 67 
1;i1jab, term expl., 131 

al I;Iijaz, 82 
!;Iilli, 73 
Hind, 78 
Hindukush, Ismailis residing in, 86 
I;Iira, 86 
Hisham b. 'Abdi'l-Malik, Omayyad, 

91 
Hisham b. al I;Iakam, 80-88, 91 
Hishii.m al Jawaliqi, 85 91 
llishii.m b. Mhd as Sa'ib, 72 
Homilie~, Clerpentine, 119 
hot, eating it condemned, 42 
Hudhayfa, 27 
l;ujjat for Imamat, 53 
lJujjat, the rank of, whether it 

can be held by woman, 139 
al ~ujjat min l'i!l Mu~mmad, 116 
K. a.z ~uquq, 16 
al I;Iurrat al Malika, 1.39 
I;Iuriifi-like theories, 136 
al I;Iusayn b . 'Ali, Imam, 36, 140 
al I;Iusayn b. al Fac;ll b . Zayd al 

Yamiin.i. 8 
al I;Iasayn b. al :e:asan )). Yazid; 

rawi, 25 
al I;Iusayn b. Man~ur an 1'-:'aysa

biiri, ,<awi, 68 
al l;I1.1sayn ,(Abil 'Abdi'l-Iah) b. 

Mhd. b. 'Imran b. Abi Bak>:- 3.1 
Ash'ari a.l Qummi, surn. 'Amir 
al. Ash'ari, rawi, 16 . 

al I;Iusayn b. Sa'id (b. I;Iammad) 
b. Mihran al Ahwiizi, ri.iwi, 20 

al :e:us;J.yn b. 'U,baydi'l-lah, 22 
hypocrisy, 27, 28 

IbaQ.'!Xt al mal;arim, 110 
K. Iblis wa junudi-hi, 16 
Ibn ,al· Athir, 2, 4, 72, 93 
Ibn I;Iajar, 7, 68, 72, 111 
Ibn I;Iawshab, 135, 137, 139 
Ibn 'Inaba, 93 

Ib.n 'Iqda, AJ:.lmad b . Mhd b. Sa'id 
b; '.Abdi'r Ral;lman al Hamad-

H9 

ani, rawi, 15-16 
"Ibnu'l Islam",-Salmiin Farsi, 107 
Ibn Nadim (cf. also K. al Fihl'ist), 

2, 4, 13, 70, 72, 76, 77, 79, 
83, 85.92 

lbn al Qaddiil). for AMQ,··2, 27, 28, 
31, . 32 

Ibn Razzam, or llizii.m, Mhd (A bil. 
'Abdi'l-Hi.h) b. 'Ali a:l Kilfi at 
Ta'i 2, 4, 5, 70, 75, 87, 92"94; 

97, 111, 123, 126 
lbn Shaddiid, 'Abdu'l-'Aziz b. Shad-

dad al :e:imyari, 2, 70, 93 
Ibrahim, ~!bbasid. 126 
Ibrahim. Abraham, 31 
Ibrahim b. Hashim al Qummi, 

rawi, 64, 6n 
Ibrahim b. al I;Iusayn al I;Iamidi, 

da'i, Ho 
Ibrahim (or A biin?) b. Maymii n al 

Qaddiil). , 61, 69 
Ibrahim, son of the Prophet, 34,. 54 
<idda mm a~lJ,abi:-na <an ... ; expl. 

17, 22-28,. 31, 32;-disciples 
of Sahl b. Ziyad, 16 

idols, ~i:war, to 1 be destroyed, 4fl 
Idris b. al I;Iasan, 'Imadu'd oin, 

da'i, historian, 89, 96, 112, 124; 
132, 133, 138-14.0 

flJ,ram muflt be bf two pieces, 3o; 
-ior women, 36, 48 

K. al IlJ,t-ijaj, 16 
Ikhwanu·~ ~afa, 79 
<ilm, 24, 25;- of 'Ali 103; - of 

Imams, 102;-.of the Prophet 
remains in his progeny, 23 

Imam and caliph, use of terms, 120 
Imamat, continuous, 107 
Imams, biographies of their a::;so

ciates, 3;-their surnames, 5; 
-I.A. the X-th and XI-th, 5, 

12, 16, 17, 18 
importers of goods, 37 

'Imran b . 'Abdi'Hiih, 127 
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in shii/a"l-'iah, necessity to add it, 
48 

i.n.carnation of the Deity, Druz~ 
'' ideas of, 129 

India, 123 
inhal:iitants of the sky, to shine, 

30, 32, 53 
intercour~e, sexl.rar, should ·not be 

hurried; prayer hefor'e it, 39 
'Iraq, 131 
•r.sa h 'Abdi'l-lah, 127 
'lsa b. Miisa al Ksh 'ari·; 17 
'!sa Sh8lqan, 101 · 
IsJ:laq, son of Abraham, 31 
K. al I~la~, 77, 90 
Islii.m, son of ( Saim:an), 128 
al I sm al A '?Wm, 99;-confided to 

Abu'I Khatt ab, 105 
Isma'il, Biblical, 31 
Abu Isma'il, kunya of Ablt'l-Khat-

tab, 98 . 
Isinii'il b. 'Amrw b. Sa,'id b , 

Umayya, rawi, 67 
Isma'il b. Ja'far, Imam, 92, 94-97, 

103, 108, 111, 114, 121, 123, 
124·, 132, 133 

Isma'\:1 b. KJ\.iilid al Muqaddasi, 68 

Isma'il b. Mhd. b. Isinii'H b. Ja'far 
a~ $iidiq, 122 

al Ismii'iliyya,. 97 ;-{],l khaU{Ja, 95, 
97, 108 

isnads, early, refer to perusal of 
written information, i3 

~tabrv;r,q cloth, 40 
.istWn.a', 25 
K . I t hbiit an Nubuww at, 78 
' i trat of the P r oph et, 128 

' Jabir a1 Ju'fi, 115 
Jabra'il, 48, 117 ;- comme;n.ds the 

use of toothbrush, 46;~- and 
M.ika'il, 115 

Jacobites,. 79 
Abii Ja'far al Man~ur, wa{Ji of 

Ja'far a~ $iidiq, 1'16 
Ja.'far b. Man~ilri'l Yaman, 133, 136 
Ja'far b. Mhd al Ash'ari, 20; 31, 

64-66 
Ja'far Q. Mhd b. Is~a'i1 b .• Ja'.l'ar 

al? $iidiq, 122 
Ja'far b. Mhd b. 'Ubaydi'l~lah al 

Ash'ari al Qummi rawi, 65 
<Aibii Ja'far Mhd b. Ya'qiib b. Is]Jaq 

al Kuli:ni ar Rii.zi, see under 
Kulin'i. 

Jam, Ya,ma, 78 
Jannaba, 117 
Jii.riidi, a branch cif Zaydis, 15 
Jawdhar, Ustadh, 132 
jazira, term expl.., 22;-of Qum, 

province ? 12 
Jesus, 79, 118 
Jewess poisoned the Prophet, 42 
Jewish God is chief angel, 1:13 
Jews; 48, 85 , 
joking, condemned, 33 
Juda.is;m, 107 . 
Jurjan, Gurgan, tomb of Mhd ad 

Dlbii.j ~n.. 123 

Ka'ba, entering it, 36 
Kach, R:aj, Kasli, e3)rly name of 

Shahrisabz, 19 
K. YJi Kiifi fi 'ilmi'd din, passim ;

arrangement of ·l0-1'1;--'-edi
tions; 9-10 

R. r11~ Kafiya fi'r ra:dd 'ala' l Haru.ni 
at ljiUS(I;Tii , 7, 138, 141 

Ibn Itahmash, rawi, 133 
Kamil Hussein, Dr. M ., 140 
K. Kanzu'l-w·a1ad,' 140 
Karbala, 16 
Kashi, Abii 'Amrw Mhd b. 'Almrw 

b. 'Abdi'l 'Aziz, pa..<~sim;-his 

rawis, 12;-his book, "Rijal'', 
1 

Ibn KaJthir, . 'AbbM (or 'Ubad ?) al 
. Baljlri, 25-27, 44, 59, 67 

Kaysanite~, 111 
.-E:azirli.n, 134 ( 
.A.bii Khadija, Salim b. M ukram al 

Kilfl, ·rawi; 3, 11'1 
.K. Khanaan-i Naw'bakhti · 15 
l.t::Mniqin., 114 ' 
Kharijites, 22 
.al Khattab, dii'i, ·138, 140 
.AbU'l-Khattab, Mhd b. Miqla~ al 

Asa.da al Kiifi, 3, 6; 93, 94, 97-
110, 112, 114, 116-118; 12!-123 

Abii'I-Khattab Ziyad b. YaJ:lya b. 
Ziyad b. I:Iassan an Nakri, 
rawi, 68 

:R:hattabisrh, 92, 117;-and Christi
anity, 112;-and Qarmatian
ism, 118 

·Khattabites, Khattabiryya, 93~95, 

97, 106, 114, 118;-as riiwis, 5; 
-"sons of God", 107 

Khazar k ingdom, Khazars, 78, 90, 
91 

Khorasan; 19, 22, 77, 114, 115;-~ 
Persia generally, 61: -- and 
Chin~~>, 77;-school of tradi. 
tionists, Shi 'ite, 12, 15, 90;
independent of Qum, 12 

JI:. Khulii{Jat Tahdhibi'l Karnal, 61 
Khurrarrlis, 79 
'lchutba of ma,rria.ge, 38 
~huttaliin, tradibonists of, 12 
Khiizistii.n, 123 
.khwaetwaa·Ltha, Pehl. khwe tiJJ~ 

da;sih, 119 
kidhb, 17 
Banu Krinda, 85 
k indness and alms, 35 
'Kdrman, 68 
IDsra, mule p r esented to Prophet 

. ' by, 49 
"knowledge, 'i!lm, search for 24;-"-· 

. magic, 117;-of the secret 
name, 115 

Kufa; 19; 20, 61, 6'5, 66, 77, 81, 85, 
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86, 98, 102-106, 113, 11~. 127; 
~in touch witli Qum, 12 

KuHn, Kalin, KiUn., Kuia.n, Gilin, 
Arabici.sed into Kulayn, 1 0, Zl. 

Kulini, Abii Ja'far Mhd b .. Ya' qub 
b. IsJ:laq ar Razi, i, 3, '5, 9, 17~ 
23, 70/71, 79, 84, 102, ios, 114, 
:u6, 121, 123, 125, t33;- ·-bio:. 
graphy of, 1ocu;~his raw·is, 
14-;L8;-his 'iddw, 17, 22-28, 

31:, 32 

Ibn Labban, Khattabite, 108 
TAbbay-ka, addresed to Imam 

Ja'far, 103 
Lakhmid state, 86 
latrine, rules for using it,. 50 
laziness. condemned, 37 
Letter, open, to the peopie of Ray, 

from dii/i I:Iasan, 110 
locusts, fried, liked by the Pro

phet, o13 
loneliness condemned, 46 

K. Ma ruwi fi Abi' Z Khattab, 113 
Mii warii'a'n Nahr, traditi'onists 

of, 12, 83 
K. Mab'athu'n N~bi wa akhbt'i1'U,-

Jtu, 63 
Macedonia, 75 
MadhJ:lij, Arab clan, 12 
Mad.in.a, in touch with Qum, 12 ;"'.c:. 

cf. Medina. 
Magians, Majus, 3, 84, 134 
al ~ahdi, Fa.timid, 106, 139-141; 

-second seventh Niitiq, 140, 
141 

Ma.hdi callted Man~ilr in Yarn:an, 
139 

K. Majalisu'l mu'minin, 10, 1R, 19 
K. Majma/u!l ash'ar- fi mad~i/,Z 

A'immat, by Kulini, 11 
Majiis, 84, 134;~ghuldtw'l-, 78 

(BihiHaridis, q. v.) 
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Makarios 8Jld Mubii,rak; 112 
Banu Makhzihn, 59, 70, 72, 75 
Makka, faqih .ahl Makka, 25;~ 

see under Mekka. 
Makran, 114 
MaJatiya, 91 
Malkani (Christians), ~9 
aJ Ma'niiin, Abbasid caliph, abdic

ates in favour of ar Ri<;la, 11 
Ma'mun, brother of J;Iamdiin Qar

mat, 93 
Ma'iniiniyya, sect, 9R 
K . Man lii yp,J;,if,uru-hu' l faqih, 1, 

18, 19;-mentions AMQ, _l 
K. Manaq.i•b Abi' l Khattab·, 112 
Manawi, cf. :l'48Jlichee, 79 
Mani, 76-79., 84, 90;-his bool{s, 76 
M8llichae8Jls, Manichees, 76. 82, 90 
MaJlichaeism, 76,- 77, 79, 133 
manifestaA:ion of Divine Nu:r in 

uninterrupted succession of 
Imams, 108 

al M~iir, Abbasid caliph, 122 
al MaJl:;;iir, Fatimid Imam, 132 
Man:;;uru'l-Yaman., 139 
K. Maqtal. Abi'B Khattiib, 112, 113 
M;arcion, 76, 78 
Marcionites, 89 
M~rqun (Marcion), 78, 79 
marriage, recommended, 38 
Marw, 19;.,.-cloth of, 44 
-Maryam, tree of, 2!'1 
K. al Ma$ii]J,at wa/Z buldiin,. 16 

·K. MWJ}J,af Fiitt?na, 79 
maturity, sexua l, in children, 49 
'fnlliWlii 8Jld ghulam, terms discus· 

sed, 58, 59 
Ma.ymiin, popular name in early 

Islam, 111 
Maymun, founder of the Maymii

n.iyya sect, 8& 
al Maymun, i.'e. Mhd b . .Isma'il 

b.· Ja'far, 96-98, 112, 123;~ 
the Vll-th Niiti q, 112 

Maymiin al Bann al Kufi, 111 
Maymunu'n naqibat, Mhd b •. 

Isma'H b. Ja'far, .112 
Ma.ymun al Qaddal)., ·1, 73, 75, 87, 

88,92-96,98,108,111,121,123-
125, 129, 130, 132;--mawlU Abi: 
Jafar (Mhd al Baqir), 25, 58; 
-mawza Bami Makhziim, 59j. 
-,a Bardesanian, 6;-a Khat-
tabite, 6;-ghuliim of Imam 
Ja'far, 26

1 
58;-as a riiwi, 26; 

:-his books, 71;---,.his sons, 69;: 
~his kurvya, 70 

Ma.ym1ln b. Siy!i.h al Ba:;;ri, 72, 1H 

Maymuniyya, sect, 88, 93-97, 11 z:. 
mayS!ir. 60, 61 

K. al M ·aysir wall qidii}J,, 72, 7~ 
Maza:.ndaran, 19 
Mazdakis, 78, 79 
Mazduq, i.-e. Mazdak, 78 

measuring of sight by 'Ali, 49 
meat-eating, commended, 42 
Medi-ria (Madina), 12, 39, 40, 62; 

84, 113, 121-124, 127 131, 132 

Mekka (Makka), 46, 59, 60, 62, 69, 
84, :us, 123;-wiidis in 52;
Imams' property ih, 69 

mercy, acts of, bring early reward~ 
·27 

Mesopotamia, P.7, 89, 137;-Nor• 
thern, 75;.,-Southern, or Lo• 
wer, 77, 105, 114, 117, 123, 13?. 

Mesopotamia, Cristianity in, 102; 
- dii'is in, their rebellion, 137. 

metempsychol>is, 93, 110 
Mika'il, angel, 115 

K. Minhiiju' l maqiil, 73 
M:i(lr, 84 
k . Mtziin, 114 
aJ! Miziin fi nu$rati'z zanrJ.aqa, 71 

K. Mtziinu'l-i'Ulliil, 112 
Moses Ba.r K epha, 76 
Moses, "robullt", 107, 119 

Mu'alli b. Khunays, riiw'i, 72, 113, 
132 

Mu'ammil b.c al 'Ijli al Kiifi, 
rawi, 6 . 

Mu'ammir, attabite, d.ivinised, 
108 

M;u'ammir b. Khallad, riiwi, 118 
Mu'awiya b. J;Iakim, riiwi, 104 
al Mu'ayyad bi'l-lah Abii'l ·J;Iusayn 

Al).mad b. al J;Iusayn b. al 
I;Iasal'l; al Butl).ani, 2, 137 

Mubiirak,-Makarios, 112;-maw. 
la of Ismii.'Ii b. Ja'far a~ $adiq, 

95 
al Mubiirak (Ismii.'il b. Ja'far a(! 

f?B.diq) , 96, 97 
Mubiira.kiyya, sect, 95, 96, 106 
al Mufa<;l<;lal b, 'Umar a(! ~ayrafi, 

3, 105, 106, 111, 115, 123 
Mul).a.mmact t he. Prophet, 97, 127 
Mhd (Abii Ja'far) b. 'Abdi'I-lii.h b. 

Ja.'far b. al J;Iusayn al I;limyari: 
al Qummi, riiwi, 16 

Mhd b. 'Abdi'l-lii.h b . Mihran al 
Karkhl, 112 

Mhdi b. 'Abdl'l-lii.h b. Mhd an Nay-
saburi, al J;Iakim, riiwi, 67 

Mhd b: 'Abdi'l-J;lamid al 'Attar, 17 
Mhd b. 'Abdi'l-Jabbii.r, riiwi, 26, 
Mhd (Abii'l J;Iusayn) b. al 'A.bld 

ash Sharif ad Dimashqi, 
"Akh11 Mul).sin", 2 

M;hd b. Al).mad b . Ya.l).ya b. 'Imrii.n 
b. 'Abdi'l-lah b . Sa'id b. M alik 
a l Ash'ari aJ Quinmi:, riiwi, 21 

Mhd (AbU Ja'far) b . 'All b. al 
J;Iusa.yn b. Miisii. Ibn Babuya 
al Qummi, 18 (see under lbn 
Babuya) 

Mhd b .. 'Ali b. Ma.l).bilb al Ash'ari 
a.l Qummi, riiwi, 21 

Mhd (Abii 'Abdi'l-lah) b. 'Ali Ibn 
Razzam at 'fa.'i aJ Kufi, 2 
(see under lbn .Razziim). 

l53'· 

Mhd (Abii Ja'far) al Baqir, Imam,.. 
25, 30, 58, 69, 73, 86-88 .. 

1vn'ld ad Dibii.j b. Ja'far a:;; $ii.diqr· 
123-

Mhd lbn al J;Iamtfiyya, HO 
Mhd b. al I:'fa.san, rawi , 24 

. Mhd (Abii Ja'far) b. al J;Iasan b. 
'Ali at 'fii.si " Shaykhu't Tii' - · 
ifa" , 1, 20 (see under 'fusi)~. 

Mhd b .. al J;Iasan b. Ahi Ja...l-Jm b. 
Bukayr b. A'yan ash Shaybani, .. 
riiwi, 64 

Mhd b. al J;Iasan b. al Walid, 17 
Mhd b. Ibrahim b. Ja'far al KMibo· 

an Nu'mani, 8 
Mhd b. -Isl).ii.q al Khaifaf, riiwi, SO·· 

Mhd (Abli'l J;Iasan) b. Ismli:'il al 
Bandaqi (Bayhaqi?} an Nay
sabiiri, riiwi, 15 

Mhd b. Ismii.'TI Ibn Ba.zigh-, 15 

Mhd b . Ismii.'il b. Ja'far a:;; $ii.diq,_ 
92, 103, '106, 107, 117, 121-124t. 
129' 130, 132, ' 133, 137, 140, 
141;-seventh Ntitiq, 140;__:_ 
Imazp of the Maymuniyya, 93:, 

94, 96~ 

Mhd b. Isma'TI an Naysabiiri, riiwi~ 
1~ 

Mhd b. I smii.'il ar Rii.zi, 15 
Mhd b . Isma'il I.bn Abi Sa'id a~: 

Zayyat, ·riiwi, 15 

Mhd b. Mal).biib, rawi, 21, 65 
Mhd b. Mhd b. 'I(liim al Kulini;. 

riiwi, 19 
Mhd b. Miisii. al Katib al Qazwini~ 

s.~ 

Mhd b. Muslim, rawi,, 115 

M'hd b. Sa'id, 112 
Mhd b. Salma al Yashkilri, 73 
Mhd b. Sulayman, wa$i- of Ima~ 

Ja'far , 116 
Mhd b. 'fabii.taba, 133 
Mhd b . YaJ:lya, r awi, 24, 29, 65-
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;Mhd (Abii Ja'far) b. Ya'qO.b b. 
IsJ:laq al Kulini ar Ra.zi, 1, 9, 
20 (see under Kttlin'i). 

~Mhd b. Abi Zaynab MiqHi,~ Ibn 
Abi'l Khattab al Barrad al 
Ajda' a! Asadi al KD.fi, AbO.'l 
Khattab, 98 (see un,der AbO.'I 
Khattab). 

.-al Mu'izz li-dini'l-lah, Fatimid, 89, 
96, 137, 141 

;'n/ukat9WiJn, evil spirit, 118 
:Muqtana (Druze author), 140 
_MO.sa, wa{li of Imam Ja'far, 116 
..MO.sa b. Ja'far a1;1 ~adiq, 63, 64, 

69, 85, 101, 114, 116, 121-124, 
. 131, 133 

.Musa'l qcuwi a~ r:tmin, 107 
.AbO. Muslim Khurasani, 78, 113, 

126 
K. Mustadrak, 4, 19, 20, 21, 22, 

114;-AMQ's rawi, 64 
cal Musta'in, Abbasid caliph, 58 
.;~ Musta'li, Fat. caliph, 138 
mustaqarr wa must·awda-', 131 
mustawaa' amri!l lmumat, 132 
mustawda' Imams, 128-132 
Mu'tazil!tes, 85 
~uyassir, rawi, 100 
·mysticism, gnosticism and Ismat

lism, 109 
·myth of Salman, 126 

Nabi mur8'fl;l : AbO.'l Khattab, 107 
·!lbn Nadim, 2, 4, 13, 7o, 72, 76, 77, 

' 79, 83, 85 
·Nahru~l Kut, · river · (Day~an), 75 
·hails, clipping cif, 45 
·N"ajashi, 7, 17, 21, 22, 70, 72, 73, 

85, 112,, 114, 118, 126;-his· 
E.. ar Rijal, 7, 8 

"Jbn an Najjar, his book, 67 
·;name of the Prophet, to mention 

in prayers, 30 
·Jilames, great, of God protect from 

crawling creljt~ures, 31 
nam·es, peroonal, of Imams, should 

not be pronounced, 5, 8 
an Nasa'i, traditionist, 67 
na:shru'l-'i:lm; 25 
1'1.-U§§ in appointments of da'is, 139, 

141 
na§§ to Musa b. Ja'far, 123 
Natiq, S.e·venth, Mhd b. Isma'il, 106 
Navsari, 133 
K. an Nawaair, by AI.1mad b. Idris 

al Qummi, 15 
K. an Nawaair, by '.Amir al 

,Aish'ari:, 16 
K. an Nawaairt, by Sahl b. Ziyad, 

17 
K. Nawaairu'l }),ikmat, by Mhd b . 

AJ:lmad al Qummi, 21 
Nawbakhti, al I,Iasan b. MO.sa, 95, 

96, 99, _101, 105, 108, 113~115, 
117, 118, 121 

an Naysabiiri, Mhd b. 'Abdi'l-lah 
b. Mhd a.l I,Iakim, rawi, 67 

Neo-Platonic theories, 109, 136 
Nestorians, 79, 85, 86 
Nishapur, 19, 22, 87, 91;-centre 

of Shi'ite learning, 12;
Kulini's rawis frpm, 14 

Ni:(!:iimu'l-Mulk, 72 
Nizar, Imam, 138 
Nizaris of India, 133;-of Persia, 

131 
Noah, 119 , 
K. an Nujum, by AJ:lmad b. Mhd 

al 'A(!imi, 16 
Nu'man, Qa<;Ii, 125 
nur and ru]J, (Khattabite), 108 
Niiru'l-Iah Shushta,ri, 10, 18 
K. an Nu§r/at, by Sijista.nj, 71 

Oath, swearing of, 47;-revoca
tion of, 47 

olive, blessed tree, 42 
olives• and olive oil, commended, 42 

Omayyads, 48, 100;-and Imam 
Ja'far, 121 

"On the. laws~ th. e countries", 
by Barde nes, 76 . 

Orhai, Urfa, dessa, 75 
Origen, 109 . 

·<'Orrhoene, Osrhoene, Upper Meso
potamia, 75 

orthodox Fatimid school of Ismai
lism, "Persian", 135, 137 

Osrhoene, Orrhoene, 75 

Pamirs, Ismailis of, 86 
Paradise•, entering of, 32 
patience in sorrow, 26 · 
Patrist literature, 136 
pederasty condemmid, 40 
peeling fruits, 42 
Pen, Divine, 49 
persecution of Shi'ites in Qum, 22 
Persia, 123;-Western, 77 
Persian Gulf, 54 
pollution of dress, unwitting, 50 
pomegranates, commended, 42 
prayers, before battle, 37;--evenlng. 

for children, 41;--'-for dead, 
29, 51:--over the dying, 33;
before sleep, 31;-of married 
man, 38;-to be increased, 34; 
-please God, 28;-shield beli
ever, 29;-neglect in, condem
ned, 29 ;-must be insistent, 
29;-name of the Prophet 
should be mentioned in, 30;
also angels, 30;-recited by 
'Ali in Rama(lan, 55 

profiteers, qursed, 37 
progeny of Prophet, blessings to 

be invoked, 30 
propaganda, Abbasid, 120 

Prophet (MuJ:l,ammad), 102, 107, 
115, 126, 128, 132, and passim; 
-objected to be called by 

} name, 8 
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prostration for expiating errors ~n. 
prayer, 50 

proto-Ismaili doctrin~, 106 
Ptolemy, system of, 109 
puberty, separation of children at, 

u: 
. punishment after death, 28. 

Qwdda~~. meaning of, 60-61 
aa: QaddJii~, flint, symbol of Imam,. 

137' 
al QaddiiJ:l, simply, for Maymiin al. 

QaddB.J:l, 6, 24, 31, 141 
al Qa'im, Fatimid, 89, 140 
Qrunbar, mawlti of 'Ali, . 57 
Qa,ramita of BaJ:lrayn, 106, 117 
Qarmatian doctrine base.d on th~ 

Waqifa principle, 106;-.inva
sion of Syria, 137 

Qarmatians of Fars, 93;-(implied
Ismailis) refutations of, pre
cautionary, 3 

Qasan, Sawad of, 7 
al Qatr, 54;-cloth made there, 44 
Qawsin, distr. of Ray, 21 
qayyim, term explained, 105;-in• 

Kiifa, Abii'l Khattab, 106 
qiJd'ii}J, and m.aysir, 60 

, K. al Q~da~ wall m.r.t-y,sir, 72 
Qum, 10, 17, ' 22, 66, 115, 127;...,... 

centre of Shi'ism, '14;-itS" 
school of Shi'ite tradition, 11, 

12' 
Qumis in the entourage of Imam 

Ja'far, 12;-rawis of Kulini, 14:· 

K. fi Raddi'l Js.mii/iliyya, by Ibn: 
Razzam, 2 

K. ar Radd 'ala'l Isma'iliyya, by· 
'All b;. AJ:lmad al Kiifi, 8 

K. ar Radd 'alii'l Isma'iliyya ti'r 
n~a'iid, 8 

K. fi Ro.ada 'aUi'l Qaramita, by 
Kulini, 11 
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.-'K. ar R'(J;dd 'alii/l. Qaramita, by 
'Ali al QazwinJ, and another 
by al Fa<}J b. Shlidhan, 8 

OK. ''ar Radd 'ala's Salmiiniyya (or 
Sw1aymaniyya?), 118· 

OK. ar Ra~~ma fi'l wuif,u', 16 
.. Ramia, 68 · 
K. Rasit'ili' Z A'imma, by Kulini, 11 

:Rashidu'd-din, historian, 72 ° 

:rasiil, Khattabite, Bazigh, 107 
orasulu'l-Uih, Abu'I Kha~~ab, 106 
:rationalism, 109 
· ~wa. 'an-hu, implications of, 68 
·.rawis, biographies of, 3 
raWis, "specialisation" of, 56 
RaY,, 10, 17-19, 2~, 87;-inhabitants 

of, address•ed, 110 
Ibn Razzam (or Rizam), 2, 4, 5, 

70, 87, 92-94, 97, 111, 123, 126 
trefutation of Ismailism, precau-

tionary, 3 
·religion, neglect of, _ condein.ned, 37 
respect, personal, 32 
·respectable man, greeting of, 33 
Resurrection, t estifying at, 30, 31 
'"return" after death of 'Abdu'l-liih 

al AftaJ:l, 122-123 ;-'-Of Abfr'I 
Khattab, 117;-of Mfrsa b. 
Ja'f~ a~? l;ladiq, 12:r 

· :ar Ri<;la, 'Ali b. Musa, 11, 64-66, 
0 

83-85, 90, 96, 130 
·riding astride, prohibited to . wo

men, 39 
K. ar Rijal, by Kashi 1, 114;~ 

another, by KUlini, 1l. 
ring, wearing it, 45 
K. ar Riiyaif,, by al Ki:rmani, 71 
-&'riil'j/', entrusted to Abu'l Khattal\ 

117 ;-transferred, 106 
Tu~u'l-iman· in Imams," 115 
ruJ;r,u'l-~yiiJt, 115 
m· riil;r, r:tl mudarrij, 115 
'Tiil;r, rol quits, 115;~ quwwa., 115; 

-ash 8hahwat, 115 

ar RU.J:la, or ar Rol;la, 75 
rii~s, five, in Imams, 102; 115 
Ruknu'd-dawla, Buyid, 19 
Rus, 91 

K . ar Rushd wa'l hidayat, 136, 141 
Rustam, wilayat of, 15 
Ruyan, 19 ;-Ruyani, 19 

Sabeans, 78 , 
Sabiri, or Sabur1, clo.th, 127, 134 
Sabur (Shapur), in Fars, 114 
Sacy, S. de7"", 129 
Sa'd (Abfr'l-Qasim) b. 'Abdi'l-lah 

b. Abi Khalaf al Ash'ari al 
Qummi, rawi, 15 

a~ l';laffar, Mhd l;J. al I_Iasan al 
Qummi (one o.f the 'idda), 16, 

20 
safir, term expl., 116 
$a~ariyya cloth, 25 
l;lal;libu'd Daylam, 22 

K. $a~i~~ (by Bukhii.ri) , 9 
Sahl b. Ziyii.d (Abu 'Ali) al A.dami, _ 

founder of 'idda., 16, 17, 20, 
22, 24-28, 31, 32, 65 

Sao'id (or Sa'd) b. 'Abcli'l-lah b. Abi 
Khalaf al Ash 'ari al Qummi, 
rawi, 21 

Sa'id b. Salim al Qaddal;l al Makki, 
61 

Salam - Salam - God - Imam 
Ja'far, 107 

"salam 'alay-kum" to be said 
loudly, 32 1 

Salam, Abil 'Ali, al Khurasani, 25 
Salii.m b. Sa'id al Makhzfrmi, rawi; 

25, 58 
l;liiliJ:l (Abfr Khalid), b. Sa'Yd a1 

Qammat al Asadi, rawi, 65 

Salim (Abfl Salma) b. Mukram, 
Abu Khadija, rawi, 113 

Salnian Farsi, 112, 125-128;
Ma.n.ichaean Hormuzta, 133;-

Ibnu'l lslam, 107, 128;-,plyth 
of, 126 

;Salmaniyya ( Sulaymaniyya ? ) 

sect, 118 ( 
K. as S tauna', 16 
.Samarqand, centre f Shi'ite Iearn-

in.g, 12 
.Samarra, 16 
.Sampsaioi (Shamsi:s?), 89 
'sandals, taking off when entering 

mosque, 51·;~putting on, 45, 
51 

.Saqlabiyya, 91 
Sarandibi, 19 
Abu Saraya, 133 

:as Sari or as Sirri, Khattabite 
rasitl, 107 

Sat Gur Nur, 133 
~atan, vision of Abu'l Khattab, 99, 

109, 125 
Srutpanthis, 133 
Satr, p eriod of, 131 
:scholars; heirs- of prophets, Z5;

surpass in merit devotees, 24-
25 

-echools of Shi'ite tradition, Khora
sa.ni, 18; 19;-Qumi, 18, 21 

schools of Ismailism, Persian and 
Yamanite. 136 

··s,eleucids, 75 
.-self-control commended . 26;-self 

restraint, 40 
Shaburqan, Mani's bool~. 77 

o~bn Shaddad, .70, 71, 93 
~Shahrastani, 73, 85. 111 
"Sha.h-risabz, 19 

shake hand, adVised, 27 
.AbU Shakir, 84, 85;-name applied 

to Maymfrn ai Qadda(l, 70, 98: 
-ad Day:;;ani, 81-84,87, -88;
:Maymf.tn ad Day:;;ani, 83;- · 
z4ndiq, 83 

Shamsis, 7!l, 89 
:.Shapur, in Fars, 134 

Sharaf 'Ubaydalli, 93 
Bwnu Shaybiin; 85 

157: 

Shaykhu't 'faWa, 'fiisi, q. v., Mhd 
b. al l;Iasan b. 'Ali, 20 

shp,ytan, keeping him away during 
sex. intercourse, 39 

shaytans-, :flee from recitation of 
the Coran, 32 :-from dhikr, 
30;-two sent to ward off un
riily devils, 31 ;---'-tricks of, 31 

sheep 's tigh, liked by the Prophet, 
42 

Shi'ite literat ure, early, scarcity 
of, 13 

Shi'it.e sentiment mobilised by the 
Ismailis, 135 

shroud of the Prophet, material of, 
24 

Ibn Shurayl;l, faq'ih ahl Makka, 25, 
26 

Ibn Shurayl:l, Abf.t Mhd Mu'awiya 
b . Maymfrn Ibn Shurayl;l al 
Kindi, 59, 60 

Ibn Shura.yl:l Mhd b . Shurayl;t al 
l;Ia<;lrami, 60 

Shu'U.biyya, 6 
K. $iftaWl Jwnnat wa'n Nar (by 

AMQ?), 63, 73 
K. $ifat, 73 
l;liffin, battle of, 52 
K. Sifru'l-atrrar, 76 
$in wa Ma:;;in, 78 
Sind, 78, 137;--da''i8 in, 96, 137 
K. Sirat lbn {Iawshab, 137 
as Sirri, or as Sari, Khattabite 

rasul, 107 
sitting on the minhar, Prophet's, 

50 
K. Siyc'i8at Nama, 72 
K. Siyc'i8atu'l-murtaddin, 7, 138 
slave concubines, conimended. 38 

sleeping believer is guarded by 2 
shaytans and 30 angels of God, 

31 
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sleev-e, carrying things in, 37;-
shortened by 'Ali, 45 

s11eezing, magic .of, 32, 54 
sociability .recommended, 26 

'salomon, 78 
sons of God; Khattabite-s,. 107 
sons of Islam, 107 
"spi.J;'itual adoption", 126, 128 
"sto~k. of al Qaddal).", 141 
stories, obscene,. condemned, 39 
&ub~a"'W!''l-lah, formula, in prayer, 

Sufism, history of, 86 
:;lughdi:, 19 

50 

K., Sullamu'n najat 70, 97 
Supreme God and demiourge, 103; 

--of Khattabites, 108 
Syria, school of Shi'ite trad., 137; 

--of Ismailism, 137 
Syriac literature, 75 

'fabari, history ()f, 15, 89 
'fabaristan, Zaydite rulers of, 22 

· K. fi Ta'bim'·r ru'yii!, by Kulini, 11 
Tabuk, war of, 43 
K . Tahdhibu/l a~~klim, by 'fusi, 18, 

20-23, 50, 133, 134;-mention 
of AMQ, 1 

K. Tahdhib at Tahdhib, by Ibn 
Jjajar, 68, · 72 

Abii 'fahir, Qarmatian, 117 
-'fahirids, 15 
'fll.'if 40 
'falJ:la b. 'Armw b. 'Uthmiin al 

Makki, r<awi, 67 
Abii 'fli.lib, 108 
ltatn&w,kh, cf. metempsychosis, 93 
K , Taqrib at Tahdhil), 68 
K. at 'f'a'r'ikh, by Ibn 'Iqda, 15 
.Tartus, 91 
tarw.iya, eeremony· of, 52 
tashriq, 52 
ta;slim, formula of, 50 
tawaf before ?<ajj, 36 

K. at Taw~id, by. Ibn Babuya. 
(refers to AMQ), 1, 18, 47, 77, 

82, 84, 9it 
K. at Taw~id, by Sahl b. Ziyad, 1 T 
'fayba (place), 46 
at 'fayyib, son of al .Amir, 137 
teeth, cleam.ing recoinmended, 33 

· Thabit (:Abu I;Iamza) b. Ab I $afiy
ya Dinar ath Thamali, ·rawi,, 

127 
Thanawis, cf. dualists, 79 
Thaqif tribe, 127 
thard and thar'id (or· thura.yd-?).., a.: 

kind of cheese, 42 
Theodoret of Cyrus, bishop, '{ 
tin, clay, eating of, condemned, 4~ 
Tirmidhi, traditionist, 67 
Toosy, "List of Shy'ah Books'',. 2{} 
toothbrush, use• of, pleases God, 45 
toothpick recommended, 43 
tradition, books on,--ilsnads-attest· 

ing their existence, 13 
tradition, Shi'ite, early studies in~ 

13;-the Qum school; 11 
turban must be put on at prayer, 

29' 
Tui-fan, excavatio.ns in, 76 
Turkestan, 77 
Turks, infiltration into Turkestan, 

1f:l'i 
"turning. Qarma.tian", conversion. 

alleged, 8 
tuJrUq, in ~diiths, 19 
'fusi, "Shaykhu't-'fa'ifa!', Mhd b. 

al I;Iasan; 17, 20-22, 50, 72, 73, 
114 

'fusi's "List", 7. 20 
"tutorship" motive in religious pre ... 

cedents, 139 

'Ubaydu'l-lah b. 'A:mrw b. I.Iaf~ al 
'Adawi rd.wi, 67 

'Umar, caliph, altered wM,is in. 
Mekkl'l., 52 

I 

'Umar b. 'Abdi'l-'Aziz, rawi, 79 
'Umar b. Yazid, 127, 128 
Ibn Abi 'Umayt·, raw'i, 81 

K. 'Uift4atu't 'f'alib, r 
K. Ummu'~ Ki.tab, 86, 87, 125, 126, 

133 
Umm Kulthum, daughter of 'Ali, 

53 
Umm Salma, 131, 132 
'"unveiling those whom God has 

veiled", sin of, 5 
Urfa-Edessa,. 75 . 
'Uthman b. ai Aswad b. Musa b. 

Ba.dhan, rawi, 67 
··uthmii.n b. Ma?'iin, 34, 53 ;--his 

wife complaining o.n his 
abstinence, 38, 39 

K. 'TJyunn'l-akhbar, 86, 89, 113, 
124, 132, 133 

Wakil, of the concealed Imam, 
discussed; 116 

Waqi;fa type of Shi'ite sects (also 
Qarmatians), 106 

W iiqifitles as rawi8, 3 
w.~i; Khattabite term, discussed, 

' . 105, .116 
Water of Zamzam, 43, · 44 
water-melon with dates liked by 

the Prophet, 42 
wedding ceremony, sh()rtened, 38 
whale in. the sea, 24 
white . colour recommended for 

dress. 44 
wife, ideal, described, 37 
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wwf:u', opening of prayer, 33 

Ya;J:lya b; · 'Abdi'l-lah Abi'l I;Iasan 
:;laJ:libi'd Daylam, 22 

YaJ:lya b. Sa'id al An111ii.ri, 67 
Yaman, 124, 135, 137-139;-school 

of Ismailism . in, 136, 137 
Banu Yaqtin, 91 
Ya'qiib b. I;Iamid b. Kasib al 

Ma.dani, riiw'i, 68 
Abu Ya'qub as Sijistani, 71, 78, 79, 

97 
Yellow, mu'CUJta1·,. dress is not pro

hibited, 44 
Yunus , b. 'Abdi:r Ral;urian, .Abu'l 

I.Iiirith, 72, 83, 9l 

Zaddiqa (Syriac), expl.; 79 
K. Zahru'l-ma'an'i, 112, 139, HO 
zakiit on ra.w products, 51 
Zamzam, water of, 43, 44 
<:andp,qa, 112 • 
Zayd b. 'Umar b. al Khattr~b, 53 

· Zaydi raWis, 22 
K. az Zina, 15, 61, 77, 90 
zindiq, Plur. zanadiqa, term expl. 

79;-80-85 
Zoroaster, 78 
Zoroastrianism, 77, 78, 91, 119 
Zoroastrians, '77, 84 134 
Abfl'? ?:ubyan kunyp, of Abfl.'l 

Khattab, 98 
Abu Zur'a, traditionist, 67 ;-on 

Ibn Kathi'r, 60 
Zutt, cloth made by, 114 

,/ 
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